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To Practical Men and Electrical Students:
Yorke Burgess, founder and head of the famous
electrical school bearing his name, has prepared
a pocket-size note book especially for the practical
man and those who are taking up the study of
electricity. It contains drawings and diagrams of
electrical machinery and connections, over two
hundred formulas for calculations, and problems
worked out showing how the formulas are used.
This data is taken from his personal note book,
which was made while on different kinds of work,
and it will be found of value to anyone engaged
in the electrical business.
The drawings of connections for electrical apparatus include Motor Starters and Starting Boxes,
Overload and Underload Release Boxes, Reversible Types,- Elevator Controllers, Tank Controllers,
Starters for Printing Press Motors, Automatic
Controllers, Variable Field Type, Controllers for
Mine Locomotives, Street Car Controllers, Connections for reversing Switches, Motor and Dynamo
Rules and Rules for Speed Regulation. Also,
Connections for Induction Motors and Starters,
Delta and Star Connections and Connections for
Auto Transformers, and Transformers for Lighting
and Power Purposes. The drawings also show all
kinds of lighting circuits, including special controls
where Three and Four Way Switches are used.
The work on Calculations consists of Simple

THE McCLURE PUBLISHING CO.

r

Electrical Mathematics, Electrical Units. Electrical
Connections, Calculating Unknown Resistances.
Calculation of Current in Branches of Parallel
Circuits, How to Figure Weight of Wire, Wire
Gauge Rules, Ohm's Law, Watt's Law, Information regarding Wire used for Electrical Purposes. Wire Calculations, Wiring Calculations.
Illumination Calculations, Shunt Instruments and
How to Calculate Resistance of Shunts. Power
Calculations, Efficiency Calculations, Measuring
Unknown Resistances, Dynamo and Dynamo
Troubles, Motors and Motor Troubles, and Calculating Size of Pulleys.
Also Alternating Current Calculations in finding
Impedance, Reactance, Inductance, Frequency,
Alternations, Speed of Alternators and Motors,
Number of Poles in Alternators or Motors. Conductance, Susceptance, Admittance, Angle of Lag
and Power Factor, and formulas for use with Line
Transformers.
The book, called the "Burgess Blue Book," is
published and sold by us for one dollar ($1.00¡
per copy, postpaid. If you wish one of the books,
send us your order with a dollar bill, check or
money order. We know the value of the book
and can guarantee its satisfaction to you by returning your money if you decide not to keep it after
having had it for five days.

Dept. M. H.
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to get this book free
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== For a short while we have been giving Taylor's great book on
TRANSFORMER PRACTICE free with the pay -raising Croft
I

Library.

Hundreds of men have jumped at this big book bargain

-a great bargain, indeed, at a special low price-on small monthly
141Av.":

%suw

payments. If you want to cash in on this
absolutely the last chance you will have.

v

ncots*

Again

Sounds like big pay, doesn't it?
But thousands of men, when they have climbed the ladder and figured
back, have found that the time they spent in spare -hour reading and
studying paid them bigger than any wages they es er earned.
Let's figure it out. There are at least three evening hours a day that
can he used in putting practical knowledge into your head. Suppose you
used just a fair portion of these, putting in, say, 500 hours a year for two
years-1000 hours in all.
The well-informed man in any business can expect to earn $2000 a year
more than the uninformed one. In five years this difference amounts to
$10,000, or $10 for every hour of your spare -time employment.
We are putting it conservatively. Many men have found their use of
spare time paid them as high as $25 to $50 an hour. Spare -time investment is the biggest thing you can undertake.

7

Reasons for Owning
the Croft Library

page of this 3000 -page Library is
1 Every
taken from everyday electrical practice.
Croft deals only with the kind of problems you tneet in your daily work.
author's knowledge of electricity has
ZThe
been obtained through actual shirt -sleeves
practice.
Beginning as an apprentice
line,nan, he went through the various
stages of wireman, draftsman. etc., until
be attained the position of electrical en-

3

The Croft LIBRARY OF
PRACTICAL
ELECTRICITY
combined reference

4

library and home study course
volumes, 3000 pages, 2100 illustrations, flexible binding
$1.50 in ten days and $2.00 monthly for nine months

A

The man who gets anywhere in any line of endeas or is the man who
KNOWS. And generally the more he knows the more he earns.
For the win who wants to know there is nothing better than the Croft
Library of Practical Electricity-eight volumes packed to the covers with
sound, helpful information on every phase of electricity from first principles to central station work.
Craft knows how to teach electricity-how to fit men for big -pay jobsbecause he has been through the mill and knows what is needed to get
ahead. What he knows about electrical practice-and he knows a lothas been gained by actual shirt -sleeves contact with everyday electrical

5

gineer with one of the big electrical manufacturing companies. Now he heads lei
own consulting company.
Seven years of thought, time. and effort
were put into these great books. In then,
you will find all the essentials of modern
electrical practice. Their thoroughness
makes theta the standard electrical reference books of today.
The books contain nothing but live, practical material. They are kept up to the
minute by periodical revisions by the au
thor. Every electrical worker will appreciate the valise of this.
Everything in the volumes is clearly written-clearly illustrated. Every man able
to read and write can understand and use
Yet they are rather elementary
them.
nor amateurish.

The flexible keratol binding of the Croft

6` books makes them ideal for either a-ork
slop or home library. They are easy to

handle-and they will last.

The worth of any set of books is usually
sale. Over 40.1100 elec-

7 indicated by its

trical workers-beginners and expertsare now using the Croft hooks. There'
a sound reason for this popularity.

problems.

Know electricity as experts know it
Earn an expert's pay

Croft teaches you electrical practice complete-inside and outside work-central stations and the whole subject. iog
He tells you the things you need to know about motors, generators, armatures,
commutators, transformers, circuits, Currents, switchboards distribution systems-electrical machinery of every type and installation, operation
and repair-wiring for light and power-how to do it mechanically perfect in
McGrawaccordance with the
Hill Book
Electrical Code-wiring of finished buildings-underwriters' and municipal requirements-how tonational
do a
Co.. Inc..
complete job, from estimating it, to completion-illumination in its every phase-the latest and most inn37o Seventh
prof eel methods of lighting-lamps and lighting effects, etc.
Ave., New York

money;
wanti
former
I'racace.

Free examination-send no

¡¡

¡

Gentlemen:-Send

the

LIBRARY

me

OF

We want you to test our statements-we
PRACTICAL E L E C you to comparet the u
booksrtenwith others.
Pill in and
mail the coupon attached and we will send you the entire set
TRICITY (shipping chargof eight volumes for
days' Free Examination.
\t take all the risk-pay all charges. You assume no obligation-volt
es prepaid), for 10
pay nothing
(1"s ' freeI
examination. If satisfactor
unless you decide to keep the books. Then $1.50 in ten days and the balance at the
).
-ate of $2 a month. Send the coupon NOW and see the hooks for yourself.
in
perwill send until0 thetenda
special staice of
When your first payment of $1.50 is received we will send you your free copy de $19.50
has
been
paid. If not wanted
oi Taylors Tram
will write you for reheat shipping instruction. Upon receipt of my first payunlit of $1.50. I am to receive a copy of
Taylor's Transformer Practice absolutely
free. (Write plainly and fill in all lines).

l

LAST
CALL

is

This Offer Will Never Be Made

$10.00 an hour

8

offer-act now-this

S

I

This coupon leads you to the big -pay job S

-`Clip and mail today

,;

Name

Address

PositionCompany

Exp. 11-1-25
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THE EXPERIMENTER READERS' BUREAU

Time and Postage Saver
everyissue of THE EXPERI-

If the advertiser requires any money
or stamps to be sent to pay the mailing
charges on his catalogue or descriptive
literature, please be sure to enclose the
correct amount with the coupon.
%Ve will transmit to the various advertisers your request for information on
their products.
This service will appear regularly

INMENTER

'you undoubtedly see
articles'
advertised about
numerous
which you wdilld like tó have further
information.
To sit down and write an individual
letter to each of these respective concerns, regarding the árticle on which

you desire informatiori,,evould be quite
a task.
As a special service to our readers, we
will write the letters for you, thus saving your time and money.
Just write the names of the products
about which you want information,
and to avoid error, the addresses of the
manufacturers, on the coupon below
and mail it to us.

every month on this same page in

THE EXPERIMENTER.
If there is any Manufacturer not advertising in this month's issue of

THE EXPERIMENTER fro m

whom you would like to receive literature, write his name, address and
the product in the special section of
the coupon below.

TEAR ALONG THIS LINE

READERS' SERVICE BUREAU,
Experimenter Publishing Co., Inc., 53 Park Place, New York, N. Y.
.

Please advise the firms listed below that
product as advertised in the
NAME

would like to receive detailed information on their
issue of

THE EXPERIMENTER.

If Catalogue
List here specific article on of complete
which you wish literature. line is wanted
check in this
column.

ADDRESS
(Street-City-State)

Use this space if you desire information from

NAME

I

a

manufacturer whose advertisement does not appear in this month's

- -

ADDRESS
State)
(Street City

Your name

Dealer's name

Your address

His address

If you

are a dealer,

check here.

City

State

City

State

issue.
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Needed in .e
Aviation in America

is on the threshold of an amazing new development.
The prediction of
pioneers is now an actuality-for in the past few months the newspapers have announced the
establishment of gigantic commercial air lines. The biggest capital and business forces in the
world are behind this enterprise. And now, even in the beginning. thousands of young men
are needed. For those who can qualify there will be thousands of highly paid jobs which will
lead quickly and surely to advancement and success.

THERE is no field of work in

fly around the world. Yes, Aviation
the world today which offers offers the same wonderful opportunsuch amazing opportunities to ities today that the automobile and
young men of daring and who love motion picture industries slid 15 and
adventure as does Avi20 years ago. Men who
ation. Although still in
got in on the ground
PREPARE
its infancy, there is a
floor of those industries
For One of These
crying demand in Aviamade fortunes before
POSITIONS
tion for young men
others woke up. AVIAAeronautical instructor
with courage, nerve and
TION IS NEW! It
$60 to $150 per week
self-reliance. For those
clamors for nervy young
Aeronautical Engineer
who can qualify there
$100 to $300 per week
men-and the trained
Aeronautical Contractor
will be thousands of
man has the world beEnormous Profits
fore him in Aviation.
highly paid jobs which
Aeroplane Repairman
$60 to $75 per week
will lead quickly and
Easy to Become 'an
Aeroplane Mechanician
surely to ads ancement
Aviation Expert
$40 to $60 per week
and success.
Aeroplane Inspector
$50 to $100 a
$50 to $70 per week

-

Big Opportunities
Await the Trained

Man

Aeroplane Assembler
$40 to $65 per week
Aeroplane Builder

per week

"Your lessons are like

n o w
r

Personal Instruction By
Experienced Men

Men who have had actual experience in

Aviation give you personal attention anti
guide you carefully through your training.

They select the lessons, lectures, blueprints
and bulletins. They tell you the things that
are essential to your success. Every lesson
is easy to read and quickly understood.

Big Book on Aviation FREE

Seed coupon below for New Free Book, just out,

"Opportunities in the Airplane Industry." It is
interesting and instructive and will show you
many

one o f

these

about
which you

things

Aviation

never

knew

before.

Only a limited number
offered-get yours before the edition
hausted.

quickly f o

$75 to $200
Look over the fields
exciting highof work which are open
ly paid jobs
to the young man today. You will through a new, sure. easy method of
The study of Aviation is almost
find that Aviation is the ONE training.
as interesting as the work itself. Every lesFIELD that is not overcrowded- son is fascinating and packed full of inthe ONE FIELD in which there is terest. That's why Aviation is so easy to
plenty of room at the top. Think of learn-you don't have to force yourself to
it! Only 21 years ago Orville and study-once you start, you can't get enough
it. Only one hour of spare time a day
Wilbur Wright made the world's of
will give you the basic training in an amazfirst airplane flight. Now airplanes ingly short time.

romance, and what is more.
:

You can

qualify

a

after one reading, the student gets a thorough understanding. One never tires of reading them."
Janes Powers, Pa., another student, says "I am
indeed surprised that such a valuable course can be
had from such practical men for so little cost."

Week

Aeroplane Salesman

$5000 per year and up

One student, S. F. McNaughton, Chicago, says:

í

is ex-

American School of Aviation
Dept. 8718
3601 Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION,

Michigan Are., Dept. 8718. Chicago, III.
Without any obligation, send me your Free Beek.
"Opportunities in the Airplane Industry," also in'mutation about your Course to Practical Aern3601

o:uties.

I

Name

street
City

I

Plate
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acault Development

.4

the radio -wise, the mere fact that the designer of this new
kind of receiver is R. E. LACAULT is a sufficient recommendation. This famous technician has frequently lead the forward
march of radio. His popularity is founded on the recognition of his
intense practicality. He is no mere theorist! He never misleads,
never entangles with useless technicalities. He perceives the requirements of the average radio user and designs in strict accordance with
these practical requirements. The result is always complete satisfaction. This new type receiver is the realization of Lacault's fondest
ideals of radio reception.

TO

Specifications
new ULTRADVNE Model L-3 employs six vacuum tubes of the
six volt, one -quarter ampere type. The first three function as radio frequency
amplifiers, the fourth as detector and the last two as audio frequency amplifiers. Operation has been simplified by using automatic filament controls in
place of rheostats. The first two stages of radio frequency amplification are
tuned while the third stage is fixed.

Circuit-The

-1

special resistance system of stabilization prevents these circuits
Selectivity
from oscillating at resonance points. More than this, the system actually
increases the selectivity of the set without any loss in efficiency. Though the
set is so highly selective, there are none of the "critical tuning characteristics"
common to so many receivers, due to the use of straight-line wave length
condensers. The lever system of control provides a vernier action of a new
order.

Guaranteed
To protect the public,
Mr.
Lacault's personal
monogram seal
is placed

on

(R.E.L.)

the assem-

bly lock -bolts nt all geuu
inc ULTRADYNE Model
L-3 Receivers. All Receivers are GUARANTEED so long as these
seals

remain

unbroken.

about
No equivocation
this GUARANTEE. This
seal is as positive in its
protection as a bank
note.
As long as you

Matched Laud Speaker and flmplifrer Units-Distortion has been eliminated
by striking an equality in the impedance of the loud speaker unit and the
plate to filament impedance of the tubes. The two work in perfect harmony
with each other. The new ULTRADYNE is designed to use either an indoor
or an outdoor aerial. For most purposes an indoor wire is sufficient. A
section of lamp cord run around the moulding of a room is very satisfactory.

Cabinet-The cabinet is 24 inches long, 14 inches high and 14 inches deep.
Space is provided for :he "B" batteries on the inside. Binding posts on tite
tear of the vacuum tube socket sub -base take the aerial, ground and "A"
battery connections which are run through holes in the back of the cabinet.
1 he
wood is a rich, brown color, made up of five-ply mahogany veneer and
decorated with two-tone line cuttings.
DUCO finished to guarantee the
permanency of color, grain and lustre. The grill in the center, which conceals
the loud speaker horn, is a statuary bronze color and is backed by a meshing
of dull gold.

refrain from tampering
with it. the ULTRA DYNE. Model L-3. will
be maintained in perfect
condition by its makers.

ULTRThDXPE
Mooc-a
PHENIX RADIO CORPORATION

.No DialsWo

114-H EAST 25th ST., NEW YORK

loudspeaker
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New kind jTecei ver

Yo Dials -Yo Panel
Burls-in coudspeaAer

It'ra Sim

11c1ttz

%'stefu!/y Unobtrusive
i

This new kind of radio -musical instrument marks the mastery of technicalities to the point where the
whole range of radio's resources are
literally at your instant command.

The ULTRADYNE is worthy of the
pl.tce of honor in the most luxurious
home.

The ULTRADYNE, Model L-3,
fulfills everything that the critically minded have demanded of radio.
L-3,
Model
The ULTRADYNE,
Why wait any longer, why deny
supplants the usual 'laboratory mayourself the infinite treasures of rachine." It is a new artistic table dio? The ideal has at last been
attained.
piece that makes the entrance of radio into the well-appointed home
Skepticism will vanish if you will
unohstrusive, ¡ecoas/ttcuous. It repallow your local dealer to demonresents the triumph of art over mere
strate this new modern radio remechanics.
ceiver.
Illustrated Folder oa Request.

$135"
Y3eauty

ULTRThWPE
MO

PHENIX RADIO CORPORATION

114-H EAST 25th ST., NEW YORK

in 7one-J19eauty_inVesígn
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Can Still be found in

CHEMISTRY

>
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Good Chemists Command High Salaries
and you can make yourself
independent for life by unearthing one of chemistry's
yet undiscovered secrets.

-nYo

lo

.

T. O'CONOR SLOANE,
.A.B.. A.M.. LL.D.. Ph.D.
Noted Instructor, Lecturer and
Author. Formerly Treasurer American Chemical Society and a practical
chemist with many well known
achievements to ha credit. Not
only has Dr. Sloane taught chemisbut be was for many
try for y
commercial
Fears engaged in
Chemistry work.

Do you remember how the tales of pirate gold used to fire
your imagination and make you want to sail the uncharted
seas in search of treasure and adventure? And then you
would regret that such things were no longer done. But that
is a mistake. They are done-today and everyday-not on
desert islands, but in the chemical laboratories throughout
your own country. Quietly, systematically, the chemist works.
His work is difficult, but more adventurous than the bloodcurdling deeds of the Spanish Main. Instead of meeting an
early and violent death on some forgotten shore, he gathers
wealth and honor through his invaluable contributions to humanity. Alfred Nobel, the Swedish chemist who invented
dynamite, made so many millions that the income alone from
his bequests ,provides five $40,000 prizes every year for the
advancement of science and peace. C. M. Hall, the chemist
who discovered how to manufacture aluminum made millions
through this discovery. F. G. Cottrell, who devised a valuable process for recovering the waste from flue gases, James
Gayley, who showed how to save enormous losses in steel
manufacture, L. H. Baekeland, who invented Bakelite-these
are only a few of the men to whom fortunes have come
through their chemical achievements.

oTtlty

job.-I(. VAN BENTUUTSEN.

So far I've been more than pleased with
your course and am still doing nicely. I hope
to be your honor graduate this year.-J. 111.

NORKUS, JR.
I find your course excellent end your Instruction, truthfully, the clearest and best assembled I have ever taken, and yours Is the fifth
one I've studied-JAMES J. KELLY.
From the time I was haring Chemistry It

has never been thus explained to me as it Is
now.
I am recommending you highly to my
friends, and urging them to become members
of such an organization.-CHARLES BEN-

JAMIN.

I shall always recommend your school to my
friends and lot them know Itoso simple your lessons are.-C. J. AMDAHL.
I em more than pleased. You dig right in
from the start. I am going to get somewhere
with this course. I em so glad that I found

Dad-A. A. CAMERON.
I use your lessons constantly
than

most

as

I

text books

end it
I can

eecurc.-WM. U. TIBBS.
Thanking you for your lessons. which I find
not only clear and concise, but wonderfully
interesting.
1 am-ROUT. B. TRAYLOIt.

Study Chemistry

.,,wi]y,

the big
I hare not written since I received
I can still say that it far exceeded my
anticipations. Since I hays been studying with
your school I hare been appointed chemist for
the Scranton Coal Co. testing all the coal and
ash by proximate analysis.
The lessons are
helping roe wonderfully, and the interesting
way in witch they are written makes me wait
patiently for each lesson,-MORLAIS COUZENS.
I wish to express my appreciation of your
prompt reply to my letter and to the recommendation to the General Electric Co.
I Intend to start the student engineering coon. at
the works.
This Is somewhat along electrical
lines, but the fact that I had a recommendation from a reliable school no dostbt had considerable Influence In helping me to secure the
set.

more thorough

Now Is the Time to
1

What Some of Our
Students Say of This
Course :

I received employment in the Consolidated
Gas. Co.
I appreciate very much We good
service of the school when a recommendation
Not only are there boundless opportunities for amassing
was asked for.-JOS. DECKER.
wealth in Chemistry, but the profes,ion affords congenial
employment at good salaries to hundreds of thousands who
merely follow out its present applications. These ppitcations are innumerable, touching Intimately every business and every product In the world. The work of the
chemist can hardly be called work at all. It is the keenest and most enjoyable kind of pleasure. The days
in a chemical laboratory are tilled with thrilling and delightful experimentation. with the alluring
prospect of a discovery that may spell Fortune always at hand to spur your enthusiasm.
a

,

a
V

tdtr'
-a

You Can Learn at Home

To qualify for this remarkable calling requires elaborate specialized training. Formerly It was
necessary to attend a university for s
years to acquire that training. but thanks to our As
highly perfected and thorough system of instruction. you can nosy stay at home. keep your
CHEMICAL
position. end let us educate you in Chemistry during your spare time. Even with only counsels
INSTITUTE
schooling you can take our course s.nd equip yourself for immediate practical work In
chemical
laboratory. Dr. Slu.sne give every one of his students the lame careful. personal superNEW YORK
vls Ion that made him celebrated throughout his long career as a college professor. Your
Instruction from the very beginning is made Interesting and practical. and we supply you
Home Extension
with apparatus and chemicals for perfmrudng the fascinating analyses and experimental'
Division 9
work that plays such a large part its our method of teaching. and you arc awarded the
66-X-West Broadway
Institute's official diploma after you have satisfactorily completed Use course.
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materials Used In Experimenlinq
Iiy Hugo GernsUack
"An ounce of experimenting is worth a pound of theorizing."
N important thing the experimenter should keep in
mind when starting out on no matter what experiment
is to attain thorough knowledge of the materials he

intends to use.
It seems commonplace and trite
enough to say this, but the average experimenter would
be astonished at the time, labor and money being
wasted annually by those experimenters who as yet have not learned
what certain materials may and may not do. Just to give a few
examples: An experimenter makes a knife switch, using soft brass
for the blade and blade clips. If any amount of current ís used,
the brass soon turns black and becomes covered with an oxide which
will put a high resistance into the circuit, and poor results will be
had. Also, clips of soft brass will spread so that still poorer
contact will be made. The material to use is, of course, hard copper,
which, first of all, is springy, gripping the blade. Second, it does not
oxidize, except at high heat, and third, it is a much better conductor
than brass, which is a relatively poor conductor.
An experimenter recently wrote in that he had constructed a Tesla
Coil according to specifications, but that it didn.t work. We were
puzzled, ourselves, until to found that instead of using the suggested
glass insulators, he had used porcelain cleats, which were not even
glazed. Now if there is a poor insulator for high frequency work it
is unglazed porcelain. This material is very porous and literally
leaks like a sieve as soon as the high tension current is turned on.
Porcelain could have been used in such a coil, but the experimenter
should have used at least glazed porcelain, which would have given
fair results whereas the unglazed material did not.

Another experimenter recently attempted to construct a Wimshurst
Static Machine. It was built according to specifications, but did not
operate. The reasons were, as we soon discovered, that the glass
used for the Leyden jars was ordinary lead glass, which, to the high
tension currents, and particularly such as due to static charges, is
about as good as a piece of metal! In other words, it is no insulator
at all. Any one who builds a static machine must use the so-called
"potash glass," which is not easily obtainable in this country. In
Europe it is a commonplace substance and is used much more than
the lead glass we have here. In this country, where the use of
potash glass is not in vogue, it is best to use a substitute such as good
hard rubber tubing, or bakelite tubing, or a tube cast in sulphur.
A test for a Leyden jar is that after the jar is finished, coated
inside and out with tin foil, and the jar charged, it must retain the
charge for at least a full half minute. In other words, when charging it you should be able to pull out a good strong spark half a
minutd after charging the jar. Otherwise the static machine will not
work well. Mica can also be used for the same purpose, and retains
its charge very well.
When making chemical experiments, only chemical glassware
should, be used, and we need not urge this too strongly, because
most chemical experimenters are aware of this, but the beginner
is not. He often uses vessels that crack as soon as the Bunsen burner
is turned on, with disastrous results, many times.
Those who experiment with permanent magnets for radio or other
purposes find that the only steels that retain their magnetism are in
the order as given here: tool steel, chromium steel, and tungsten steel,
the tool steel being the poorest-the tungsten the best. If you use
soft steel or cast iron, it is true that such can be magnetized, but the
magnetism will be retained only a short time, after which it has to
be remagnetized. Naturally, if we need an instrument that should
stay put for any length of time, we would wish to use only the

Mr. Hugo Gernsback speaks every Monday at

9

best tungsten steel, as, while it is very hard, it can be heated and
bent into shape and worked by means of an emery wheel. Afterwards it must be heated to a cherry red and dropped in oil for hardening. Then it is ready to be magnetized.
A few hints about magnetizing steel may not be amiss. When
magnetizing, be sure you know which polarity you require, because
once the steel has been magnetized you can not easily reverse the

magnetism.
If you find you have the wrong polarity, it is then
necessary to first heat the magnet to cherry red again, reharden it,
is a wrong impression, when magnetizing
and then remagnetizc it.
for permanent work, that the electric current should be left on for
any length of time. The magnet is magnetized practically instantaneously, ten seconds being sufficient for all purposes. While it is being
magnetized, it is a good plan to hit the magnet with a piece of hard
wood or hard rubber a number of smart blows, which seems to assist
in realigning the molecules of the magnet, and a much stronger
magnet results.
In winding radio coils, a most important item is frequently overlooked. Most designers give specifications of double cotton covered
wire, which is really excellent, but they forget to tell that such a coil
is highly hygroscopic; that is, it will work very poorly on a wet day
when the insulation will absorb a good deal of the moisture of the
air, which spells defeat for long distance reception. The obvious
thing to do when using double cotton covered wire is to .put a very
light coat of thin shellac over the entire coil. This gives the protection required without adding greatly to its capacity.
One of the most interesting materials to work with is celluloid.
Here is a substance that has been overlooked a good deal by our
experimenters.
There are thousands of different uses to which
celluloid can be put in making models, etc. The material can be
worked easily, and by means of a simple liquid can be cemented
together in such a manner that it is impossible to pull it apart,
because, unlike most other materials, celluloid practically welds together under a cement, and as the liquid dissolves it, the cemented
sections really become one and the same piece. The cement is made

It

as

follows:

Procure a wide -mouthed bottle of acetone. Into this throw small
pieces of celluloid-pieces such as you get from photographic films,
which must be clean of its emulsion. The emulsion comes off easily
in hot water. The pieces must be rather small, and no large ones
should be thrown into the bottle. After the bottle has stood overnight, you will find, next morning, that the celluloid has all been
dissolved, and that you now have a celluloid cement. If made correctly, its consistency should be that of thin syrup. It must not be
heavy flowing, and if it is too thin, add celluloid. If too thick, add
acetone. Use the cement with a brush, but be sure that the bottle is
well stoppered, otherwise the acetone will evaporate, the cement
becoming too thick. This cement can be used in a myriad of different
ways. It is good for cementing together porcelain, pieces of wood,
and can he used to much better advantage than shellac for many
different purposes. Self-supporting radio coils can be made by coating a thin coat on the wound coil and then withdrawing the mandrel.
This leaves a really beautiful coil.
Using a number of thin photographic flat films and very little
cement, sheeting can be built up by this means to any desired thickness. Other celluloid pieces can be welded to it, by using the cement
and putting the cemented pieces under pressure over night. Flowers
and beetles can be covered with this cement in a most beautiful manner, that is astonishing in its effect.

P. M. from Station WRNY on various radio and scientific subjects.
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Liquefying Hydrogen
General view of the apparatus for liquefying hydrogen used by the Bureau of
Standards at Washington, D. C., is shown below. The compact apparatus is
impressive from its small size. In the background is seen the gasholder, containing the chemically pure hydrogen. On the little table are seen various
containers of vacuum-jacketted or Dewar type.

`
11]

A view of the apparatus for liquefying hydrogen, with
its non -conducting lagging or casing removed. In both
this and the photograph to the right the Dewar flask for
receiving the gas as liquefied, is shown at the very bottom
of the apparatus.

,

-

TIIE United States Bureau of Standards
has been

doing very interesting work

on the liquefaction of hydrogen in its
laboratory at Washington, U. C.
Sir James Dewar first liquefied hydrogen
in England, about 25 years ago, and this,
in spite of any earlier claims, it is fair to

e,,,.~4110~01~.0~,0 say, is the
4

e
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o
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When liquid hydrogen is made to evaporate under reduced
pressure by a quick
acting vacuum pump,
it freezes and forms
The
hydrogen ice.
small apparatus reis
quired for
shown on the left.

this

PO <EMn<.a11~ofau<11~,a4M

first certain liquefaction

of

hydrogen.
Two years after this liquefaction the English scientist succeeded in freezing the liquid
to a solid. The famous cryogenic laboratory
of Prof. Kamerlingh Onnes, in Leyden, Holland, has produced considerable quantities of
the liquid.
The principle employed in liquefying
hydrogen is quite simple: hydrogen gas is
first compressed to a pressure of 75 to 100
atmospheres and then pre -cooled to a temperature of about -200° C. (-328° F.),
which temperature is produced by the evaporation of liquid air under reduced pressure.
The principle of heat exchange is then applied. The cool gas is passed through a
coil and expanded as it issues from its end.
and withdrawn in contact with the outside
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(36° F.) above the absolute zero,

(-459.4° F.)

PLATINUM WIRE -

WEIGHT FOR
STRETCHING WIRE

....:1

e''aa

Simple apparatus for removing traces of oxyfrom hydrogen. A heated platinum wire
brings about the combination of any traces of
oxygen with the hydrogen so that water is
formed and is condensed or frozen out.
gen

of the tube through which it

has just passed.
The expansion lowered its temperature still
more, so, in this way, the incoming gas is
cooled to a lower degree. The temperature

keeps
is

falling until -253°

liquefy.

C.

(-423.4° F.)

hydrogen begins to
This temperature is only 20° C.

reached

and

the

-273°

C.

If the hydrogen contains oxygen and
nitrogen, which inevitably find their way
into it, they must be removed, because they
liquefy and solidify long before the hydrogen yields to the apparatus and they thus
plug up the expansion valve; that is, the
valve at the end of the coil through which
the pre -cooled and compressed hydrogen
expands. The problem of liquefying hydrogen in quantity is comparatively simple if
absolutely pure gas can be obtained, and the
Bureau of Standards has taken up the work
of purifying the gas and, incidentally, of
analyzing it to determine the infinitesimal
amount of nitrogen which it contains as
oxygen is easily idsposed of.
To free it from oxygen, the gas is passed
through a tube within which is supported a
series of parallel leads of a long platinum
wire, which are vertical in position and kept
in place by a weight at the lower end. These
arc heated by an electric current and the gas
passed through and over the wires: any
trace of oxygen present combines with the
hydrogen to form water, which is readily
condensed.
No matter what is done. however, nitrogen always finds its way in. This
is removed by refrigeration.
The hydrogen is made by electrolysis,
using an alkaline electrolyte, such as sodium
hydroxide or potassium hydroxide solution.
The gas is collected and stored before liquefaction in a gas -holder; this holder floats
in glycerine; originally oil was used, but
nitrogen penetrated into the gas -holder from
the air diffusing into the hydrogen. Glycerine resists this action better than oil. Very
ingenius nietltotls of analysis were devised
to detect the amount of nitrogen, all based
on liquefaction at low temperature.
fly refrigeration of the hydrogen with

liquid hydrogen outside the glass tube in
which the hydrogen was being purified, the
nitrogen was reduced to as little as
2 millionths of 1 per cent. of the original
The analysis is supposed to be
samples.

per cent. The few
accurate to 1/1500 of
hundredths of 1 per cent., however, clog up
the apparatus.
Otte way of determining the nitrogen consists in passing about 200 cubic centimeters
of hydrogen over heated cupric oxide; the
hydrogen reduces this to metallic copper,
forming water which is frozen out, and
by repeated passage, along with reoxidation
of the cupric oxide, all the hydrogen is
burned up, forming water. Liquid air is
used to get rid of the water; the amount
of nitrogen which is the residuum left after
this treatment is determined by measuring
the pressure of the residual gas. The results
of different determinations of hydrogen
containing a fete hundredths of per cent. of
nitrogen agreed within thousandth of per
cent. Nothing is said about the removal of
argon, but when we recollect that this is
per cent. of the total nitrogen.
only about
it will be seen that its amount is infinitesimal.
The liquefier used by the bureau reduced
about 2 liters of liquid hydrogen per hoar;
it was found that it could be preserved for
a clay or two itt silvered glass Dewar flasks.
The value of liquid hydrogen is in its use
for theoretical investigations on the properties ni matter at low temperature and it
is more than a simple triumph of chemistry
or physics. After it has been liquefied it
can be easily solidified into hydrogen ice
by placing it in a vacuum container or
Dewar flask and evaporating it tinder reduced pressure by a rapid action vacuum
pump.
The freezing paint is -259° U.
(-134.2° F.), which is only 14° C.
252° F.) above absolute zero.
1

1

1

1
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The Bell Telephone museum
Ni

I

\NY

months

have

passed

since

we

illustrated in our pages various examples of old telephones and of scenes in
the early history of the science, the latter
reproduced from contemporaneous publications.

ter which sent the first spoken word from
Arlington, Va., to France and Honolulu is
preserved. The original apparatus used at
President Harding's inaugural is presented
intact; vacuum tubes front the first crude
devices to the modern high-powered tubes

are shown. The apparatus developed by the
Army and Navy for war use is to be seen,
with samples of submarine cables.
rtere are over two thousand exhibits in
the collection and our illustration conveys
an

ilea of how they arc displayed.

The Western Electric Company, of this
city, has established a museum of historical
relics of the Bell telephone, and the examples of early telephones which we showed
were those exhibited in the cases thereof.
Quite an extensive museum has been installed in the West Street building of
the Bell Telephone Company in this city.
Numerous glass cases are filled with the interesting original telephones or reproductions
of the old-time instruments. The exhibits
precede the telephone in date, for an accurate
copy of the famous harmonic telegraph
transmitter and receiver of 1875 is there.
This is less than a year older than the
famous bell telephone that transmitted the
first message in history: `'Mr. Watson, come
here, 1 want you." Even an original smoked
glass tracing

of

speech sounds

giving, its

graphs of speech is here. It was made by
Alexander Graham Bell and Dr. Clarence
John Blake before telephone days had come.
Wherever there was a gap in the series
of relics it was filled by a reproduction, but.
fortunately, a great number of the exhibits
are the genuine original ones, veterans of
the telephone, and which served in commercial practice. In the early days, once
the microphone was adopted in commerce.
changes were, perhaps, comparatively few:
then carne a period of development leading
up to the present granular microphone. and
now, except for wireless headsets and the
like, it would seem as if more or less of a
period of rest were once more obtained.
It is interesting to tinte that the subject
of wireless telephony is well represented;
such historical instruments as the transmit -

A view of the Museum of the Western Electric Company. We are indebted to the company for
the photograph of which the above is a reproduction. In its cases there are contained a wonderful
collection illustrating the history of the Bell telephone and of the development incident to the microphone and the vacuum tube.
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Transmitting Photographs bi Cable
By Leon L. ,Adelman

i

ord the letter combinations and the picture
can be decoded later at will.
One may be led to believe that minute details could not possibly be reproduced by this
system, but the success of the process lies in
enlarging the picture before transmitting it.
The operator is enabled to outline carefully
even the smallest detail and in the picture of
Miss Ederle, it will be seen that several bubbles arising from the tops of the waves were'
exactly detailed.
It has not as yet been possible to send a
fluctuating direct current such as would result when modulating by means of a transmitting microphone button, over a transoceanic cable. The attenuation in a line prevents such a method being used; as yet it has
been impossible to use the modulated carrier
wave system. The pulsating modulations
which would result from decoding a picture
in the manner such as is used in the photo-,
gram system or Belin's process would be
very similar to the voice currents set up if
telephone communication were attempted.
And of course as we all know, sub -sea tele=
phony over such great distances has been
found impractical.
An analysis of the Leishman process will:
show that it is a very simple practical method.
which involves no special apparatus nor takes
into account the time elapsing between transmission and reception as some of the other
methods do. It is surprising to note with
what exactness it is possible to build up a.
picture from mere combinations of letters.
Even :t poor artist can readily fill in with the'
.

Photo courtesy of the North American Newspapee Alliance
The unretouched photograph of Miss Ederle in her attempt to swim from France to England as
drawn by the artist at the receiving end, In New York City a few hours after it was taken in the
British Channel. Note minute details, even some of the bubbles in the water have been successfully
reproduced.

FOR the first time

in history a picture
of a European news event was transmitted by cable on the day the photograph was made and reproduced the
following day in newspapers in New York
City, Chicago and San Francisco.
The feat was accomplished by the use of
the Leishman Telegraph Picture Process and
the American Telephone and Telegraph Company's Tele-photo -graph process and stands
as a record of achievement.
The Leishman process is the only one that
will operate on a trans -oceanic cable and consists of the following steps The picture to be
sent is enlarged if it is a small one, usually
to 18 inches square, and is placed upon the
surface of a so-called coding device. This
latter is a board having two scales, one horizontal and the other vertical, the letters of the
alphabet representing the graduations of the
scales. The coding board and photo being of
the same size, the outlines of the various
tones comprising the picture are traced by
means of movable arms similar to those on
the Tclautograph, and as this is done the positions of the tracing stylus are indicated on
the two scales. There are more than 100,000
different positions possible on any picture and
the readings on these scales indicate the movement of the stylus from one position to another.
The readings on the scales are thus in the
letters of the alphabet and are incorporated
into a code message with letters that indicate
the exact shade of the various parts of the
picture. The system is therefore one which
is entirely different from those with which
we are more or less familiar ; such are the
modulated carrier wave system, as used by
the R.C.A., and the bichromated gelatin process of Belin and the Jenkin revolving prism
methods of telephotography.
The particular picture in this case was a
photo of the world-famous American swimming star, Miss Gertrude Ederle, which was
taken while 'she was struggling her way
through the choppy sea of the English Chan:

nel.

The photograph was developed in the usual
manner and an enlargement was made. The
enlargement was placed on the coding machine and an operator decoded it. Each posi-

tion of the stylus corresponded to a group of
five letters, the first of which denoted the
vertical position on the board; the second,
the horizontal position; the third, fourth, and
fifth, the intensity of the shading.
Regarding the intensity of the shading,
there were five degrees of shades corresponding to plain white, light, medium, heavy, and
black. It required 548 groups of letters with
five letters to the group to code the picture
of Miss Ederle. At the receiving station, an
operator had a similar coding board and recorded the series of letter combinations as
points. These points were then connected by
lines which it is interesting to note were never
more than 1/32 of an inch out of the way,
and the areas were shaded according to the
code letter prescribed.
Thus the picture is built up mechanically by
the receiving operator and after final shading
has been completed. is reduced in proportion
to about the size of the original photograph
This was the process which was used at
the receiving station in New 1''ork City. In
order to send the picture further on to San
Francisco, the American Telephone & Tele
graph Company's photogram system was utilized, which is entirely different from the
Leishman system.
The photogram method consists of the following steps:
A positive transparent print is made of the
picture and it is wound on a rotating cylinder which has the light of a small lamp contained within it focused on its periphery. By
means of a worm -gear arrangement, the
beam of light cuts a tiny swathe 128th of
an inch wide, passes through the transparent
positive and falls upon the active element of
a light sensitive or photoelectric cell. This
produces what is known as a modulator current which is super -Imposed upon a carrier
wave or radio frequency current. It is this
modulated current which is transmitted and
at the receiving station is brought back into
tite original picture by means of photoelectricrecording devices kept in perfect synchronism with the transmitting apparatus.
Thus, while the photogram system requires
absolute synchronism, the Leishman system is
independent of synchronism. In the Leishman system an automatic tape is used to rec-

(Continued on nest page)
- CODING 'THÉ PHOTO LONDON TO NEW YORK
(VIA CABLE)
ABC

KI.MHOVORST UVwxYI
DE`GHIJ
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.STYLUS
PICTURE

IN HAND OF OPERATOR WHILE
15 IN PROCESS
OF DECODING.

Showing the method in which the picture was
coded. A pantograph arrangement with a horizontal and vertical scale together with a code
representing the intensity of tint of the various
areas forms the basis of the Leishman telegraph
picture process.
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Electricity From Wind
13y

Dr. Albert Neuburt7er
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7.Fig.
shows the general layout of
what may be called a farm electric
generator, taking its power from a
windmill, whose speed of rotation is
controlled by a governor.
Fig. 2 shows the governor located
on the hub of the windmill to prevent
it from going too fast in a high wind.
Fig. 3 shows the fr.ming up of one
of the wings before it ..s completed. It
recalls the construction of an
wing.
1

/

/
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Fig. 4 shows the main
shaft of the windmill
with the transmission
gear for giving proper

CZ

r

rotation to the
generators.
Fig. 5 illustrates how
the apparatus is mounted, presenting quite a
contrast to the American system of farm
windmill. This apparatus is a German producspeed of

tion.
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ODERN technical science contrives to

LVl make more use of the wind than has been
done heretofore; it is specially used to produce
electricity. As the wind is an unreliable
sort of fellow, which may not blow when
electrical current is desired, there arc some
difficulties to be overcome. Still. the question is settled to a certain degree.
Our photograph shows a wind -motor.

Four big wings are to he placed in the direction most favorable with respect to the wind.
Based on experience in aeroplanes they arc

constructed so as to revolve with high relative speed. If the wind has a speed of 18
to 25 feet per second, rather considerable
amounts of electricity can be produced by
it-of course, differing with the size of
the plant. The revolving windmill operates

.

,r

c

dynamo generator charging the battery.
The current produced can he used either
at once for purposes of lighting, driving
machines and so on', or it can be used to
charge storage batteries or accumulators.
\Vhen power is needed and no wind of a
sufficient strength blows, the electricity can
be taken directly from the batteries where
it has accumulated on windy days.
a

Transmitting Photographs by Cable
necessary shades the areas which he outlines
by connecting the various points, which he
plots.
It would have been possible to send the letter combinations via radio as well as by cable.
In the transmission of the various letters
by cable, it has been found that some of them
do not register very well and perhaps become
unreadable at the receiving station. These
characters are omitted and not all of the 26
letters in the alphabet are used. Another interesting fact is the time required to transcribe the character groups into the picture.

A relatively short space of time is required
to do this but a careful artist will take a bit
longer in putting on the final touches.
The following data illustrate the speed
with which this particular photograph traveled. After it was taken when Miss Ederle was
half way across the English Channel at about
one o'clock Tuesday. August 18. a speed boat
conveyed the photographer back to Dover

(Continued frota preceding page)
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At the receiving end the various letter combinations are plotted by the operator and filled in
by the artist.

where a train took him directly to London:
There, in the London office of the North

American Newspaper Alliance, it was coded
by a Leishman operator and sent by cable to
the New York office. It is interesting to
know that the picture was sent in two parts
so that the receiving operator was able to
work on the first half of the picture while
the second half was still being sent.
As soon as it was completed, it was filed
with the American Telephone & Telegraph
Company who relayed it by telephotographic
process over telephone wires to Chicago and
San Francisco, where it was delivered to the
press.

While the various methods of transmitting
photographs by wire, cable, and radio, have
their particular advantages over one another.
scientists are far from satisfied with the results and will not stop until the problem of
television itself has been solved.
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EXPERPE(TAL RADIO
LEOII L. ADELiiIAN

CONDUCTED Lill

"The Luludline

11

By Simon Kahn, 2CqX
$

"Lulu always wants to do \Vhat we boys don't want her to

A true and interesting narralive, in which Lulu is the star of I
inspiration, and Fred creates the
masterpiece of his career.
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Fred-,l/r.
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Falcier.
Fred A. Parsons.
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A corner of 2ABM's shack with Fred
A. Parsons, the owner and chief operator,
at the "mill. Mr. Parsons, a real oldtimer in the wireless game, has one of
the most up-to-date stations in existence.
Note the key -switch, plug -jack control
system which automatically controls the

t

various relays, amplifiers, meters, motors
and signal and pilot lights. A 100 -foot
triangular pyramidical tower of homemade construction supports the antenna,
spark signals from which have been
heard over record distances.
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Radio 2FZ and Mr. Frank Frimerman at the helm.
The station and its owner have gained wide publicity, having been named as first honorable mention
in competition for the 1924 Hoover cup. As will be
seen from the photo, the apparatus is practically all
home-made and a control system similar to the one
used at 2ABM is employed. The transmitter is used
for phone, CW and 1CW, the three 50 -watt tubes
acting as modulator, speech amplifier, and oscil-

lator, respectively.
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Rear view of the famous Luludyne. Note the exceptionally well balanced layout and arrangement of apparatus.
Of especial interest are the relatively short leads connecting the various instruments and the separation of the tuning unit from the rest of the set so as to prevent losses by
absorption and interaction. The grid leak and grid condenser are connected directly from the tuning condenser
to the grid post of the detector tube. This is a vital consideration where efficiency of the highest order is to be
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for something more ighed,
ing," mused Litlu, as slle sighed,
with restless ease. "This monotonous drone of rise early,
dress quickly, swallow breakfast, and then
race for the subway in a determined effort
to get to work-on time or otherwise-is
Trou, the ho1'ular song hit, "Don't Bring Lulu."
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simply getting ae my nerves!"
Versatile Lulu!
Besides the theatre, the art galleries, the
chase, the various social functions with their
innumerable dances, and a host of other
things to take up her time, Lulu had nothing to do except spend an occasional hour

learning the intricacies of radio and practicing the code. In truth, what Lulu could
do with two hands, few could do with four.
\file, alert, robust and strong, beaming with
a radiance that fairly emanated the health
of youth and vitality: her figure-divine even
a; that of Venus; her hair, a world of it.
in

i
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more lustrous by far than Diana's; her eyes
and more brilliant than Helen's of
Troy; her lips-rubies that shone resplendently, more beautiful than Cupid's bow at
its best. Such was Lulu-and more, yes,
much more. For Lulu can cook, she can sew,
she can sing, and, if I may be allowed to use
the familiar phraseology, she can "pound
brass," as well as the regular he-man operator.
But with all these diversions, Lulu was
restless. Life \vas becoming just one dull
affair after another. Not that she lost interest. nor was bored. but because events
seemed to follow in a fixed sequence. Her
date hook was usually filled for several
weeks jn advance, and if perchance something transpired to interfere with her plans,
she still managed to fulfill all obligations.
Would she care to play tennis this afternoon? No, that would hardly do. Horseback riding came first. Would she like to
go swimming some time next day? Sorry,
but an engagement to entertain at tea would
prevent that. And so on and so on.
To say that Lulu was pampered would not
do. She simply wasn't.
True, she had found the study of radio
both timely and interesting. For had she
not been tutored, in her spare time, by her
friends who had followed the progress of
the so-called wireless since the early clays?
Fascinated by the art. she became enthused
to such a degree that she finally mastered the
code. and it really is wonderful to see her
copying át "30 per" with a nonchalant air
about her.
But Lunt was quite discontented. Enthralled though she was with the diversity
of activities which fell to her lot. she was
constantly yearning for something else. some
new thrill.
It is rarely that one's wishes and desires
are granted and fulfilled to such a large extent as were Lulu's. She usually got what
she desired, although she had to work very
hard for it. Iler grit and determination,
combined with an exceptional power of will,
soon overcame seemingly impossible situations which might have caused consternation
and ix'wiltlerment for a man. But in the
face of all this she never lost her temper or
became angry. To become provoked was
not in her constitution. Yet. pity the one
who wilfully violated her rights!
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receive such stations as Nauen, Moscow and
Yokohama on a crystal set using a loop antenna during a severe thunderstorm. So he
solci tidy swears, hut little does he dream
I

that Fred, of whom we shall hear more
shortly, "fixed" him that evening. (Please don't be too previous. It was nothing to

drink.)
For Frank to sit down and work out a
problem with pencil and paper was an impossibility, and he admitted it. Strange to

relate, he could diagnose a cause and source
of trouble in the most perplexing complications, but a hen confronted with the simplest rudiment. he failed completely to account for anything, except for the fact that
he knew he didn't know! Ordinarily, Frank
is a high-strung individual who, being ternperamental in the extreme, is a fine specimen of a handy man around the house. He
is carpenter, plumber, artist and painter,
electrician and hod carrier, all in one. But
above all. he is an accomplished radio man,
adept to a great degree in building, wiring
and installing -sets. His handiwork is most
pleasing and he takes no small pride in his
products. In the vernacular, he gets great
enjoyment .in telling the '"cock-eyed world"
about his achievetitents. However, one cannot blame him, because his work is really
exquisite and he is continually trying to improve it. And he slid try very hard at a
special occasion. with most gratifying results. But wait. we shall See later.
Some say that Frank was too busy with
his work to' think of anything but radio.
Others say that he was constantly dreaming of new worlds to conquer. Of these,
the latter arc correct in their assertion.
Frank was a born dreamer. Not that be
wasted his time in deep somnambulistic
trance. but he strove in utmost fashion to
create things "worth while. He would start
with a cpurt. 'all elated over the prospects
on the outcome of some certain project. and
then invariably fail to complete it until after
too long a time had elapsed. His inspiration seemed to fade nut soon. distressing him
sorely. How to relieve the situation was
beyond his power.
\\'ith serious intent, Fred began a lengthy
lecture on the benefits of recreation, its effect on stimulating the mind, the body-and
the reaction on the 'pocketbook."
It did not take- Frank long to see the point,
a, very literal transition indeed, .for the next
week-end saw them both down at Rockaway
Point. enjoying themselves and glad to leave
the turmoil of the city.
a

Frank is one of the sort that can stretch
the rather vivid imagination beyond the limit
of elasticity and then go a step further.
Many a time and oft he repeats the episode
of the "flying hull"*-when he \vas able to
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"I must introduce you to Lulu and the
gang," was the opening remark made by
Fred when they got there. For Fred and
Lulu had been great chums for many years.
and by putting two and two together. Fred
figured that no small amount of fun was

prospect.
Did you ever meet a fellow who was good
looking
regular fellow in every way
in

-a

"Bulls go wild when they

see

who was as "straight as a string"? Did you
ever have need of a friend who could be
depended upon, be thoroughly trusted and
do more for you than justifiable expectation could demand? No less than such a
friend was Fred. Muscular, powerful, wellbuilt, with a mind that could think quickly
and clearly under the most adverse conditions, Fred was truly a super -man.
Fred was an old-timer in the radio game.
Ile first became interested when announcement was made of Marconi's successful
trans -oceanic experiments. The next day,
and for several months after, he could be
found listening -in, in his spare time. He
adnrts that about all he heard for two
months was the 60 -cycle A.C. hum from the
nearby transmission line. Yet, his persistence, adroitness and general enthusiasm
kept him at it, and so alter many a moon
had passed he was rewarded for his patience
by the strains of melodious open -gap spark
signals from a ship that happened to be in
the inunediate neighborhood. From that
time on he and radio have been inseparable.
What has gone before is forgotten history,
as it would take several volumes in order
to put down all the escapades, trials and
Iribu;ations which were Fred's. You will
recall that I mentioned that Fred listened-in
in his spare time.
Verily. but his teacher
must have thought all his time was spare,
as Fred had the happy faculty of forgetting
to go to school, and often remained at his
wireless contraption all day long. But men
change with time, and although the proverb
states that men are but grown-up children,
Fred was the exception that proves the rule.
*

s

s

s

*

The meeting was pleasant, one which I
shall not forget soon. I can remember
Frank. with face beaming. Fred with flustered cheeks and Lulu with a twinkle in
her eves that fairly teemed with mischief.
A ,port time later found Frank raving to
Fred about how charming Lulu was. \fter
Frank winded himself-he must have been
speaking for several hours-Fred quietly
told him that he knew all about it and more:
You can imagine Frank's consternation!
Noticing the conspicuous absence of a
radio set at the bungalow. Frank suggested
that he should bring one up the next weekend. On second thought. he didn't have one
which would serve the purpose. Frank
usually gets bright ideas. but Fred has the
knack of getting brighter ones, so the "fourletter crossword puzzle" suggested that they
each build one in Lulu's honor which world
do her justice.
It teas an excellent idea. thought Frank,
and he was in rapturous ecstacy. He knew
that Fred was determined to beat his efforts
and thus made up his mind to do his very best.
(Continued on page 48)
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The circuit em-

ployed by the
Luludyne. It consists of a three circuit regenerative detector, a
single stage of
transformer coupled a n d three
stages of resistance coupled audio frequency

amplification. it
g i v es splendid

results.
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Sound and Audio Frequency Amplification
By Theodore H. Nakken*
PART III.

IN the preceding article the author dealt
with transformer coupled amplifiers,
and indicated a particular construction,
which gives exceptionally good results combined with great volume, and exceptional
quality for that type of amplifier. However, at the present time it can scarcely be
said that the transformer -coupled type of
amplifier gives the best possible results,
above all at the very lowest sound frequencies.

A simple vacuum tube circuit.

It will now be the endeavour of the writer
to give constructional data and a popular

explanation of two types of amplifiers,
which are almost perfect in their functioning: the so-called resistance and choke
coil coupled amplifiers.
Right here it should be pointed out, that
these names are more or less wrongly applied. because, as will appear later, the actual coupling between consecutive tubes is
not accomplished by resistances or chokes
in these amplifiers, but by a condenser. Both
types of amplifiers then might rightfully
be called capacity coupled amplifiers.
To fully understand the manner in which
these amplifiers act is not a simple matter.
and an explanation without the use of
Mathematics. as will be attempted here, is
extremely difficult, but with the proper application on the reader's part can be understood.
First of all, then, we. must realize, that
the tube is the real amplifier. In other
words, that when a certain alternating current is fed into the grid circuit of a vacuum
tube, an alternating current of greater
magnitude will be released in its plate ciréuit. As the action of the vacuum tube is
practically without any lag, almost instantaneous therefore, it appears then as if in
some manner the current used to actuate
the grid has grown and appears largely
magnified in the plate circuit. Needless
to say, this increased energy is derived from
the plate battery and released by the action
of the tube.
Discounting now the true functioning of
the vacuum tube and its action in the circuit, we might represent the matter in this
way: that it appears as if in some magical
way a greatly magnified current has been
induced in the plate circuit. Roughly we
may say that the amount of magnification
or amplification is determined by the characteristics of the vacuum tube, or rather one
of the characteristics, which is called the
voltage amplification factor of the tube,
or, with a convenient term, its Mu, (Greek
letter a.)
Let us first suppose that we have a vacuum tube and that no apparatus of any kind
is inserted in its plate circuit. There will
then he no other resistance, or, as we are
dealing with alternating currents, impedance, in this plate circuit than the internal
impedance of the tube itself, its resistance
between filament and plate. Such a condition is represented in Fig. 1, where we
see a vacuum tube, containing a grid circuit as input, and an extremely simple plate
circuit. If in this circuit the "B" battery
has a potential of say 45 Volts, these 45
Volts are fully effective across filament and
Research Engineer, Radial' Co.

plate, so that we may say that across these
two points there is a voltage drop of normally 45 Volts. The current flowing in this
plate circuit depends then only on the resistance between filament and plate at the
particular moment. As was explained in
the previous article, this resistance is determined largely by the grid potential, and
therefore, the current flowing is a factor of
this grid potential.
As is generally known, a battery connected in a circuit has generally a lower
potential than it would show when it was
not connected in a circuit; unconnected it
shows the so-called open circuit voltage.
As soon as it is connected in a circuit, a
certain amount of current flows. depending
on the resistance in that circuit-and the
voltage drops according to the amount of
current the battery is called upon to furnish.
Thus, if the resistance of the circuit, including the battery, would be nil, the current flowing would be infinite, and the battery voltage would drop to zero.
In our figure we then have a variable resistance, the tube itself-the resistance of
the tube being determined by the grid potential. This then causes the battery potential available to vary in accordance with
the resistance of the tube, (with the grid
potential therefore) but at all times this
potential will appear across plate and filament of the tube, neglecting the slight resistance of the battery proper and the connecting wire.
If, however. we insert a resistance in the
plate circuit, it is apparent that the voltage

Showing the relation of an external resistance
in the plate circuit. The voltage of the "B"
battery is now proportioned between the internal impedance of the tube and the external
resistance.

drop in that plate circuit ís no more confined solely to plate and filament terminals,
but that now there are two distinctly different places where a voltage drop occurs.
For this refer to Fig. 2. The total resistance in the plate circuit is now equal to
the internal' resistance of the tube plus the
resistance of R, and if the "B" battery still
is 45 Volts, and R is equal to the momentary tube resistance, the voltage drop would
be 22% Volts across the tube and 22.4
Volts across resistance R.
But, as has been understood, the tube resistance is not constant, but depends on the
grid potential. Imagine now that we were
able to completely nullify the tube resistance by means of its grid potential. then
the result would be that the total "B" battery voltage would appear across resistance
R. which is constant, and in that case the
voltage across its terminals would be almost 45 Volts. Or again, if we make the resistance of the tube infinitely large, there
would be no voltage whatsoever across the
resistance R, as in that case the full voltage
would appear across filament and plate of
the tube.
Of course these are the two extreme
cases, which are never reached in actual
operation, but the reader can realize that
at least theoretically, it should be possible
to vary the voltage drop across the resistance R from zero to almost 45 Volts.
It is then clear from the above, that if we

discount the very small resistance of the
"A" and "B" batteries, there will appear
filament and
a changing voltage across
plate, u hen the grid potential varies and
also across resistance R, and that these
last variations depend upon the proportion
between the tube resistance at any moment
and resistance R. Also, it can be easily
grasped that these variations will be largest
when the two resistances are alike, or,
better still, when R is greater in resistance
than the tube resistance. To understand
this, is only necessary to imagine resistance
R smaller than the tube resistance, or completely absent, as in Fig. 1. In that case the
full voltage fluctuations in the plate circuit are confined to the two terminals at
plate and filament of the tube, the resistance
of the rest of the plate circuit being negligible, and therefore not showing any potential differences whatsoever.
But-the tube resistance or impedance is
constantly varying, and can assume quite
high values, and for this reason then, the
resistance R should be equal to the higher
values of the tube impedance, to retain
maximum effectiveness, as explained in the
preceding paragraph. It is for this reason, that the best effects would be obtained
when resistance R is extremely high, but
in that case it would be almost impossible
to use the apparatus in practice. To understand this clearly it should be remembered
that the vacuum tube needs an effective
plate voltage for proper functioning, i.e.,
a certain voltage between plate and filament. With a given "B" battery voltage,
the mean voltage across plate and filament
depends on the plate -filament resistance and
resistance R, so that if we enlarge the latter unduly, the effective plate voltage decreases to a point where the tube cannot
function any more. To attain in those circumstances a suitable plate voltage it would
be necessary to increase the total "B" battery voltage, and this of course can be done
only to a certain extent, as otherwise the
voltages employed would become quite
dangerous and great leakage would occur
in the B batteries. For this reason we give
resistance R a compromise value, mostly of
about 100,000 ohms. Due to this arbitrary
value there is of course a certain limitation
to the pure proportionality of the voltage
variations across resistance R, as a consequence of this practice, but it may be stated
that in the main, the voltage variations
across R are perfect for all practical purposes.

We will now see how we can use these
voltage variations across resistance R for
the purpose of application to the grid circuit of another tube. For this purpose we
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FIG.3
A theoretical resistance coupled amplifier
which would give a maximum transference of
energy but which requires the use of separate

batteries for each stage.

refer to Fig. 3. There we see two tubes.
TI with the same circuit as in Fig. 2, and
T2. The resistance R lies in the grid circuit

tube of tube T2. From the foregoing it follows then, that if, as demonstrated in Fig. 2.
the voltages across resistance R vary as a
consequence of impulses on the input or
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grid circuit of tube Ti, there occur the
same voltage fluctations across grid and
filament of tube T2, and thus tube T2 will
be directly affected by the output circuit
of tube Ti, so that we will have amplification in both tubes Ti and T2, with the
result that we will find a greatly amplified
signal in the telephones O. But-and this is
very serious-we cannot use the same ''A"
and "B.' batteries, because if we did so, the
grid of tube T2 would be extremely positive and this tube then would cease to
function. As the circuit is arranged now,
however, the circuit would function quite
effectively, as all that would affect the grid
of tube T2 would be the fluctations across
resistance R.
Of course it would be quite impossible to
use this circuit, oil account of the large
number of batteries required, and therefore, the circuit should be rearranged in
such a way that the same batteries may be
employed for all stages. To do this, it is
imperative that the grids of the various
tubes to be employed should be separated
electrically from the steady high potentials
of the preceding plates, but only as far as
this steady potential is concerned, while the
fluctuating voltages of these plates should
be effective on the grids of the adjoining
tubes. A logical way of doing this is by
means of condensers, because it is well
known that a condenser is an effective
barrier against direct currents and constant
voltages, while it affords an easy passage
to alternating currents and potentials. The
circuit of Fig. 3 changes then automatically
to that of Fig. 4.
In Fig. 3 it will be seen, that the circuit
of tube Ti has remained the same, but that
its plate, instead of being connected directly to the grid of tube T2, is separated
from the latter by means of condenser C.
If now voltage fluctuations occur across
resistance R, these voltage fluctuations will
be effective also across the grid and filament
of tube T2. because resistance R actually
exerts its influence between plate and filament of tube Ti, when we disregard, as we
may, the batteries. As condenser C conducts voltage fluctuations quite easily, the
voltage fluctuations across R are then efDETECTOR

C

tvr

C

sume of the proper values for condensers
and leaks.
The grid leak Rl is, as will be readily
seen, a direct shunt across the grid and filament of tube T2. This then means, that,
if we make its value small, the voltages developed its this grid circuit also will be
small-the amplification of which the tube
is capable cannot be attained under those
conditions. Accordingly, we will make this
value quite high-thus retaining the highest
possible amplification. R1 should preferably have a value of from 500,000 to 2,000,000 ohms. By making it variable, we can
control the resulting amplification completely.
Of course, we will want the fullest benefit of the voltage fluctuations across resistance R. and this means that we will
want the influence of condenser C to be a;
small as possible. or in other words. its ap-

The practical resistance coupled amplifier.
The value of the reactance of C at low frequencies should be as slight as possible.

parent resistance to alternating potentials,
its reactance, as this resistance is called,
should he as small as possible.
Now the reactance of a condenser decreases with its size and the frequency of
Therethe alternatine currents applied.
fore, we must take a condenser which has
a low reactance at the lowest frequency we
ever will apply. As we are concerned solely
with audio frequency amplification, the reactance of condenser C should, be quite low
at a frequency, if possible, of between ló
and 30 cycles per second. That this should
he so will be understood from the following reasoning:
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circuit of the carefully designed resistance coupled amplifier using four tubes. It will be
noticed that the coupling condensers C are of high capacity and that the grid leak on the last tube
is variable. As high as 250 volts can be employed and good volume with exceptional clarity insured.
The

fective also between the common filament
and the grid of tube T2.
Without further additions, the grid of
tube T2 would then have no grid return,
which in some cases might be extremely
detrimental to quality amplification. With
most tubes, the grid would accumulate
negative charges, due to the electronic emission from the filament. and irregular action
of the tube would result, and thus it is
necessary to provide a grid return. in the
form of a grid leak Rl. This grid leak at
the same time serves the purpose of affording a by-pass to voltages due to leakiness of
condenser C, which condenser rarely would
be completely perfect, and which condition
would tend to make the grid positive, thus
allowing a grid current to flow, again imperiling its proper action as an amplifier.
Of course, several stages can be combined in this manner, but of this we will
speak a little later. We will first determine

Condenser C and leak R1 are in series as
far as the potential fluctuations across resistance R are concerned. Imagine now that
R1 has a value of 500,000 ohms, and that
the reactance of C at, say 20 cycles, also
has a value of 500,000 ohms. In that case

then, the voltage fluctuations would be
equally derided between C and R1, but only
the voltage fluctuations across R1 are effective on the grid of tube T2, so that this
grid would only have fluctuations equal to
half of the total voltage fluctuations available across resistance R. As we now increase
the frequency, the reactance of C decreases,
therefore the proportion of the voltage
fluctuations across R1 to the total voltage
fluctuations available increases-thus the
amplification obtained increases, and the result is unequal amplification at various frequencies. We must therefore make condenser C of such a size, that its reactance
at say 20 cycles, is insignificant against the
resistance of leak RI. This condition can

only be obtained when using a large condenser, of one microfarad, for instance.
With such a condenser the reactance at 20
cycles is only 8000 ohms, so that if RI is
equal to 500,000 ohms, the voltage fluctuations across R1 will be about 500/508th
of the total fluctuations available-practically the whole fluctuation will then be effective and amplification will be almost completely equal over all frequencies, as the increase of amplification with frequency can
he only very slight indeed-less than 2 per
cent.. in fact.
We now come to the actual construction
of an amplifier of this kind, but first will
consider another point of great importance.
In the preceding article we explained the
action of vacuum tubes in detail, and took
pa its to point out that precautions should
be taken that the grid of an amplifying tube
never should become positive, as in that case
distortion was sure to result. \\'e prevented
this occurring by means of a C batten, and
stated that the grid should be given such a
negative potential, that even with the very
strongest signal the grid never would become positive.
It is evident that the same thing holds
true in the case of the amplifier contemplated here. One may even say that distortion
would he more pronounced in this case. We
wi:l see why.
If an extremely strong signal serves as
the input and we thus give a considerable
positive potential to the grid of tube T2,
this grid will at once start to draw a cer-

tain amount of grid current, in other words
electrons are attracted by the grid. These
accumulate on condenser C, because leak
RI does not allow them to flow off rapidly
enough. But-this action then means, that
the tube is apt to become paralyzed and in
am case to distort grievously, because first,
by the influence of the attracted electrons,
which represent negative charges, the grid
cannot complete its full swing toward its
highest positive potential, attainable in the
ah;ence of electronic charges accumulating
upon it. Then, in the second place, when
the grid fluctuates toward its highest negative potential, the grid becomes entirely too
negative due to the presence of the electronic charge, as far as the latter did not yet
leak off. The natural result is tremendous
distortion and blasting of the loud talker.
Commercial makers of this type of amplifier seem to have been completely ignorant
of the fundamental principles of their own
product-and had to find some way out of
the above difficulties. They did this by
gradually decreasing the resistances of the
leaks RI in successive stages, until in the
last stage they went to a ridiculously low
value, simply to enable the accumulated
charges on the grid and condenser to leak
off quickly-which prevented blasting, but
left the distortion as it was and decreased
the possible amplification appreciably.
And yet it can be so easily understood,
that the simple addition of a C battery
would have prevented the grids from ever
carrying current, and thus the trouble encountered would have been ended at once
while at the same time almost perfect amplification could have been obtained.
Another serious drawback in these commercial units is the too small coupling condenser. One manufacturer started out with
condensers of only .00e; microfarad, which
at low frequencies had a very large reacance (at 20 cycles almost 1,300,000
ohms), with the result that amplification at
low frequencies was not one-third of. what
it might have been. At present this manufacturer uses condensers of .1 microfarad.
but, while this represents quite an improvement, the difference in amplification between
low and high frequencies is still more titan
10 per cent.
How strongly this amplifier distorts is
proved by the fact that in the literature on
(Continued on page 48)
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How to make and Use a Wave r'Meter
By A. P. Peck,

smo,

Fig. 2. A view of the complete
in this article.
The hole for viewing the resonance
indicator is just to the right of the
cap nut.

,ave -meter described

IT IS

quite true that there have been

numerous articles written dealing with
the construction of wave -meters in general, but in most of them only the barest
outline of the work is given and the uses of
the instrument are left to the imagination
or the ingenuity of the reader. In this article we will present enough constructional
details on wave -meters for the average
reader to design his own and at the same
time, we will show how to calibrate wave meters from standards and how to use the
instrument to the best advantage after it

carefully and accurately made.
In essentials. a wave -meter circuit stripped
bare of its useful accessories consists of
a coil and condenser connected ill series and
nothing more. Although it might seem that
a combination of this kind would be limited
in use. still when one knows how to manipulate it, it can he applied in many ways to
both transmitters and receivers for measuring the frequency to which the circuits arc
tuned. in order to extend the scope of an
instrument of this nature and make it easier
for use in measuring the wave -lengths of
transmitting stations, some sort of a resonance indicator may and should be added. For
C.W. transmitters. nothing is simpler titan
a neon gas -filled tube. Probably the easiest
way for the average person to obtain one
of these tubes is to purchase one of those
automobile ignition testers which show a
flash of light through a slot in a hard rubber
tube.
This flash emanates from a gas filled, electrically sensitive glass tube, contained within the outer protective casing.
has been

After

you

purchase

one of

these

rectly below the hole, can be viewed to best
Placing the glow tube within
advantage.
the casing in this manner puts it in the dark
and renders even all almost imperceptible
glow easily visible. The wave -meter illustrated is supplied tvith a standard coil that
covers a range of from 200 to 600 meters
and the Crave -length readings arc engraved
directly on the dial. The accuracy of the
unit is great. You can also purchase to go
with this wave -meter two extra coils, known
as half -wave and quarter -wave coils. With
the former, one-half of the dial reading indicates the Crave -length to which the circuit
is tuned. and with the latter. one -quarter of
the dial reading is used. The writer is at
present employing one of these wave -meters
at his own station and finds it to he very
accurate in its work. The only difference
between his wave -meter and the one illustrated is in the vernier attachment. The
company manufacturing these instruments
have now changed from the gear type of
vernier shown to a geared vernier dial.
Either type is quite satisfactory.
The resonance indicator shown in the
photograph in Fig. 3 does not have any wi-e
sealed into the ends, but the silver -like coating mentioned, is provided. All that is necessary to do is to wrap wires tightly around
the tube at the ends. as illustrated, and connect the wires to the two terminals of the
variable condenser. Before this is done, a
hole is drilled and countersunk in the cover
of the variable condenser so that the indicating tube can be seen.

instru-

ments, carefully remove the glass tube from
within, being sure not to break any wires
that may be connected to the ends of it.

Some of these tubes have wires sealed into
the ends, whereas others merely are provided with a silver -like coating on each end.
In either event, the tube will suit our purpose if it is not broken in removal.
This
little indicating instrument or resonance indicator, as we may term it, is connected in
parallel with the variable condenser in the
wave -meter circuit and all of the connections arc shown in Fig. 1.
There is an excellent little wave -meter on
the market today made by the General Radio
Co. that is particularly adapted to amateur
work. It consists of a coil and condenser
connected as mentioned above and with a
little ingenuity the reader should have no
trouble in attaching a resonance indicator.
The photograph in Fig. 2 shows a view of
this instrument and it will be noticed that a
hole is drilled in the top of the casing of
This is clone so
the variable condenser.
that the resonance indicator. mounted di-

RESONANCE

INDICATOR

ti

FIG.

The circuit of a simple wave -meter equipped
a gaseous tube indicator.

with

I f
you purchase one of these complete
wave -meters and desire to reach even shorter
wave -lengths than the quarter -wave coil will
give you, make up a form for winding a
basket -weave coil with a diameter of 3
inches. Make up a 2 -turn coil using No. 12
D.C.C. wire. Form the énds of the windir g
so that they can be plugged into the two
binding posts. Tie the coil securely so that
it cannot change its shape and take it off the
form. This coil might be termed a one -

Assoc.

1.

R.E.

twentieth -wave coil and it gives an approximate range of from 10 to 30 meters. Read
1/?0th of the wave -length inscribed on the
dial when the meter is in resonance.
A 4 -turn coil wound on the same size
form and securely bound gives a range of
from 20 to 60 meters and might be called
a one-tenth -wave coil.
Read 1/10th of the
designated wave-length.
Remember that
these two coils are only designed for use in
connection with the wave -meters illustrated
in Figs. 2 and 3 and give only approximate
readings. The addition of the resonance indicator or gas -filled tube does not change
the characteristics of the circuit very much
and, therefore, you need not worry about it.
For those who do not have a wave -meter
of the type shown and wish to make their
own. the following details will be of value:
Use a variable condenser of good make in
which the rotor and stator plates are rigid
and accurately aligned. Choose one with a
maximum capacity of .001 mf. The plates
should preferably be soldered together as
this results in greatly increased efficiency and
precludes the possibility of change in calibration after the wave -meter is in use. The
coils to be used with this condenser are to
be wound on a cylindrical form 4 inches in
outside diameter. This form should be very
rigid and the coils must be wound upon it
tightly so that they cannot possibly become
disarranged. A layer of thread or cord
wound over the coil will make the whole
unit more rigid.
A range of approximately 40 to 110 meters
can be covered with 5 turns of No. 12
D.C.C. wire wound on one of these forms.
Thirteen turns covers approximately 65 to
260 meters and with these two coils it can
be seen that the more important amateur
L'aods can be covered.
\Ve are not giving any details herewith
on the actual mechanical construction of this
wave -meter as we will leave that to the
reader's ingenuity. The variable condenser
might be mounted in a shielded box with
binding posts on the top to which the coils
can he connected by means of lugs. Ground
the shield when using the instrument. You
can get a good idea of standard practice in
wave -meter construction from Figs. 2 and 3.
With the above coils and this variable condenser, an indicating unit can be connected
as shown in Fig. 1.
It is sometimes desirable when calibrating
receivers to add a buzzer or driver to the
wave -meter circuit.
This can be done by
making the connections shown in Fig. 4.
The buzzer current passes through coil L,
exciting it and causing its field to interact
with the fields of any other coils that may
be within its range.
More will be spoken
of later regarding the use of a wave -meter
equipped with a buzzer.
There are other methods of determining
resonance in wave -meter circuits than with
the gas -filled tube mentioned above.
A
crystal detector is a common form and circuits for its use will be found in Figs. 5
and 6. \Ve will pass over this phase of the
subject quickly because crystal detectors are
not suitable for use with pure C.W. stations,
but call be used on phone stations. In general, however, the form shown in Fig. 5 is
preferable as the exact resonance point can
be more nearly determined.
Probably the best all-around resonance indicator, but on the other hand the most expensive, is a current -square thereto -galvanometer having a full scale reading of about
zero to 100. This is to be connected in the
circuit as shown in Fig. 7.

How to Use a Wave -Meter
Probably the most valuable instrument ill
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the amateur's station when it is properly
and inthlligently handled is the wave -meter.
The whole trouble is that a good many amateurs do not know how to get the best from
these comparatively simple instruments. You
should most certainly have one at your station if you wish to get the very best results.
A wave -meter is very easy to make as can
be seen from the above description and you
certainly cannot afford to do without one.

With it you can determine the wave -length
of an oscillator, the wave -length upon which
you are transmitting or you can calibrate
your receiver and can measure the wavelength of incoming signals.
After a wave -meter has been constructed
and before it can be used. it must be calibrated. Before you do this, make sure that
the dial is fastened so securely to the shaft
that it can never work loose, because if it
sloes, the calibrated curve that you will make
will be valueless. The best system to follow
for calibrating a home-made wave -meter is
to inquire around among your friends and
borrow a standard wave -meter. Probably
you can locate one of the type shown in
Fig. 2. Then make up a standard oscillator
using the center tap circuit with a variable
condenser across the entire inductance. Place
the coil of the calibrated wave -meter near
the coil of the oscillator and set the dial of
the wave -meter at its lowest reading. Start
the oscillator working, varying the wavelength by means of the variable condenser
until the resonance indicator shows that the
two circuits are tuned to the same wavelength. Move the wave -meter coil further
away from the oscillator coil and readjust
the oscillator condenser slightly. As you get
further away from the oscillator, you will
find that the tuning is sharpened considerably and that more accurate results can
be obtained. When you have determined the
oscillator setting for the lowest wave -length
that the standard wave -meter will reach.
leave the oscillator condenser at that point
and replace the standard wave -meter with
your home-made instrument. Turn the dial
until resonance is reached as indicated by
either the neon tube as in Fig. I or the galvanometer as in Fig. 7. You have then located one point on your scale and can start
to make up a chart such as that shown in
Fig. 8. Use cross-section paper for this
work so that accurate plotting can be obtained. Now repeat the same process. setting the standard wave -meter at about 10
degrees higher. Continue this process until
you have located five or six points after
the manner shown in Fig. 8. If you have
conducted this work correctly, carefully and
accurately, you will be able to draw a
smooth curve between all of the points. If.
however, you find that one of the points is
off to one side as indicated by XO in Fig. 8.
take your readings over again and continue
the work until your carve presents a smooth.
In the writer's opinion
even appearance.
this method of calibrating a wave -meter is
superior to making an engraved dial. In

any event, it is easier for the average amateur to make.
The oscillator mentioned above may be
your regular transmitter with the antenna
coil removed from proximity to the primary.
After the wave-meter has been calibrated.
it can be used in turn for measuring the
wave -length at which any circuit is oscillating. If you have a wave -meter that is calibrated but is not equipped with a resonance indicating device, you can use it on transmitters that have a plate milliammeter in the
circuit. Merely couple your wave -meter coil
to the oscillator inductance and turn the dial
of the wave -meter slowly. A point will be
found where the plate current will rise conNow move the wave -meter a
siderably.
little further away from the oscillator and
try again. The point where the current increases due to the setting of the wave -meter
condenser will be found very sharply and
by referring to the curve you can find at
what wave -length the oscillato- is working.
This is a method used for tuning transmitters. After the oscillator is set at the correct wave -length. couple the secondary, coil
to it and tune the antenna circuit to resonance as indicated by the antenna meter.
If your wave -meter is equipped with a
buzzer as shown in Fig. 4; it can he used for
calibrating receiving sets or determining the
wave -length of an incoming signal. Suppose
that a signal is being received. Start the
buzzer operating by closing the : twitch and
couple the coil L quite close to the secondary inductance in your tuner. Vary the
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This chart will not fit your home-made wave meter but serves to show method of making a
calibration curve.

receiving set is in oscillation, couple the
wave -meter coil very closely to the secondary
and vary the condenser. At some point on
the scale a click will be heard in the phone:
and two or three degrees further on, another click will be heard. By loosening the
coupling, the two clicks will be brought
closer together and soon a point will be
forms/ where they sound almost as one. This
indicates the wave -length to which the receiver is toned.
\WWith an ordinary amateur -built receiver
having a variable primary and tickler coil,
there is little use in attempting to calibrate
This is because
the receiver accurately.
there arc so many, variables that must be
taken into consideration. However, you can
get a rough estimate of the range which
your receiver will cover by one of the meth-
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to the type of wave -meter that you are
using.
in case you do not have any driver or
buzzer on your wave -meter, it can still be
\Vhen the
used for calibrating receivers.

ods described above and that estimate will
often come in very handy in tuning.
Of course, one can also calibrate a receiver or wave -meter. by using the harmonics from an oscillator or transmitter whose

-

.-r

Fig. 3. Here is shown how to connect a Neon
gas tube to the variable condenser of a wave meter. Note peep hole.

condenser C and at the point where the
wave -meter is tuned to the saute wave -length
as the receiver, a loud buzz will be heard
in the phones. The tuning can be sharpened by loosening the coupling between the
coil L and the receiver secondary. You can
then read the wave -length of the incoming
signal from the chart or the dial, according

Four circuits

of different types
o f wave - meters

are given at the
left. Type shown
in Fig. 7 is most

efficient, but, on
the other hand, it
is

most

sive.

expen-

...,.s_.,..

fundamental is known.
'l'hus you can see that a wave -meter is an
almost indispensable adjunct to any experimental radio station. With it you can perform many experiments. can do your work
quicker and more accurately and can be more
sure of your results when you are through.
\Vhen you start to tune a transmitter, you
will be through much sooner if you have a
wave -meter on band. You will not have to
tone it to what you think might be the wavelength upon which it is to operate and then
call a half a dozen stations for reports. Instead. you will tune the set and then check
the wave with the wave -meter. Titus you
can set your transmitter at any wave that
you desire without any trouble other than
the ordinary balancing of the inductances
and capacities.
Then again, when somebody calls you, and
asks for a report on his wave, you can give
it quite accurately and quickly by checking
with the wave -meter against your receiver
as described above.
We believe that we have covered the subject of amateur wave -meters quite thoroughly in this article, but if there are any
questions that may arise in the minds of our
readers regarding the construction or use of
these most useful instruments, the writer

will

be only, too

glad to help them further.

valuable suggestion, it would be well
for one to mark the corresponding frequency
alongside the wave -length on the graph, thus
saving later computation and trouble.

As

a
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modulated Oscillator for the Radio Experimenter
By Theodore H. Aakkere

ONE of the most useful appliances
around the radio experimenter's labor-

atory is an oscillator, which has quite
of applications for measuring and
calibrating purposes.
Yet, most oscillators have to be used in
conjunction with expensive apparatus and
meters, because a pure oscillation cannot be
detected by an ordinary radio receiver, unless another oscillator is used simultaneously and one works with the heterodyne
a number

method.

The modulated oscillator described in this
article can be used to advantage by any experimenter, for calibrations, testing and comparing receivers and the like, determining
wave -lengths covered, etc.
The instrument is extremely cheap and
functions remarkably well, requiring only
dry cells for its operation, if so desired.
The principle upon which it is built is to
have an ordinary oscillator modulated by
means of a small buzzer, such as made by
several concerns. The buzzer used in this
instance is a Federal Century buzzer, which
is very cheap. If it be so desired, a more
elaborate buzzer system, like the General
Radio Co.'s 1.000-cycle oscillator, can be
used, and the only change necessary in that
case is to enlarge the cabinet.
The complete diagram of the oscillator is
given in Fig. 1. It will be seen that the
whole oscillator with batteries and all can
easily be housed in a 7 X 18 -inch cabinet, if
the arrangement is built carefully.
The oscillator, to answer its purpose,
should be completely shielded. and the cover
should be so arranged that when it is screwed
down in place and the box is closed, there
is formed a completely metal -encased space.
The easiest way to accomplish this purpose
is to first mount all instruments on the panel
and, this accomplished, to use the panel as
a sort of template. After having cut out a
piece of sheet copper generally used for
shielding purposes exactly the size of the
panel, we punch or cut holes to accommodate all controls, switches and fastening
screws.
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The modulated

oscillator mounted in its hermetically shielded
cabinet. The plate

milliammeter
the panel

o n

shows

whether the out-

fit is functioning
properly. On the
left is the tuning
control, while on
the

right

coupling

is the

Ranges:

dial.

125-

240X; 185-590X.

The cabinet should preferably be a plain
one, where the front panel is fastened by
screwing it to the front edges of the bottom
and sides of the cabinet. The top of the
cabinet should he removable, no hinges being
employed, and should be screwed down after
the oscillator is completed and after the
tube and batteries are placed in the cabinet.
The cabinet is lined throughout with copper sheet which is soldered together wherever the sheets join. The copper should
overlap all the front edges, where the panel
will be screwed on. In this way the panel
shield comes in metallic contact with the
inner lining of the cabinet on all the edges.
In the same manner the lining should be
bent over the edges at the top of the cabinet, so that the upper edge, when later the
cover is screwed down, forms a complete
metallic surface to receive the cover.
We now shield the cover plate, the shield
covering its entire surface and bend it over
the edge where the same plate is later to joit
the panel. The panel is, of course; so arranged that it is fastened by means of
screws to bottom, sides and cover of the
cabinet.
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After the whole instrument has been built
and tested for oscillation after assembly, we
will have a completely shielded container,
so that the only place where the oscillations

are effective is at the two output binding
posts, which are provided for exactly that
purpose. While in use the shield should be
grounded, for which a separate binding post
must be provided.
So far the shielding of the instrumentwe will now shortly describe the instrument
itself. See Fig. 1.
\Ve see first of all coils LI, L2, L3. These
coils can all be wound on a single 3 -inch
length of 3 -inch tubing. Coil Ll consists of
43 turns of No. 26 double silk -covered wire,
and is tanned at the 20th turn. Coil L2 is
the plate coil, wound about %-inch from
rail LI, and has 15 turns. Coil L3, the
pick-up coil, has 6 turns, and is spaced again
about %-inch from coil L2. All coils are
wound with the same wire, in the same
direction.
Coil LI is tuned by means of a variable
condenser of .0005 microfarad. and coil and
condenser form a tuned circuit. The condenser is indicated at Cl.
An ordinary switch, a battery
switch for instance, SI, allows the
lower part of coil LI to be short.,
circuited, so that we obtain two tuning ranges. The one for long wavelengths is obtained when the switch
is open, when the whole coil is used.
The other range is obtained when the
switch is closed and thereby 23 turns
are short-circuited. so that only 20
turns are in service. This gives us a
short-wave oscillator.
(Continued on next rage)
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Rear view of the assembly showing the various
parts and their relationship. Immediately behind the rheostat is a
small Century buzzer

which modulates the
radio
frequency currents generated

by the
tube. The rheostat is
connected in series with
the buzzer while the
amperite controls t h e
tube.
.oio4M11011~..41~1...1.1...~..14.
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A Selective Receiving Circuit
13q

AGOOD many radio fans nowadays are
progressing from one set to another in
a vain attempt to find a more selective receiver. which will at the same time bring
in the stations with undiminished volume.
Consequently, all kinds of "-dynes" have
made their appearance on the market, and
on the pages of the many radio publications,
Any good standard apparatus may
The
following list is suggested:
1
7" X 21" Bakelite, hard rubber.
Radian or Celoron panel.
7 Binding posts.
3 1" X 8" terminal strip.
3 Rheostats (Bradleystat for detector tube).
3 4" Dials.
1
Open circuit jack.
"A" battery switch.
2 Audio
frequency
transformers

be used in constructing this set.

1

(41/s to
4 Sockets.

1

and 3 to 1).

4 Tubes.
1
1

1

1

Donald E. Learned

until one wonders that they do not run out
of names. A great many of these "dynes"
are not delivering the goods in accordance
with the apparatus employed, and the number of the tubes used. It might be well to
suggest that the saute indiv:dual care should
go into each unit of a multi -tube set as is
used in making a single tube set, otherwise
it is possible that the results will be no better than from the "single -cylinder" set.
The writer has used the hook-up here described for two and one-half years. in one
form or another, and has tried out the bulk
of the new hook-ups during that time, only
to turn back to the old four -tube outfit.
It is not intended to give the impression
that this circuit is a "world-beater," but it
brings 'em in ill good shape, with plenty of
volume, and is sufficiently selective to deliver the goods. The locals don't bother and
( whisper
it) the writer has forgotten that
they were on many a night. The set may
be logged easily, although the dials do not
read together, and the set will nut radiate
on the average antenna.
,\ glance at the diagram will show some-

4% -volt "C" battery.

Split variometer "LI".
Aperiodic R.P. transformer -1.2
and L3" (neutroformer may be
used) .
.0005 mid. condenser to match

thing different, but at the same time not Sn
The output of the
first or radio frequency tube is fed into the
plate circuit of the. detector tube, leaving
the grid circuit free from any connection or
coupling to the input circuit, except that
provided by the detector tube. This last
feature has earned the nickname "full-fioating grid" for the set. Selectivity is gained
thereby.
As to the theory of this circuit, all the
writer can hazard is contained in this paragraph. The amplified signal at radio frequency is fed into the plate circuit of the
detector tube and there rectified. The reaction of the radio frequency charges on
the plate causes like variations of grid
potential. These changes in turn react on
the plate circuit, controlling the audio currents in the detector output circuit. The
rectification of the R.P. output of the first
tube tends to stabilize it, as a similar action
of the first tube steadies the second. On
strong signals the detector +B lead may be
connected to -B and reception will take
place very satisfactorily.

extraordinarily novel.

J

OL300

-s

above.

Fixed mica condenser .0001 acid.
"C "
I Fixed grid condenser .00025 mid.
"C3".
Grid leak to suit tube.
1 600 -meter
variometer "L4"
D -L 300 coil "L5".
30 -ft. hook-up wire.
2 oz. resin core solder:
7 7" X 19;/2" baseboard or to fit
cabinet.
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The circuit of the selective receiving
set shows it to be quite different from
any we have been accustomed to. Note
that the input circuit of the detector tube
ís not in inductive relation to the other

inductances.
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modulated Oscillator for the Radio Experimenter
front
page)
(Continued

The system is connected as the grid circuit of a vacuum tube T, which conveniently
can be a \\'D12 tube, as this tube only
requires a dry cell as its "A" battery. No
rheostat is used, an Amperite serving to control the filament. A small 221/4 -volt battery, "B", serves as plate supply.
The tapped coil is connected directly to the
grid on one side, and to the filament on the
other side over a small fixed condenser, C2.
which may be of .001 microfarad. This
condenser is shunted by the secondary of a
transformer, Tr, which completes the grid

preceding

two coils of a 180 -degree variocoupler. This
coupler, however, is rewound in such a way
that both primary and secondary have bttt
few turns
each, for instance. Tic
other coil is connected directly to the two
output binding posts BP.
By varying this coupler from 0 to 100
the strength of the modulated oscillations
available at these two binding posts is varied,
while condenser Cl regulates the wavelength. By connecting the output binding

-8

return.
This appliance, Tr, is preferably made
at home from an old burnt -out transformer.
If such a transformer is not available, a core
can be made from iron wire bunched together, as all we will use from the transformer is the core. On this core then both
primary and secondary are wound with about
100 turns of No. 26 wire each. taking care
that primary and secondary are well insulated by means of paraffin paper, empire
cloth or the like. The transformer should
be finished as nicely as possible.

The primary of this transformer is
hooked up in series with the Century buzzer
"Br" and the battery "A". Battery switch
S2 then disconnects both tube and buzzer
in its off position.
The pick-up coil L3 is now connected to
a coil 1.4, which preferably is one of the

The modulated oscillator is a handy device
which is certain to find numerous applications
by the experimenter. It can be seen that the
device covers two ranges of wave -lengths.
r'-aphs should be made of these ranges.

posts to the antenna and ground connections
of a receiver the modulated oscillations will
act as an ordinary signal and the buzzer
tone will appear in the head-phones or the
loud talker, if oscillator and receiver are
in tune.
Calibration of the oscillator is easily accomplished by means of a tvztvc-meter or by
means of comparisons with known broadcasting stations or amateur transmitters.
'I he procedure is as follows:
If, for instance. \\ EAF is received at
the locality of the experimenter. the receiver is tuned to that station. Now the
o;cillator is substituted and connected to
antenna and ground binding posts. Cl is
then tuned till the buzzer tome is heard in
the receiver, which then is an indication that
the oscillator is working at 492 meters.
The oscillator is now left as it is (still
going), and on the receiver we retune till
we have tuned it at the lower range to 246
meters, which is indicated because then we
receive the buzzer signal once more. but now
on the first harmonic of its wave. We now
leave the receiver in this position and retune
the oscillator till once more the buzzer is
heard, and we know then that the oscillator
is working at 246 meters, and in this way
we have obtained two points of its tuning
chart.
Doing this with different wavelengths, controlled by different stations, we
will soon have a complete calibration chart
of the whole instrument.

for November.
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QRm-[l am being interfered with]
By George

11.

Turner

Asst. Radio Inspector, 9th Governmental District
is that amateur fellow
with the everlasting code
playing with his radio and disturb-

HERE

again

I shall
ing my radio reception.
ha.e to report this interference to The
Radio Supervisor." So sayeth the belligerent L.C.L. (Broadcast Listener.)
"Hang it all, here comes that inductive interference again. I wish someone would se;

So sayeth the exasperated Ilam.

about it.''

(Amateur.)
\nd 1, typo have had experience with both

that they mean well even
though they are very prolific in their denunciations of radio when their reception is
interrupted in the slightest. Ill -hey long for
the cool nights in. the spring or fall and
the crystal clear, cold nights of winter when
radio DX conies pounding in from all sides.
For the broadcast listener who holds a
charter membership in this greatest fraternity. this happened quite often back in
the Clays when broadcasting was in it: inclasses, know

fancy.
The amateur, on the other hand, has been
inure fortunate in that he has passed out
of an era of chaos which was made up of
spark transmitters, arc lamps, sputtering
spark coils and the like, into the era of prac-

tically pure C.W. (Continuous Waves) which
For
is truly an approach to the ultimate.
the broadcast listener though, those good
nights are few and rather far between these

days, unless one lives in some secluded spot
where conditions are more or less ideal, say
for example, away out on the Kansas plains
ur iii the middle of the North Atlantic.
The broadcasting game is growing more and
more complex for those who live in conThe more you turn your
gested districts.
dial the more convinced you are that it is
growing worse and worse. Permit me to
enumerate just a few of the causes of this
trouble. And these apply to the broadcast
If the shoe
listener and amateur alike.
pinches. you know it fits-an old proverb
changed to suit present requirements.
First, and perhaps most aggravating, we
have interference of an inductive nature
caused by power leaks, conflicts, defective
insulators or any interruption of an electrical circuit carrying sufficient voltage to set
up radio frequency waves or waves whose
harmonics extend into the radio hands at
each interruption or break.
Second comes interference caused by os-

cillating receivers-applicable to B.C.L. and
amateur.

Of third importance we have stations interfering with each other in the same bandas amateur with amateur.
Fourth, and practically a part of the third

division, comes interference caused by one
service to another. in this class commercial
and naval interference must also he considered.

Fifth. and for brevity's sake. the last to
be discussed is defective apparatus.
Non'
various
ception
take up

a few of the more severe and
causes of interference to radio rehave been mentioned, it is time to
the consideration of ways and means

that

it
of locating these faults. However, first my
is my duty to advise, instruct and warn
readers, that if they expect this article to
furnish more than a passing thought, they
must place themselves in a receptive state of
mind, willing to retain the information that
is to follow, for future use in locating and
curing some of the above -mentioned faults
When it so happens that their own reception
it goes without saying that
is interrupted.

"The Thinker"(with apologies

to Rodin)
This young fellow needs a bit of
sympathy. He is in
evident perturbation and is apparently vexed by the
reproduction
o f
sounds similar to
midnight feline serenades and breakin
ing of dishes
other words, music.
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thought alone or profanity either, for that
"super," fairly wreck the car. As an aid in
locating outside interference the following
matter, can never remove that buzz from the
list of general causes is given:
ether nor that code from the church ser1. Conflicts as mentioned above.
vices. With this warning in mind we twill
2. Leaky and cracked high tension insulanow take tip the method of locating intertors.
ference of an inductive nature.
3. Defective lightning arrester:.
This is oftentimes very difficult. inasmuch
4. Transformer fuse block with corroded
as it is very intermittent in character. Such
or loose contacts.
interference may cone in on waves any5. Unsoldered joint: on primary or secondwhere on the dial and usually with unbearary wires,
able intensity. Because such interference is
(t. Loose connections on old type I.lit)only of short duration and only occasionally
2,200-volt transformer terminal boards.
at its worst, it requires special efforts to
7. Failure to ground transformer neutrals.
locate its source. For instance. one proven
8. Defective
transformer bushings on
method would be by means of bearings taken
2.300 -volt side.
by three or more observers using their reOccasionally. our hearings indicate the
ceiving sets on loop antennae. Naturally.
trouble as originating from an electrical
the observers should be as widely separated
power station or sub-station. Therefore, a
as possible and at the same time their receplist of representative troubles of this sort
tion of the interference should he with suffiare also given as follows:
cient intensity to use a loop. It is now posSub -station
sible to remain at your own receiver and
1. Broken or leaky high tension or low
obtain a bearing on the source of the trouble.
A little hint regarding the swinging of a tension bushings.
2. Loose connections on transformer terloop on interference: greater accuracy cart
minal board.
be had by swinging for minimum signal
3. Fuse wire or fuse holders making poor
rather than for maximum. In this case. of
contact with resulting arcing.
course, the interference will lie at right
4. Disconnecting or sectionalizing switches
angles to the plane of the loop. Once this
staking poor contact with resulting are.
plane has been determined it can he verified
5. Charging of electrolytic arresters.
by swinging for maximum intensity. This is
Power station:
necessary if an uni-directional connection is
1.
Defective current and potential transbeing used in order to determine the point on
formers.
the compass front which the interference or2. Defective
grounds on lead c a I) I e
iginates. Now. by comparing the findings of
sheathes.
the different observers and extending the
Again, it is possible for a telephone explanes of greatest signal pickup or normals
change to the the point of origin. Such into the planes if minimum intensity is used.
terference often results front the operation
until they intersect, this intersection will he
of ringing devices in telephone exchanges.
found to be geographically eery near the
The machines responsible for most of the
source it is then only necessary to make a
interference are those in which the A.C. for
visual inspection at your convenience in
ringing is derived from D.C. supply, by an
order to find the cause of all the trouble.
interrupter. The ringing current wave from
Sometimes. it may be a "high line" passing
such devices contains frequencies which exthrough trees where the limbs have robbed
tend over into the radio frequency band.
the insulation from the wire leaving it hare
For the reason that they oftentimes extend
to spark to ground through the moist tree.
Again. it may be a down -guy in conflict over the entire broadcasting band it is impossible to tune out the interference.
with a supply line Or it can be anything
If, upon investigation. the interference apelectrical that makes and breaks contact,
pears to originate in a residence, the followcausing sparks that :are oftentimes barely
(C'mlfitnaed on page 471
visible to the eye. but on an eight -tube
:
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How to Make a ci'oroid Coil
By Herbert E. Hayden
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h
a piece of cardboard tubing
inches in diameter and saw off a ring

First, take
31/2

Bakelite, hard rubber,
celoron or formica tubing can also be
used and results in lower absorption
I % inches wide.

Next. take a wooden stick about
10 inches long and one inch wide and
cut two deep notches, one at each
end.
The jack knife is pointing to
one of these U-shaped notches at the

A good grade of orange shellac should
be used and the tubing is given two coats
and allowed to dry thoroughly. Do not
use

ordinary varnish

as a

substitute for

shellac, as it is far inferior.

end of the

losses.

stick.

,, %
7"

e,tltf¡gil

o

,f

_

1

6G%j

o

Wind 45 feet of No. 24 D.S.C. magnet
wire on the stick as shown. With this
simple appliance it becomes a far easier
task to wind the coil than otherwise, as
you will note in the next photo.

The toroid coil with its completed
secondary winding of 250 turns. At
least 6 inch leads should be allowed
for terminal connections. The next
step is the primary winding which is
wound over the secondary.

Having made two pin holes in the tubing, to anchor the winding, the wire is
then easily wound round the ring as
shown. The stick with the wire is passed
through the core, over and through again.

Whilla

e

Consisting of 45 turns of the same size
wire, the primary is placed directly over
the secondary and its turns are spaced
so as to completely dispose themselves
over the entire secondary winding.

`C
The completed coil is mounted on
the back of a low loss variable con denser having a capacity of .0005 mfd.
The toroid offers an excellent induct ance since its external field is very

In order to protect the windings, the
coil is covered with thin cotton tape onehalf inch wide. The leads are allowed
to project through, there being, of course,
four of them.

slight.

,,`
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Interesting Experiments with Iodine
By Eugene W. Blank

(

f
On the left is shown the apparatus for
producing and collecting iodine. Manga{t
d
nese dioxide, sulphuric acid and an iodide
are heated in the retort, and the sublimed iodine
collects in the flask. In the center is shown the reaction between iodine and iron filings. After the reaction is complete gentle heat
will expel any excess of iodine, and you will have ferrous iodide. The salt thus produced
in solution is filtered and evaporated to crystallization on a water bath as shown on the right.
'

is a greyish -black. lustrous solid
discovered in 1812 by Courtois who obtained it from the ashes of sea plants.
It forms beautiful violet colored vapors
when it is warmed to volatilization and this
phenomenon is what led to its discovery.
It is found free in small amounts, being
present in the waters of some mineral
springs and in the sea. In combination it
is found in larger quantities; the main source
at present is the crude Chilean saltpeter obtained from South America. It is present
in the sodium nitrate as sodium iodate and
:onstittltes about 0.2 per cent. of the whole.
The saltpeter is treated with sodium bisulphite and the iodine is precipitated from the
solution. It is allowed to settle, collected
and rendered pure by sublimation. Sublimation is the process of changing a substance to a vapor and then condensing the
vapor on a cool surface. Non-volatile impurities are left behind.
Iodine readily dissolves in some iodides,
and the solution is used as a counter irritant in medicine. Iodine is also administered internally in diseases which are caused
by disturbances in the thyroid gland.
The experimenter can readily prepare
iodine by placing in a retort a mixture of
manganese dioxide and potassium iodide. A
little sulphuric acid is then added to the
mixture and the retort is gently heated. The
liberated iodine passes into a dry flask inverted over the end of the retort and the
iodine collects on the cool sides of the flask.
The iodine in the flask can be dissolved in
alcohol and used for some of the following experiments.
Iodine can readily be detected by the blue
color it imparts to starch solution. To a

IODINE

little of the alcoholic solution of iodine just
made add some dilute starch. A blue to
violet color will appear. The starch solution can be made by heating some starch in
a small quantity of hot water.
Iodine in combination, that is, united with
some other substance, will not give this reaction. In that case we take the salt, potassium iodide for example, and add to it a
little chlorine water This frees the iodine
from its chemical combination and when carbon disulphide is shaken with the solution.
the iodine will dissolve in it, giving a beautiful violet color.
Iodine reacts with many substances to
form compounds known as iodides. This
can well be illustrated by the action of yellow phosphorus on iodine. Place a small
piece of yellow phosphorus on a ring stand
base and over it place a few crystals of
iodine. A violent reaction accompanied by
flame will take place.
Iodine also combines very easily with
iron. Place sonic iodine crystals and some
iron filings in a beaker and add a small
amount of water. A mild reaction will take
place. Warm the mixture until all the
iodine has disappeared and you will have
a solution of ferrous iodide.
Filter the
solution to get rid of the excess of iron
and to the filtrate add a small amount of
iodine crystals. This excess of iodine will
convert the ferrous iodide into ferric ioditle.
Now add potassium or sodium carbonate
until all the iron is precipitated. Filter and
you will have a clear solution of sodium or
potassium iodide. Evaporate and when the
liquid tends to become thick, set it aside
to crystallize. Tite iodide can be used for
the following and other experiments.

Many iodides are characterized by their
brilliant colors. Titus, mercuric chloride
solution with potassium iodide gives a scarlet red precipitate, silver nitrate will give
a yellow amorphous precipitate, and lead
salts give a yellow precipitate.
Some of these iodides change color when
they are heated and hence are used as heat
indicating paints. A double salt of silver
and mercuric iodide is yellow at ordinary
temperatures. but when heated to 50° C.
(122° F ), it turns a deep red. When the
temperature is lowered, it quickly returns
to its original color.
To prepare it, make a solution of potassium iodide by dissolving 6.5 grams of the
salt in 25 c.c. of water. Make another solution ,of 1.5 grams mercuric chloride in 25 c.c.
of water. Mix the two and then add a solution of silver nitrate. A yellow precipitate
is formed. Filter the precipitate, wash with
cold water and then dry on a water bath.
\Vhen the solid is dry, place it in a tube
and notice the color changes which occur
as it is placed in hot water.
Iodine is also known in combination with
hydrogen, in the form of hydrogen iodide,
a colorless gas. Its formula has been determined to be HI. It can be made by placing a mixture of red phosphorus and iodine
in a flask and allowing water to drop upon
the mixture from a separatory funnel. The
phosphorus iodide is decomposed and hydrogen iodide is evolved. If the reaction is
slow in starting, gently heat the flask. The
gas is passed through a U-tube containing
a small amount of red phosphorus to absorb any excess of iodine vapor and the
gas is collected in bottles. It is not very
important, but the water solution, common-
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ly known as hydriodic acid, is of some use
A water solution of the gas is readily
made by passing hydrogen sulphide gas
through a suspended solution of iodine. Add
about 4 grams of powdered iodine to 250
c.c. of water in a large beaker and slowly
pass through it a stream of hydrogen sulphide gas. In a short time all of the iodine

.

,

will have dissolved.

The reaction

i_s

be removed by rubbing the spot with hypo

solution attd then dilute ammonia. When
the hypo comes in contact with iodine, it
dissolves the iodine forming a colonies
solution of sodium iodide and sodium tetrathiotlate.

as fol-

lows:

II,S

I_

-> S + 2HI

Hydrogen sulphide -+ iodine
-I- hydrogen iodide

Water is dropped from a separatory funnel
upon a mixture of red phosphorus and iodine in
a flask. This evolves hydrogen iodide which is
passed through a U-tube containing red phosphorus and the purified gas is collected, either
in water or by displacement. It is much heavier
than air.

-> sulphur

Add more powdered iodine and keep passing in the gas until the solution is colorless
or nearly so. Then pass in a stream of carbon dioxide to remove all the hydrogen sulphide. Filter off the separated sulphur and
the filtrate will be a water solution of hydrogen iodide. The hydrogen sulphide gas is
made by slowly allowing hydrochloric acid
to drop upon some ferrous sulphide in a
flask. The carbon dioxide is made by allowing the acid to fall upon calcium carbonate
or marble. Ilydriodic acid acts as a mono basic acid and forms iodides with several
metals. The acid character of the solution
can be ascertained by placing a few pieces
of zinc or magnesium in the solution.
Hydrogen gas will be evolved and the metal
will go into solution as an iodide.
If in performing the preceding experiments the experimenter has happened to
stain his clothing with iodine, it can readily

An aqueous solution of hydrogen iodide is
made by passing hydrogen sulphide through

iodine suspended in water, a most interesting
reaction.

match Experiments
By Leslie E. Raymond

Making reproductions of the first match;
mixture of sulphur, potassium chlorate and
sugar constituting the bead is Ignited by being
touched to fuming sulphuric acid absorbed in
asbestos. By no means pulverize the sugar and
potassium chlorate together, or you may have
a

an explosion.

IT

is strange, yet true, that some of the
most indispensable things are given the
least thought, yet when one pauses to Consider the effect upon our lives, which the
removal of some of these things would have,
he is impelled to hail the chemist as a benefactor to mankind.
One of these products of the chemists' ingenuity is the modern match. It is a part
of our lives, so much so that it is almost
inconceivable that we ever managed to exist
without it. Yet no longer ago than the year
1812 the first match made its appearance.

ASBESTOS SOAKED
IN SULPHURIC

ACID

The asbestos soaked in fuming sulphuric acid
contained in a flask or tube and used to ignite
,he match.
i

l

C.,mpared with the matches with which we
are familiar, it was very crude; yet it was
a decided improvement over the flint and
steel which were the source of practically
all fire prior to that time.
In 1812 a chemist named Chancel pro -

(Wed the first match which was made as
follows:
\ small quantity of sulphur or "brimstone" is melted in a porcelain or iron dish
over a small flame. and the sticks clipped into
this, forming a "head" of sulphur. This
head is then (while still warns and soft but
not hut) dipped into a mixture of equal
parts of potassium chlorate and sugar (well
powdered) and allowed to harden. In order
to light these matches they must be brought
into contact with fuming sulphuric acid.
which was to be absorbed in asbestos and
kept in a small vial. The reaction between
the potassium chlorate and sulphuric acid
produces chloric acid. which ignites the
sugar. This ignites the sulphur which, in
turn, ignites the wood of the match stick.
It was not until some fifteen years later
that the first friction matches appeared and
five years more before the first match containing phosphorus. The last matches alluded
to were made by dipping the ends of the
sticks into a mixture of potassium chlorate
and phosphorus made into time proper consistency with glue. About sixteen years
later, or 1848, a Swedish chemist, named
Róttger, invented a match which was the
beginning of the present safety match.
The experimenter may collect the sticks
from burned matches or use tooatpicks which
are dipped in the following mixture:
Soak one gram of glue in a little cold
;cater for about twenty-four hours and rub
in a mortar until smooth. Now add two or
three grams of antimony trisuphde (this
occurs in nature as the mineral known a,
stibnite) and six grams of potassium chlor
ate (both previously finely powdered) and
stir with a glass rod or wooden stick in the
mortar until thoroughly mixed. This mixture is for the heads of the matches. For
the friction surface take four grams of the
same glue and soak in cold water as before,
rubbing in the mortar until smooth. Now
add ten grams of red (amorphous) phosphorus and eight grants of manganese dioxide (powdered) and continue the stirring
until thoroughly mixed. This mixture is

spread thinly on cardboard or any other surface on which the matches may be conveniently scratched. It is better to first coat
the surface thinly with a mixture of glue
and fine sand, allowing this to dry, and then
to apply the phosphorus mixture.
The sticks of matches are dipped into a
solution of some salt, such as alum and
dried before being tipped. This prevent.
their being dangerously inflammable.
Formerly yellow phosphorus was used for
.

Making the friction surface on which safety
matches are scraped in order to make them ignite.

all matches, which gave rise to serious diseases, principally of the jaw -bone among the

factory workers-the so-called "phossyjaw."
Its use has been entirely supplanted by the
use of the amorphous or red variety which
is not poisonous and does not oxidize in the
air, making it unnecessary to keep it stored
under water as was the case with the yellow form. The diseases peculiar to match
workers have gradually disappeared and the
use of yellow phosphorus in the manufacture of matches is now prohibited by law.

Mixing the semi -liquid solutions in a mortar
with which the ends of safety matches are to
be coated. Do not pulverize the mixtura except
when moist.
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Kinks for Experimenters
By Raymond B. Wailes

A piece of wire bent as shown will hold
a Bunsen burner
and will carry a heavy soldering iron
while the latter is being heated. This is
far superior to using a ring stand for the
purpose, as the soldering iron has an
unhappy faculty of rolling off.

its position firmly on

Insulation made of bits
of rubber tubing slipped
over its jaws makes a
chemist's tongs available
for glass vessels contain-

ing boiling fluid.
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An extemporized Current detector, polarity indicator

and galvanometer is made up with a common pocket
compass and a honeycomb coil borrowed from the radio
supplies. It can be permanently mounted and made a
very neat piece of apparatus.

A curtain rod Is held by
brackets or screw eyes at its
under the edge of the
working table or bench to
carry spools of wire of various
sizes as may be required by the
experimenter.

r

ends,

,

'

A cork mat is a valuable accessory in
the laboratory if a slate top table, now
so common, is used.
The disadvantage
of the slate top is that it cracks beakers.
The cork mat will protect them.
On the left is shown an extemporized
lamp; the carbons are carried by
burette clamps and as the ringstand
which supports the whole is of iron, rubber tubing is used as insulation.

arc

a

On the right is shown a gas generating apparatus; this will work for generation of sulphuretted hydrogen very
nicely. The one requirement is that
whatever substance the gas may be
evolved from must be in lumps large
enough not to fall through a spiral of
soldering iron which rests upon the
stricture. The basis of the apparatus is
this well-known students' lamp chimney.

r

it
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Kinks for Experimenters
By Raymond B. Wailes
IN the first illustration our chemical read-

ers will recognize the very familiar cruThis implement is designed
cible tongs.
primarily to pick up hot crucibles and similar objects between its extreme ends, using
it just as we would an ordinary pincers.
1 he bow back of the points of the jaws is
for the purpose of gripping a crucible on
the outside. The chemist finds it hard to
resist the temptation, however, of picking
up flasks and small beakers with it, and the
metal against the glass is very apt to break
it. Such a pair of crucible tongs may be
used for removing boiling hot flasks from
over the Bunsen burner. A short length of
rubber tubing slipped over the prongs or jaws
of the tongs will enable a very firm grip
to be taken upon the neck of the flask and
at the same time will keep the metal tongs
from touching the glass, which might crack
it.

A stand for heating the soldering iron
over the Bunsen burner can readily be made
from a length of heavy wire about No. 8
size. A little inverted saddle is formed in
which the iron rests. The free ends of
the wire are \wound several times about the
stem of the burner. The tip of the inner
flame is the hottest spot of the flame. The
old-time experimenter maintains his atTcction for the old-fashioned soldering iron, in
the face of its competitor, the electric one.
The stand as shown makes it fully as convenient as the last named.
A handy place for spools of wire is beneath the table, just at the edge. A. length
of curtain rod thrust through the spools and
held away from the table by wooden blocks
enables the spools to turn freely on the
rod. The spools are never in one's way and
wire can be instantly and conveniently taken
oft as needed.
The above arrangement speaks for itself.

Instead of blocks of wood, screw eyes may
be used to support the rod.

A simple current detector and polarity
tester can be quickly made from a honeycomb coil and a compass. The coil is fastened to the wooden block by a copper strip.
The compass is set within the coil and when
a current traverses the coil, the compass
needle will be deflected according to the
strength and direction of the current. A
pair of man-sized binding posts and a coat
of varnish makes the whole instrument a
handy addition to the experimenter's laboratory.
It would be a simple tnatter to calibrate
this apparatus so as to make a sort of ammeter out of it, in which case it would be
well to draw a new card for the compass,
which card would be laid out in amperes or
fractions thereof. With a small enough
compass supported by a standard in the center of the coil tangential readings of approximate correctness might be obtained.
A cork mat is ideal upon which to place
hot beakers, flasks, etc., with their boiling
hot contents. You will never have a beaker
crack if a cork mat is kept handy.
here is an arc lamp which is very serviceable and easily adjusted. It is made
front a laboratory support and two burette
clamps. Both clamps grasp the carbon rods.
The lower clamp is insulated from the support by being screwed to the support over
a short length of tough rubber tubing. The
arc is started by adjusting the thumb screw
of the upper clamp. It will burn quite a
while before having to be adjusted again.
An electric flat -iron makes a suitable resistance to be used in series with the arc.
A water rheostat can also be used. Binding posts are affixed to the carbons by metal
bands.

A Curious Thermil
TIIE
our
deal of
fair to
way of

thermit
October
interest
say that
heating,

experiments illustrated in,
issue have excited a great
among our readers. It is
ground is covered by this
witiclt is practically unat-

that iron can

..

Iron is melted by the thermit reaction in a crucible of low heat
conduction and the vessel can be held in the ungloved hand.

t

.

Experiment

tainable by any other method. The process
gives the operator a mass of iron in liquid
fusion at an extremely high temperature,
the point being that while the oxy-hydrogen
or the oxy-acetylene flame or the arc welding apparatus
may give as high
a
temperature,
their total quality of heat is
s
limited. But in
the operation of
" the thermit process, hundreds of
pounds of absolutely liquid iron
may be pro.
duced, giving an
amount of heat
which can be accurately localized
by sand moulds
and flasks, so
added
and
welded to an article where desired, or can be
used simply to
give
a
very
large volume of
intense heat.
In the illustration we show a
hand holding the
crucible in which
iron has been
be

fie soldering iron described above can be
put to good use if the carbons are copper
plated, for then the wires can be simply
twisted around them and soldered for the
tipper and lower connections.
A student's lamp chimney affords the expetimenter a very practical and efficient gas
generator. It is fitted at the bottom with a
stopper carrying a glass tube which is provided with a pinchcock and delivers the spent
acid into a dish such as a chrystallizing
dish, evaporating dish, or the sink in some
cases. The separatory funnel at the top
contains acid (1:3 sulphuric commercial
quality serves well). The top stopper also
carries the L delivery tube from which the
gas is taken off. The body of the gas
generator is filled with the gas generating
substance-iron sulphide, zinc, marble chips,
etc., according to the gas to be generated.
The mass is kept from falling into the lower
chamber by a spiral of wire solder. Tlté
acid trickles down upon the mass. expends
itself and the solution formed falls into the
lower chamber where it can be drawn off
by opening the pinch -cock. If desired, the
generator can be clamped to an iron laboratory support.
The student's lamp chimney with its stricture is quite suggestive for the chemist, for
other uses than those shown in the gas generator. One trouble with it. however, is that
the glass is rather thin and if tite cork is
pushed in too hard a piece will infallibly
break out of the end. The writer is speaking from experience. The edges of the
chimney which are disastrous to corks because they are so rough and almost sharp
should be rounded off with a rat-tail file or
if one is very sure of himself. they can be
rot tided still better in the flame of the
Bunsen burner. But here there is danger
of cracking.

produced by the thermit process. The crucible
is made of magnesite composition. so called.
whose coefficient of heat conduction is extremely low. It gives a peculiarly available
crucible for thermit experiments, because
the heat, practically speaking. hardly penetrates the walls or sides of the crucible, and
it ran be held in the unprotected hand as
shown in the cut.
(if all ordinary substances, calcium oxide or quicklime, magnesium oxide or magnesia are among the worst conductors of
heat known. This has made them very
available for lights for projection and they
were extensively used in the old clays before
the invention of the electric light. The
writer has used them on several occasions
in l"cturing. \\'hile magnesia has very great
advantages as giving a very small and intense area of light, lime was universally
used by old-time projectionists. An oxyhyclrogen flame was made to impinge upon
a pece of lime cut out in cylindrical shape
about 3/ -inch in diameter and quickly hrought
a small area to white heat. This formed an
admirable source of light, projecting pictures by the magic lantern and stereopticon.
Magnesite crucibles can be bought at apparatus dealers. and an interesting variation
on their use could be made by getting a
large lump of quicklime. the harder the
better, and drilling a hole in it so as to make
a sort of rough crucible. Care should be
taken in drilling not to split tite block open,
and the experiment of melting metals can
he done with very small quantities of thermit
composition in it.
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Various Chemical Experiments
Dy C. F. Miller
Experiments With Turpentine

TURPENTINE

is

familiar to most of

only as a paint thinner, but to the
chemist it has a varied interest. For
'example, it may be used to produce isoprene
us

,

Making oil of lilac by distilling terpin hydrate
with sulphuric acid and water.

from which synthetic rubber can be made
by treatment with metallic sodium, heat or
acid; or terpin hydrate, used in medicinal
preparations for coughs and throat affections or as a source of terpineol, the latter
used in perfumery as the basis of lilac perfumes; and last, and perhaps most important
of all, as a basis for the manufacture of
synthetic camphor, which has of late appeared on the market in increasing (uantities. Of these, terpin hydrate. terpineol
and pinene hydrochloride '(starting point of
one of the synthetic camphor processes) can
he easily prepared by the careful experi-

lutely dry, into turpentine kept cool by surrounding the container with a mixture of
salt and ice.
The pinene hydrochloride
forms as a white crystalline body with an
odor like camphor. It so closely resembles
camphor that it is sometimes sold as artificial camphor. Commercially it is used as
a starting point for the synthetic preparation of camphor. The intermediate products
are campliene, isobornyl acetate, isoborneol
and then synthetic camphor.
Turpentine readily reacts with oxygen.
chlorine, bromine, iodine, acids and other
chemically active substances.

Carbon Tetrachloride
Carbon tetrachloride, commonly sold as
carbona, a non -explosive, fireproof cleaning
fluid. may be easily made by chlorinating
carbon disulphide. It is prepared by passing dry chlorine gas into carbon disulphide
itt which a little ferric chloride or aluminum

R EF LU S

CONDENSER-.

Use of
denser,

a

reflex con-

i n making
sulphuric acid react
upon ethyl alcohol,
which latter has been
saturated with d r y
chlorine gas. This is
the last step in the
manufacture of chloral.

menter.

Terpin Hydrate
Terpin hydrate can easily be made from
oil of turpentine by treatment with dilute
nitric or sulphuric acid, the only necessary
precautions being the use of fresh turpentine
(acetic and other acids develop in the oil
upon long standing) and a dilute acid. for
concentrated acids will rapidly carbonize it
with the formation of a resin. If about
one-fourth its weight of dilute nitric acid
is added to turpentine, it will be slowly converted to terpin hydrate and dipentene: the
terpin hydrate may be crystallized out and
stored in a cleats, tightly stoppered bottle
for further experiments. It is necessary to
let the mixture stand several days before
crystallization occurs.

Terpineol (Oil of Lilac)
Terpineol is usually prepared by distilling
terpin hydrate with sulphuric acid and water.
The crystals of terpin hydrate are placed
in a distilling flask. They arc covered with
water after which sulphuric acid is added.
The flask is then connected to a condenser
and heat is applied.
Terpineol and water
distil over and may be collected in the receiving vessel. The terpineol may be recognized by its fragrant odor of lilacs.
Pinene Hydrochloride
Pinene hydrochloride is made by passing
hydrogen chloride gas, which must he abso-

Sulphur monochloride
is dissolved.
is also produced its the reaction and may
either be separated by distillation or made
chloride

GENERATOR
ICE AND

SALT

WASH
BOTTLE

AbThe production of pinene hydrochloride
solutely dry hydrochloric acid bubbled through
sulphuric acid in a wash bottle, acts upon turpentine kept below the freezing point of water.

form distilling over
(142°-145.4° F.)

from 61° to 63°

C.

Chloral Hydrate
Chloral hydrate is prepared from alcohol,
chlorine and water. Ethyl alcohol is saturated with dry chlorine gas with the formation of an alcoholate. Then sulphuric
acid is slowly added preferably under a reflex condenser. Then the mixture is distilled,
the distillate up to 100° C. (212° F.) being
collected. This is then redistilled. the fraction
above 94° C. (201° F.) being collected as
pure chloral. This is mixed with water and
poured on
solidifies.

a

cold slab where the mass sown

Crystals may be formed by breaking tip
the mass. dissolving it in chloroform and
crystallizing. if it is desired too use it in

to react further with the production of more
of the tetrachloride and precipitation of fine-

ly divided sulphur. The crude tetrachloride
is next treated with lime to remove all sulphur compounds and is then distilled, the

fraction distilling front 71° to 77° C. (16(1°171° F.) being collected as pure carbon
tetrachloride. If it is desired to produce
both sulphur chloride and carbon tetrachloride, a slightly different procedure most
be followed. Chlorination is kept up only
until sulphur begins to deposit. then the reacting flask is remoted and distillation is
begun. The fraction from about 70° to 80°
C. (158°-176° F.) is collected. treated with
little and redistilled as above: the remain Pouring out the
melted chloral on
a cold slab on

which it solidifies.

Mg liquid

is heated still further to about
(284° F.) at which point the sulphur chloride distils over.

140° C.

Chloroform

HYDROCHLORIC ACID

Detection of nitrogen and ammonia salts in
natural soil by treatment with an alkaline bath
and testing with litmus paper. Such are an
important element in fertility.

Chloroform can most easily be prepared
front the carbon tetrachloride prepared in
the last experiment. The reaction is simply the reduction of carbon tetrachloride with
nascent hydrogen, generated within the
liquid. The formula is CCI, + II_"--CHCI,
-- IlCI. Part of the hydrogen combines
with the freed chlorine atom to form hydrogen chloride. The hydrogen is usually generated by means of iron and hydrochloric
acid added to the carbon tetrachloride. The
action by which chloroform forms proceeds
slowly. Chloroform may he separated from
the other liquid by distillation. the chloro-

A still more sensitive test for
nitrogen and ammonia in soils by
exposing a glass rod dipped in
methanol silver nitrate solution to

ammoniacal gas evolved.

medicine, it must be remembered that 0.':.
gram is the prescribed dose. Chloral is seldom used now as a hypnotic. as it is claimed
to he a habit-forming drug.
Detection of Nitrogen in Soils
The powdered sample of soil is mixed with
pulverized soda lime (mixed sodium and calcium hydroxides) and finely divided copper
and heated. Ammonia. if present, may be
detected by its odor, effect on red litmus.
behavior with hydrochloric acid fumes, or
more delicately, by the formation of a silver
mirror on a glass rod dipped in menthanol
silver nitrate solution and exposed to the
escaping fumes.

Copper Test
cold concentrated solution of gallic
acid is added to an alkaline sulphocyanate,
copper salts will produce a distinct white
coloration in it, even svlteu presets; only as
a one-thousandth normal volution.

If

a

N

10,000

solution.

An even more delicate test solution ntay
be obtained by preparing a 2 per cent. solution of phenolphthalein in 20 per cent. solution of potassium hydroxide decolorizing
the red solution by boiling with zinc powder. The addition of copper solution containing but one part of copper in 100,000,000
Darts of water colors the solution pink.
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Chemical CrossedWord Puzzle

Here is something for you fellows who
dabble with chemistry, to cut your atomic
eye-teeth on.
(Not I -teeth that would
clean iodine teeth). Better get out your
tables of elements and atomic weights before you commence on it, for a cross -word
dictionary tvi11 be useless for solving this
puzzle.
There are no words in the answers-merely chemical symbols and figures. If you know
your "Chemical Short -hand" as you should
you will speedily arrive at the solution without reference to either the solution or to the
aforementioned tables. If you don't know
the symbols. you will know more of them
when you have worked out the solution to
this puzzle.
To begin, No.
Horizontal is Al., the
symbol for aluminum.
-Contributed by Philippe A. Judd.
Rep. 7297.

-

1

3
7

10
12
14

Aluminum.
Sodium hydroxide
Mercuric Oxide.
Antimony.
Arsenic.

\tonic

weight of

II.

79

80
82
83
84
85
86

19

Water.
Argon.
Zirconium.

21

1000

87

22
24
25
26
27
29
30
32

Neodymium.
Vanadium.

89

15
13

34

Sulphur.

Tungsten.
Mangenese.
Phosphorus.

Gallium.
Ytterbium.
Potassium hydroxide.

90
92
95
97
'19

102

Silver.
Columbium.

104

41

Zero.

42
43
45

Nitrogen.

107
114
115
117
119

37

39

46
48
49
50
52
54
56
57
59
62
o.l
65
70
71

73
75
77

Iridium.
Atonic weight of
He.
Copper.

Flourine.
Atomic weight of

He. less that of
H.
Arsenic.
Helium.
Lead.
Carbon.
Cobalt.
Carbon disulphide

Argon.

Rubidium.
Plaster of Paris.
Sante as 106.

Scandium.
Ruthenium.

iron

ammonium sulphocynide.

H atoms in

106

Argon.
Thorium.
Oxygen.
Number of H atoms
in formaldehyde.
Nitrogen.
atomic weight of
Mo.
Atomic weight of
hydrogen.
Samarium.
Carbon.
Scandium.

Number of sodium
atoms in sodium
feerocyanide.
Osmium.
Germanium.
Atomic weight of
scandium X 10.
Europium.

Titanium.
1-17 of the atomic
weight of V.
Cadmium.

121
123

125

Thallium.
Mercury.
Number of Cl
atoms in ferric.
chloride.

126 Black copper oxide.
129 Number of H atom

in salicylic acid.

30

il

111111

60

59

ill ill

®

70

'
77

11

46

40
48

49

©

,

64

1158
6869

I

11111

80

79

111E1

11184

11188
95
107

106

1151
108

99

100

101

110

111

.1

102

123

133

125

124

135

134

_

126

°

103

104

105
I

109

la

i

11,3

118

120

127

129

128

136_

138

137

130

139

I

40

w
L

VERTICAL

3

Argon.
Lanthanum.
Nickel.

4

Same as

1

2

5

6
7

8
9

It

17

134

Boiling point of

19

137

Atomic weight of

13

21
23

24
26
27

29

31

33
34
36

(sect.)
Hydroxide.
Sulphuric acid.
ilydrogen.
Gallium.
Freezing point of
11

10

Oxygen.

140 Tin.
142 Iodine.

l0

11111138

36

..

Indium.

Li. x 100.

9

29

45

11

50

133

:(°F).

e

7

P°

35

'

41

131

1120

6

14

Nitrogen.
Arsenic.

Sodium.
1/29 of the atomic
weight of Ltt.
120 Atomic weight of
B -2.

5

_2$
® 11111
®

21

1

HORIZONTAL

4

3
e

37
39

1

42
44
46
48

,0 (°C).

51

Strontium.

53
54

Boron.

Tin.

Zero.
Zinc.
Magnesium oxide.
Dysprosium.
Vanadium.
Tungsten.
Magnesium.

56
57
59

60
62
64

.

65
67

Minium.

Argon.
Bismuth.
Potassium.

llydrogco.

Gold.
Carbon.
Sodium sulphide.
Rhodium.

Columbium.
Flourine.
Sulphur.
Erbium.

Phosphorus.
Calcium fluoride.
Cobalt.

glycerine.
Sul iltur.
Argon.
Bromine.
Carbon.
Selenium.

72 Calcium.
74 Uranium.
78 Atomic eight of He.
80
81
82

84
86
87
89
91

92

Tltalium.

Hydrogen.
Osmium.
Sodium iodide.
Iodine.
Selenium.

'tartaric acid.

Cerium.
Atomic weight of
He.

93
96
97
99

Minn.

101
103

Atomic weight of O
Uranium.

107

Sulphur
Gadolinium.
1/3 the atomic

weight of iodine

109 Calcium carbide.
113 Zero.
114 Radium emanation.
115 Argentum.
117 Nitrogen.
120 Atomic weight of

Mo.

122
123
125

lithium.

Hohnium.
Freezing point of
H2O

127

(°F).

Uranium.
of H atoms

129 Number

138

in acetic acid.
Nickel.
.\Manic weight of
H.
Atomic weight of

140

Sulphur.

132
135

F-10.

141 Nitrogen.
Caesium.
11atrh for Solution in Next Lrxue.

Hidrogen Sulphide Without Acid
in a recent number of
the magazine an inquiry as to a method
of generating hydrogen sulphide without the

HAVING noticed

The fusion of sulphur and aluminum filings in
the ratio of two atoms of aluminum to three of
sulphur, for the production of aluminum sulphide, which gives off hydrogen sulphide on contact with water.

use of acid. I thought that the following
Wright prove of interest.
In chemical and metallurgical analysis in
the laboratory, hydrogen sulphide is often
used as in precipitating lead and other metals
ill the form of sulphides, and perhaps the
best method for generating the hydrogen
sulphide for this kind of wo-k is by the
action of water on aluminum sulphide.
Aluminum sulphide cannot be made the
wet way, but can be made by direct fusion
of sulphur and aluminum in molecular weight
proportions. Thus by fusion of 54 grams
of aluminum filings and 96 grams of sulphur. 150 grams of aluminum sulphide are
formed. When the salt so produced is
thrown upon water, hydrogen sulphide is
immediately evolved according to the equation.

AI,S,

3H.O

=

AI O, +-

3H,S.

In the laboratory a large bottle is half
filled with water and a one -holed stopper
with a bent glass delivery tube is inserted

the neck. Then whenever H_S is needed
small lump of aluminum sulphide is thrown
into the bottle and hydrogen sulphide is generated.
Cottlribuled by Harry L. Elder.
in
a

DELIVERY

TUBE

By dropping a uminum sulphide into water in
such a bottle as above and immediately corking
it, sulphuretted hydrogen will be evolved to be
utilized In analysis, without the requirement of

any acid.
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How to make the EleciroiYlystic Crystal globe
Judd

By Philippe A.
FOR the magician, the spiritualist, the

pseudo mind-reader, and those of you
who like to mystify visitors to your
laboratory, the gazing crystal, herein described, will be found not only less expensive
but also more interesting than the commercial crystals on the market. It may also be
used in place of annunciators and doorbells, using a different colored lamp for
each door. For this purpose, its highly ornamental character permits a prominent position in the hall or on the desk.
The sphere consists of a 150 -watt nitrogen
lamp, of the tipless type, from which the
base has been cut. This is mounted upon
the pedestal, as shown in the illustration,
so that it has the appearance of a solid
crystal orb.
The pedestal is constructed from a cylindrical cardboard box, cut as shown in the
detail, and covered ttith black paper. It is
then decorated by pasting Chinese characters cut from gold paper upon the black
background. The cylinder is mounted on a
hardwood disc, which serves to strengthen
the pedestal and to prevent its tipping over.
Several variously colored lamps (those
used for Christmas tree decoration are best)
are mounted inside the pedestal, so that their
light is thrown up through the crystal. A
green lamp will produce a very spooky effect, while one of an orange color, when
flashed quickly, gives one the impression of
a flash of flame within the crystal. The
wires from the lamps are run down through
the base and are led to a concealed battery
of push buttons. They may be supplied
from a toy transformer or by a storage battery.
To further the magical effect produced by
the colored lights, a means for filling the
globe with a white vapor is provided. A
two -hole rubber stopper, carrying two short
glass tubes, is inserted in the neck of the
globe as shown. Rubber tubing of a small
diameter is led from these tubes through
the base to the "smoke" jars and bulbs. The
vapor -making apparatus is shown in the
upper illustration. It consists of two glass
jars, the connecting tubing and two rubber
bulbs. One of the latter has an outlet valve
in its outer end, while the other is provided
with an intake valve.
The first jar is partly filled with aqua ammonium, the second with a strong aqueous
hydrochloric acid solution. Upon squeezing
the bulb (with the intake valve), a dense
cloud of white vapor is injected into the
hollow sphere, producing a lambent, opalescent appearance. The other bulb is for the
purpose of removing the vapor from the
globe.
Although the entire apparatus might be
inclosed in a pedestal or taboret, the long
tubes and cable permit remote control of
the crystal orb and thereby add to the mystification of the uninitiated.
The production of smoke by bringing together gaseous hydrochloric acid and gaseous
ammonia, is very familiar to the chemist. It
is even used in the detection of ammonia and
may be used in the detection of hydrochloric
acid. Thus, if we suspect ammonia of being
evolved from a solution a glass rod or a
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A crystal gazing globe is made from a large sized discarded incandescent lamp bulb. Although
of thin glass, it resembles a solid crystal and by using colored lamps flashing upon it, various effects
can be produced which may be supplemented by filling it with ammonium chloride smoke.

piece of paper may be dipped in hydrochloric
acid solution and held in the mouth of the
vessel containing the suspected liquid. Ii
ammonia is being evolved, a very characteristic production of white clouds of ammonium
chloride results. If hydrochloric acid is suspected, the paper or glass rod should be dipped in a solution of ammonium hydroxide, so
it seems that there is some serious chemistry
involved in this experiment.
One thing to be taken cognizance of is
that the smoke will not continue to fill the
bulb, but will gradually he deposited in its
inner surface, so that after a while it will be
pretty well clouded -up, giving the effect of a
frosted bulb. Accordingly after each experiment the bulb will have to be washed out with
water and a subsequent rinsing out with alcohol will cause it to dry more quickly. It is
quite a problem to dry moisture from the interior of a flask -like vessel.
The article states that a tipless lamp must
be used; this is for appearance sake; so many

tipless lamps are now made that there will be
no difficulty in procuring one. Again referring to the illustration, it will be observed
that the inlet tube in the vessel containing
ammonia dips down pretty well into the bottom of the liquid. It is most essential not
to dip the tube into the hydrochloric acid, but
only to pass the ammonia vapor over the surface of the acid. Otherwise the acid will be
drawn back almost violently into the ammonia vessel, destroying the desired action.
Above all, be sure that you blow it in the
right direction.
The production of smoke is quite a problem; for lecture experiments the ammoniunt
chloride smoke which we have just described
is unquestionably the simplest and best. For
smoke writing on the sky a more solid smoke,
if we may use such an expression, is needed.
But the ammonium chloride smoke is so easily
dealt with and so readily cleansed from vessels that it is to be highly recommended for
all such purposes as the one described here.
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Experimental Galvanometer
Dy
MUCH has been written on the subject
of galvanometers, and instructions
have been given from time to time
for the construction of these sensitive little
indicating instruments at home.
It has been noticed, however, that the beginner has not been considered in the preparation of these articles, as the constructional
data call for the use of many special tools,
not always found in the average experimenter's kitchen workshop.
Therefore, in presenting this article to the
experimenter who has a great deal of ambition but only a few tools, the author makes
.

r

/

Herbert E. Hayden

matter of fact, it is not necessary to use
an embroidery hoop at all, as a piece of
cardboard can be rolled up into the shape
of a ring, and the winding placed on it in
the same manner, but it will not make as
neat a job as will the embroidery hoop.
a

In either case, after this simple winding
has been completed, the whole thing should
be covered with a light coating of orange
shellac to keep the wires in place.
The next step is the magnetic needle. You
can probably purchase a small compass iii
the five- and ten -cent store that will cover
all needs, but it is not at all hard to make
the needle without a compass.
Get about 2 incites of some old steel spring
taken from the clock that used to hang on
the wall, and with a pair of ordinary steel
scissors (don't use a good pair) cut a little
pointer -arrow as shown on the end of the

.5

future permanent magnet i nFig. 3.
Before placing it on the magnet to magnetize the steel, hit the center of the pointer
lightly with the point of a wire nail as a
punch, using the regular household hamster.
The purpose of this little dert is to provide
a recess or cup for a pivot on which the
needle turns.

l.

".-._....-r
Fig. I. An embroidery hoop serves as a convenient frame for the windings of a galvanometer which is of the tangent type.

After this has been done, the needle is
magnetized by slowly drawing it across the
poles of a ten -cent permanent magnet as
shown in Fig. 3. If the little needle is now
-placed on a brass pin point, it will immediately turn to a north and south direction.
and of course the particular end that sloes
point to the north is the "north pole" of

novice would have.
It is known, of course, that if an ordinary
compass needle is allowed to rest in its
natural position, a piece of bell wire being
held in line above this needle, and a current from a dry cell or other source passed through the wire (say, from north to
south), the north end of the needle will
he immediately deflected toward the west. If
the wire is placed under the needle, the reverse of the foregoing holds true. This then
is the fundamental principle of a galvanometer.
It is true that many types of measuring
instruments are based on this simple operating principle. A simple galvanometer,
however, consists essentially of a magnetic
needle suspended in a magnetic field (coil
rf wire), the needle being free to swing over
the face of a graduated dial of some sort.
Secure an embroidery hoop about 6 incites
in diameter and wind about ten turns of
No. 24 double silk magnet wire right around
the outside of the hoop. This is shown
in the photo.
After this has been completed, bring the
ends through the hoop after first making
two little holes with a needle or drill. As

1

Fig. 2. Ten turns of No. 24 wire on an embroidery hoop will suffice for the tangent galvan-

.5

Fig. 4. The coil mounted on the tangent galvanometer base and ready to receive the magnetized needle.

an attempt to tell the story in pictures and
to deliberately use tools that the veriest

ometer.

head off a pits and stick it in the cork so
that the point of the pin protrudes upwards
about itg of an inch. This pin is going to
act as the pivot for the magnetic needle.
tSee Fig. 5.)
The next step in the construction is to cut
a small disc of cardboard, say. about 2%
incites across, and after puncturing a hole

Fig. 3. The galvanometer needle is easily
prepared from a piece of sheet steel magnetized
with a horseshoe magnet. It must be short compared to the diameter of the coil to get tangent
factors.

in the center with a hat pin, place it on top
of the cork with the pin protruding as shown.
This particular type of instrument is
known as a "tangent galvanometer," but as
the purpose of the article is to acquaint the
beginner with a simple measuring instrument,
no attempt is made to go into the detailed
instruction of what a tangent is and how
to mark off the scale for tangent readings.
The finished instrument is shown in Fig. 5,
and if the experimenter will get a fresh, dry
cell and just touch the terminals to the galvanometer coil. he will find the needle will
fairly spin, the action is so strong.
If the reader wants to pttt a "tangent" scale
on the little dial, he can follow the instructions given in the EXPERIMENTER, page 616,

July, 1925.

this compass needle. Cheap pins are made
of steel-do not use such.
Now the next step is to mount the ring
with its winding as previously described on
a little block of wood about four inches
square. This is easily done with two small
brass wood screws, and a piece of thin brass
as shown in Fig. 4. Two binding posts are
also arranged and the ends of the wires are
scraped and attached to these posts.
If you happen to understand what in these
days seems to be the magic soldering art,
it will be better to make sure of your connections by neatly soldering the wires to
the post.
Now right across the center of the ring
place a little strip of thin wood, or cardboard, if you can't find the wood. The strip
need not be very wide, say about one inch
will do very nicely. Mark the center of
this strip with a fine lead pencil line.
Right over this line glue a little cork taken
from some old medicine bottle, and after the
cork is firmly cemented in place, cut the

Fig. 5. The completed tangent galvanometer,
with scale and needle in place. If the scale reads
plain angular measurement, a table of natural
tangents can be used for their conversion.
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Electrified tiutterfll Lives Twenty five bears
13y B.

Vincent

Fig. 4. A butterfly swinging by a slender thread from the top of a glass globe keeps swinging
back and forth from flower F to flower G and back again for years. The mystery lies in a concealed
voltaic pile. The butterfly has a metallic surface which touches a metallized surface on the flowers,
each flower being connected to a terminal of the battery,

THE outward presentment of the device

stand, covered by a glass
globe, and ornamented by artificial
flowers and leaves, to resemble nature as
closely as possible.
Two flowers arc elevated above others
at extreme ends of the oval, and a real or
imitation butterfly suspended by a fibre of
cocoon silk constantly oscillates between
them until the mysteriously conserved force
shall, after the lapse of a quarter of a century, be dissipated. Day and night, year in
and year out, the butterfly will flit about
three times per minute between the raised
flowers.
is an oval

for the attachment. by soldering or otherwise of pieces of wire to each of the
caps (CC). These pieces of flexible wire
should be 38 of an inch in diameter and
should allow of bending freely to conform
to the projected style of ornamentation.
The caps (CC) must be very firmly fixed,
and every means should be adopted to secure
this end; otherwise the whole apparatus is
faulty. Ilaving, therefore. secured one cap
(C) safely, and provided for cap (C') presently to be also securely placed in position,
we may proceed to make a punch (Fig. 3).
A piece of seamless tube, obtainable of any
large ironmonger, is cut off to about 3 inches
length (C. Fig. 3). The upper end is fitted
with an elm or other tough wood plug (B)
and then the lower end is ground down at
(D) so as to present a sharp circular edge,
1
inch in diameter. But if any difficulty is
experienced in procuring such a form of
tool, it is better to purchase a "leather punch." Discs of card or paper, about inc:t
in diameter, may be cut. so as to easily fit
within the tube (B), Fig. 1.
Now, most people know the paper in
1

FIG.

I

The curved battery or voltaic pile which is
hidden among the artificial flowers and leaves
beneath the glass shade. At CC are seen the
metallic caps and the position of the wires is indicated on them.

The first thing required is an ordinary
oval stand sold with the glass shades in
common use. This may be of any quality,
but as the apparatus is designed from the
outset to be long-lived, it is best for it to
be of good material. The extreme length
of the oval stand (Figs.
and 4) may
he about 15 inches. An ebonite or vulcanite
tube (B) of 1 inch clear internal diameter
and about 1 ifs inches external diameter, and
18 inches in length, is fitted with metal
caps, (CC), preferably brass or gunmetal.
They may be arranged to screw upon the
ends of the tube (B), but in any case will
have to be supported by screws or pins passing through them and the substance of (B)
in order to withstand the strain to be imposed
upon them. Provision should also be made
1

3

E

-WOOD PIRG

Fig. 2 shows the voltaic pile with its terminal wires and caps before it is bent into an incomplete circle, as in
Fig. 1. Its two terminal
wires connect with the
metallized surface of the
flowers F and G.
Fig.

which tea and coffee is sometimes wrapped,
which has a coating of metallic lead and tin
upon one side and a rather rough paper surface upon the other. Grocers' stationers sell
this by the quire or pound and it is usually
made in two sizes, the sheets 13 x16 inches
being the most convenient. A quire of this
paper will suffice, and each sheet must be
carefully dried, and care taken that the
metallic surface upon one side is not cracked
or broken. A quarter of a pound of the
black oxide of manganese (MI110,.) should
the mixed with sufficient thin size (fish glue
is excellent). to render the mixture of the
consistency of ordinary paint. The backs
of each sheet of the metallic paper should
be coated without stint, and when the first
coat is dry, the second may be lightly laid
on. each sheet being placed to dry separately.
When all the sheets are thoroughly dry,
they may be placed upon a soft pine board,
some six sheets thick, and the discs punched
out. The total number of discs required is
5.500, and one quire of paper of the size
quoted amply suffices. allowing for all waste.
The next thing is to pack the discs within
the ebonite tube, which already has one
metallic end firmly fixed to its end. This
operation, although very simple, requires
the greatest care and precision.
Starting with a disc manganese side
downwards. this order must follow throughout-that is to say, a manganese surface
most always lie upon a tin surface, and if
the manganese leads when the first disc is
put in. it must always follow that order
until the last is placed. A wooden ramrod
should be used from time to time to press
the discs firmly home within the tube. Where
the whole of the discs in their proper order
are pressed and ramped into the ebonite
tube (ICI) the pressure should be appreciable
when the cap (C') is fixed in its place, or
else the efficiency of the device will be impaired by reason of bad electrical contact.
When all the discs are in position within
the tube, and both ends fixed, as shown by
Fig. 2, two very flexible metal wires
are attached. Then, marking out a plan
upon the stand, as shown by Fig. 1, the
ebonite tube (B) is warmed and bent carefully to correspond to the marks or lines
made upon the stand.
Now conies the artistic part. The whole
base should be made up to imitate- nature as nearly as possible. the two flowers
(F) and (G) in Fig. 4. being either of uncovered metal or presenting metallic surfaces
in contact with the two wires of Fig. 2. The
(Continued on page 49)

shows the tubumade of a

lar punch

tube C, sharpened to an
edge D, and fitted with
a wooden plug B, for
punching out discs for
the voltaic pile.
The
discs are made of what
is sometimes called tea paper.

Fig.

terfly

5 shows the butas suspended by

the delicate thread H of
Fig. 4. There must be a
metallic surface on the
wings of the butterfly so
that it will make good
contact with the flowers
F and C, as it swings
back and forth.

FIG.5
METAL CAP

WIRE SOLDERED
TO CAP

DISCS
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Making a Selenium Cell
By Hymen Bushlouwiiz, E. E.

BRASS STRIP
3

FIG.I
BRASS

WASHER

MICA
I

2

i6

FIG.

2

Dimensions of brass strips, mica dielectrics
and washers for building up the frame for a
selenium cell.

ECAUSE

the electrical conductivity of

selenium is dependent upon the strength
of the light illuminating it. experiments
with this substance are particularly interesting.
Selenium is not the only substance
possessing this property. but it is by far
the most sensitive of any yet discovered.
1 'selenium cell." as the apparatus utilizing
this property is called. may be constructed
in the shop or laboratory at very little
expense.
Two types

of cells are used. one of comparatively low resistance. the other of a
higher resistance. Roth types possess a certain amount of inertia. developing lag-that
is. they do not respond instantly to a slight
change of illumination. and this characteristic is intensified with excessive or over illumination.
It may be well to make a little study of
the element selenium before building; the
cell. as the cell must receive a certain careful heat treatment after assembling. Selenium is a non-metal of the sulphur group and
is generally found associated with it in
nature. Like sulphur. it exists in several
forms, the " V. selenium being that used
for the cell. The "A" selenium is a dark
grayish -black crystalline solid. possessing a
metallic luster. It is ttnsolttble in carbon
disulphide and has a specific gravity of 4.8.
It begins to melt at 217° C. (422.o° F.) and
is a liquid at 250° C. (482° F.) At higher
temperaturs in the air it is oxidized.
-BOLT AND WASHER

BRASS STRIPS
7

sft

WASHERS

nuts each.

N
i6

FIG. 3

which the completed cell must receive in
order to render it sensitive to light.
The material needed for a fair-sized low
resistance t)pe of cell is as follows:
15 -foot strip of brass, V, -inch wide by
is -inch thick.
2 brass or iron bolts. 4 inches long by
t, inch thick, with 2 washers and 2

MICA

FIG. 4
Building up the brass strips and mica insulations to form the basis for the cell.

The "B" selenium. which is the twist stable
form, is of Clark reddish -brown color. specific gravity .4.5, soluble in carbon disulphide. from which it crystallizes in prismatic
crystals. It melts at 217° C. (422.6° F.) and
boils at 700° C. (1?92° F.)
A third variety. specific gravity 4?6, is found in two
forms. the one electro -positive and uusoluble
in carbon disulphide. the other electro -negative and soluble in carbon disulphide.
It
fuses at 100° C. (212° F.) and when sud-

denly cooled becomes vitreous. \\'hen heated
tot 270° C. (518° F.) and suddenly cooled
to 180° C. (356° F.), at which temperature
it is kept fur several hours. it is converted
to the 'A" selenium. On heating the "B"
variety to 150° C. (302° F.) it changes to
the "A" variety with the evolution of (teat.
The chemical properties of selenium arc very
similar to those of sulphur. These properties are given here that the experimenter
may better understand the heat treatment

;'-ounce selenium. stick preferred.
piece mica. 8 by 12 inches. very thin.
Cut from the brass 511 strips. 3 inches long,
%2 -inch wide. by if: -inch thick, as shown in
Fig. 1. each with a 13J -inch hole 1/4 -inch
front the end. Fifty copper or brass washers.
--inch square. with a ?"-inch hole in
the center. should also be provided; they
I

j

fair-sized cell, but the more strips
Fifty strips and washers will
make a fair-sized cell, but the more strips
and washers. the lower the resistance of the
completed cell will be. From :he mica cut
50 strips 2'/,- inch long by I/2 -inch wide.
One of those strips should be very lightly
shellacked to each brass strip. as shown in
Fig. 3. so that the end of the mica covers
the end of the brass strip farthest away
from the tú -inch hole.
make
in

a

I'ig.

2.

FIG. 6
Making up the cell from its two sections,
using a clamp if desired, but this is not necessary. If the clamp is used, it must be insulated from the metal of the sections.

Twenty-five strips and 25 washers are
then mounted alternately on each bait. with
the mica always on top. as shown in Fig. 4.
The two sections arc slipped together and
the nuts tightened down, as sitottti in Fig. 5.
so as to hold them securely.
A clamp, as
shown in Fig. It. may be made to fit over
the center. if desired, but it must he insulated'
front both sections by mica. or fiber. etc.
The top edge surface of the strips should
be well smoothed down, with a file or otherwise, so as to he perfectly smooth. The two
sections should then be tested with a voltage 5 to 10 tinges as high as that to be used
in connection whit the cell. so as to be sure
that the sections tire insulated from each
other.
If the insulation is perfect. the
smoothed surface should he Iteated until the
selenium melts freely when rubbed over it.
Be careful not to get it too hot, so as to
oxidize the selenium. yet it should he hot
enough to cause the selenium to adhere well.
The parts of the cell where the brass strips
overlap should be given a thin. even coating
of selenium. and while hut, the excess may
he removed with a spatula, so as to leave a
smooth. even surface.
The heat treatment is that given. The
cell is placed in an oven and heated to about
2611° or 270° C. (5110° or 518° F.I, at which
point it is kept for about two hours. The
cell is then removed and cooled in the air.
the ''A" selenium resulting.
The extra nut on each bolt may be used
for connections. It is best to mount the
cell in a small box with a glass lid, so as to
protect it front injury, dust, etc.
The high resistance. cell is made by wind-

ing two wires in parallel, or side by side, on
a narrow strip of heavy mica. asbestos
board. slate. or other suitable insulating material, as shown in Fig. 7. The edges of
this insulating material may be notched before winding, so as to hold the leads of the
coils in place.
Holes should be bored in
each end, through which the ends of the
wires may pass, so as to secure them.
k
medium-sized coil is about
by 3 inches,
with only the top side coated with selenium.
It should be wound with copper, brass, silver
1

WIRE

aI-e

Af.

wiR_

I

WIRE

#

WIRE#2

MICA

NOTCHED
EDGE

2

FIG. 7

Winding the mica with wire for

a high reststanm, cell. The two wires are wound on, being
held in position of parallelism by notches on
both ends of the mica.

or platinum wire of about No. 35 gauge.
The resistance of the cell depends on its
size and the spacing of the wires. It is best
to have the wire as tvau'nt as possible when
winding it on the form. so that, as it contracts on cooling. it tightens. thus holding
it more rigidly- in place.
N.t.:-inch spacing
or less is very often used. The closer the
wires the less resistance. After winding.
the :elenitint is applied in the same way. and
the same (teat treatment given, as in the
construction of the low resistance cell.

Non,Aqueous Voltaic Cells
By HutwiT

FAIR1.hT", JORDAN.

B. A.

A\ ordinary voltaic

cell is made by putting two dissimilar electrodes in a
solution of an electrolyte (i. e.. acid, base,
or salt) with wateras the dissolving medium.
If such a cell is connected to a
sensitive galvanometer. it is found that the
galvanometer deflects, denoting a passage of
vlect-icity through the galvanometer coil.
The voltages of these cells vary according
to the positions of the electrode materials
(Continued on page 49)
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A curiosity in batteries. A primary cell with
an etLer solution as excitant in place of the
aqueous solution always used.
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Simple High Capacihh Accumulators
úq J.
storage cells can be readily
pO ERFULfrom
simple materials, and

constructed
with a minimum initial outlay in both
cost and necessary parts.
It is well known that accumulator cells
may be "formed'' by charging and discharging a unit comprising two lead plates imFINED
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WOOD DOWEL
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b PACES BETWEEN LEAD
PIPE 5

F. l3ront
DIFFERENT ELCCTROLVTE
LEVELS TO EOOA LIZE
PARAFFINED CAP
ACT VC AREA OF
PLATES
PARAFFINED DOWELS

made to the outer length of pipe at some
convenient point.
It is necessary that the lower ends of the
pipes be sealed. The most satisfactory and
dependable manner of accomplishing this is
by beating down the open end of an ordinary piece of pipe, completely closing the
opening and subsequently fusing any apparent breaks or opening. A hot torch blowpipe will accomplish this.
The pipe lengths will graduate in size
according to the size of the bottom separators. The overall length (height) of the
completed accumulator may be 12 inches
(more or less), according to individual desires. The potential will be approximately
2 volts per cell (1. e., 2 volts for each space
tilled with electrolyte).
Fig. 2 shows another construction. but the
scheme is exactly similar to that of Fig. 1
tvith the exception that the height of the
complete battery is reduced and its diameter
greatly increased. The broad leaden vessels
in Fig. 2 may be formed, if conditions require, from plain sheet lead, beaten to shape.
It is necessary that the battery be alternately charged and discharged a considerable number of times before strong currents and long discharges may be taken
from it. The condition of the plates improves with use, and with every subsequent
charge and discharge.
The 40 per cent. sulphuric acid solution
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GLASS BEADS

Another form of lead -pipe storage battery,

whose elements are made of sheet lead. Glass
beads and wood are used for separators, and cup
shaped electrodes are employed.

may be used, pouring the acid into Inc water
and letting it cool to the room temperature
before introducing it into the battery. Never
add warm electrolyte to a storage battery.

,WRnl] Tool Table

'

The con-

mersed in dilute sulphuric acid as an electrolyte. The alternate charge and discharge
tends to bring about the same condition of
the opposing plates as exists when positive
and negative plates are "formed" by mechanical means, i. e., by "pasting" the positive and "sponging" the negative plates.
For a variety of uses a comparatively
powerful cell is readily adaptable and desirable. It may be for radio, signalling via
wire and similar usages. Necessarily for a
given rendered potential the capacity in amperes will depend upon the areas of the
opposing plates which are immersed.
In Fig. 1 is shown a 4 -volt battery comprising two cells, but utilizing only three
plates. Both areas of the second plate are
used-one side as positive and the other as
negative electrode.
The plates are formed of three lengths
of lead pipe, aligned concentrically. While
separated at the bottom by a few glass
beads (marbles will serve), the lateral separators are portions of the wood separators
taken from old flat plate storage cells, and
bent to fit the spaces between these plates
(pipes) as shown in the figure. At the top
a wooden cap carries two rows of dowels,
running -at right angles to each other, and
thus placing a separator at each quarter
point around the circumference of the pipes

(plates).

yo

e'.; zcirtl
.
lIi1P)
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Fig. 1. A four -volt storage battery comprising two cells but utilizing only three plates. The
plates are made of common lead pipe.
tainer acts as a plate.
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Although the central plate is shown as a
leaden rod, it may be another section of
pipe. This carries a section of a machine
screw, forming a binding post which not
only secures the cap, but serves for purposes
of connection to the circuit.
These cells may be formed of several
lengths of pipe (lead), each telescoping within the other, but separated by the wood and
glass bead separators and the electrolyte.
The cap and dowels should he treated with
hot paraffin before final assembly. This is
highly desirable. The external connection is
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The WRNY control room is provided with this tool rack and work bench which places all tools
and repair supplies ready for instant use. Mr. H. Haddon. maintenance operator, is shown testing
the equipment used in broadcasting code lessons from WRNY.
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Perplexing Convention
Bt1

HARRY R. LUI3CKE

ON the whole, the adoption of convention in the study of a science is bene-

ficial. It gives an unchanging meaning and standardization and is valuable for
comparisons of the work of different scientists.
Take for example. the extremely simple convention used in the indication of direction. We
call the direction in which the sun rises east.
and that in which it sets, west this is the
same all the world over, whether America.
England or Australia. But imagine the confusion if some person turned it around and
said that the sun rose in the west I If you
were traveling in this country and asked
for the direction and distance to a given
town, he would give you instructions that
would lead you in the reverse direction you
wished to go in. Again. if a sea captain
should wireless another ship, asking the distance to land (the other ship having arbitrarily taken west as the direction in which
the sun rose) and received the answer, "Ten
Writes to the cast," he night sail a hundred
miles in the direction that was wrongly
called "east" without meeting it.
If we consider the terminology used in
electricity, you will find that we are doing
the very same thing. You will recall that
the smallest unit of electricity is an electron
in motion. It travels in a certain direction
around any circuit. \\Te have said that currents move from positive to negative, but
now the find that the electrons, which really
constitute the electric current move in the
Opposite direction.
Benjamin Franklin, an early experimenter
who knew nothing about electrons, arbitrarily considered that the electric current
moved from positive to negative. At that
time electricity was regarded as some sort
of fluid that flowed from one place to another. It just happened that he picked out
the wrong direction for it to flow. Now
;

CONVENTIONAL FLOW OF CURRENTS
TRUE FLOW OF ELECTRONS
A conventional diagram of the Edison effect

rectifying cell, contrasting the presumably true
and the conventional flow of the current.

we have a more complete knowledge of the
electric current, but we still retain the anti-

quated convention.
According to the accepted theory of atomic
structure, the atom is not the smallest divisible part of matter, but is composed of a
number of smaller particles revolving about
a common center, the nucleus, so that an
atom is taken as similar to the solar system.
The center, which is the positive nucleus.
corresponding to our sun, consists of a number of negative electrons and positively
charged protons. The charge of the protons is more intense and of such magnitude
that the whole group constituting the nucleus
is positive. The nucleus is the focus of the
orbits of a number of electrons which re-

-

CONVENTIONAL
..--FLOW OF CURRENTS

ELECTRONIC
FLOW

OF ELECTRONS

FIG. 2

The same as shown in Figure 1 but on a different basis, involving the production of lines of
force. If the current is made up of the flow of electrons the diagrams at the left which shows the
accepted idea is wrong. A contradiction is seen to be involved.

volve around it, in much the same manner
that the planets revolve about the sun.
Atoms of different substances have varying
numbers of these "planetary" electrons.
The sum of all the positive charges equals
the sum of all the negative charges in a
normal atom, so that such an atom is neutral. But if one of the outside electrons
breaks away from the nucleus, it disturbs
this equilibrium. Since the electron is negative, it goes off as an independent negative
charge \vhile the rest of the system is left
positive. This is the condition in any body
which has all electric charge. If charged
negatively, it has an excess of electrons,
whereas if positive it suffers a deficiency
of electrons.
The Tungar rectifier and the vacuum tube
of radio depend essentially upon the flow of
electrons through a rarefied medium for their
operation. In a study of the action of these
devices we come face to face with the utter
ambiguity of the conventionai flow of current. By referring to Fig.
this will be
realized. Consider that at any given instant
the polarities are as indicated. Now, following arrow's, shown in solid line, we see
that the current flows from
through
the tube from filament to plate, then through
the battery and out through (+). In the
tube the current is carried by the electrons
emitted from the hot filament which are attracted to the plate due to its positive charge.
But, according to the contention that charges
flow from positive to negative (indicated by
the dotted arrows), the current would have
to flow from the plate to the filatuenl! Similar perplexing situations arise in the study
of the three element vacuum tube.
in the study of physics or electricity the
students are told to think entirely in currents, for clearly, if one were thinking of
the current flow in a wire in terms of electrons, he would arrive at exactly the opposite conclusion to that deduced by one thinking in terms of conventional electric current.
To some this is never wholly clear and leads
to entirely unnecessary confusion.
Considering only the motion of the electrons. the right hand rule for solenoids. coils
and magnetic field determinations would become a "left hand rule." This is clearly
shown in Fig. 2. Similarly, all the rules for
determining the relation between magnetic
fields and the direction of current would be
changed to the opposite hand; the motor rule
would become the generator rule, etc. But
then there would be only one correct representation of current flow and no difficulties
could be encountered.
In the study of batteries and electrochemistry in general. with the adoption of
electronic considerations throughout, much
greater clarity would be obtained. In considering the inside reactions between the ions
the electron view must be taken because it
is the only convention in use. but to have
to reverse all eonsiderations when dealing
1

(-)

with the external circuit to make them conform to the current idea is a nuisance.
A change, universal in extent. over to the
electron view, which is the only correct conctption, is worthy of the consideration of
every influential person in the electrical field.
The metric system was adopted universally
for scientific work because of its extreme
simplicity and utility. and it is high time
that we should do likewise with the true
motion of electric charges.

Thermal Telephone
By MORRIS Ctiiosxow'THE following is a description of a
thermal telephone which can he constructed at a cost of sixty cents. This
receiver differs front the magnetic type of
telephone, and works on an entirely different
principle.
The parts required are an old telephone
case and about three inches of platinum wire
-about .0001 in diameter-known as Wollaston wire. It can be purchased at any
chemical supply house for about fifteen cent;
per inch.
Its action depends upon the heating effect
of the electric current. Normally a small
current passes through the receiver and flucttOttion of the current. as front received signals, suddenly heats and cools the fine platinum and creates pulsations of the air in the
telephone. These pulsations are transmitted
to the car drum through the opening in the
cap of the receiver.
To construct a receiver of this type bore
two holes about one inch apart through
which the binding posts are mounted, first
inierting some cardboard washers between
the metal of the receiver base and binding
posts, so that they do not touch and cause
a short-circuit. Then take the piece of Wollaston wire and solder its end: to the two
binding posts. The diagram below will make
it all clear.
When tested it proved equal in volume
and sensitivity to a pair of Baldwin phones.
while having the advantage of being very
much lighter and with no maenet; or diaphragms. Magnetic telephones a -e always
liable to deteriorate from loss of polarization of the permanent magnet. In the thermal
telephone there is nothing to deteriorate.
Great care is requisite in handling the almost
invisible wire.

I

f

BINDING POSTS

APART
WOLLASTON

WIRE .0001'

.I

-- IIIpll
OLD TELEPHONE

IN

OIAM.

BASE

A thermo-telephone, depending

for its action

on the variation of current passing through
Wollaston wire of extreme thinness.
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The Ark of the Covenant
By Victor macClure
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Going out to sea,
robhsvy was bring pea petateJ. Face
une an her is
tteY land ripian the Pn,ua.esin.
goes to the
the
Captain
trance.
a
from
recu;er,ng
treasure safe and finds it robbed.
of
60. joins
roan
preserved
well
a
Lord A_ larrric,
ensues and
then, The crew recovers. A discussion
airplane.
used
an
raiders
,t is concluded that the
the ship's engines begin
7 he Alerlin starts off after
niece.
"aerie's
to turn, with Miss Torrance, Lord
Nov, netos comes that Louisville has been attacked, and an hour and forty minutes takes the
Alrrlin to Louisville, where the New York raid has
been duplicated. Ne.rt the Atlantic is crossed to
Europe.
A robbery of the Bank of Engta'd is investigated. Mysteriously, only a relatively .rnnall amount
of gold was taken. Gasoline has been taken from
the English tanks. The ¡louse of Commons was sub.
jetted to the soporific agent and when they recovered members on the Treasury bench found their
faces blackened with burnt cork. Paris and Berlin
are raided on the same day. Radium left by the

¡

"From the bushes nearby two shots rang outmighty good shooting,
too, for the aerial snapped
.
another two
shots go bang, and from
the noise I judge they've
punctured t h e floats.
Then i have a go with
the mitraillense."
.

.

.

[What Has Gone Before]
A number of .\'e;o York banks hate been robbed.
The time is Hear the end of this century. The President al one of the banks stands by his son's bed.
side early in the morning and tells him of strange
robberies. They fly to New York in an airplane.

They find that throughout the financial district
r;-esyonc has fallen senseless. Automobile engine:
have mysteriously stopped.
Everything of gold,
watches, coins, gold leaf signs and the like have been
tarnished. The vaults of a number of banks Ian: e
been cut opera, apparently by oxyacetylene, and
robbed.
Powdered glass is found in the street to add to
the strange events. Little lead eases came into the
Post Office by mail. Raduim salts were enclosed in

then.

The airplane Merlin, the fastest of all airplanes,
takes an active part in the story. The mystery deepens when it is found that some millions of dollars
of securities have been returned to the banks, brat a
slightly larger amount of gold has been taken.
They go out on the famous Merlin in search, of
the liner. Parriassie after having vainly tried to find
how the gasoline was taken from the station; they
hear that there was a rabic, in the air when the

raiders is still a mystery.
A search for the mysterious airship or raider
The Merlin shortly after tine
begins in earnest.
take -off from England reaches American and Gar
diners Bay without sight of the enemy. And nose
our hero wants a roving commission for a new
Merlin to carry out his own and his associates'
Ile proposes to arm his
views as to tine raider.
airplane and go off prepared for attacking and for
An appointncnt with the President of
defense.
the United States is made and the Merlin goes to
The interview with the Presi
the federal capital.
dent follows, a s-ery cordial one, as young Boon's
father is a friend of Mr. it'hitcomb. the President
Miss Torrance has been pleading the cause of the
Merlin at the White House.

The search is prosecuted and the enemy is
sighted. Eager to attack. a gas defense by the energy
threatens.
An airplane is launched from an English cruiser
to join the attack. Signal flags transmit messages
back and forth between the cruiser and the Ark of
Then comer a description of tine
the Covenant.
landing of tine Merlin on tine deck of the English
cruiser, and the Ark of the Covenant meanwhile
In England
Itas disappeared at anariag speed.
there is a business panic; the Government falls.
Tine Merlin and her crew at last return to America.
Information comes directly from the raider that
she desires to stop all star.
The northern coast of South America is patrolled
in search of the great dirigible-she is sees-but
A strange desolate
,' cape.e the crippler! Merlin.
district is discovered by her crew in South America,
and the presence of rhodolite, the radio -active
And now
mineral, accounts for the desolation.
begins the story of Sholtn Seton telling all aloud
the history of the Ark of the Covenant and flit
efforts to annihilate war.
Now tonnes the story of the formation of the
League and the gathering of a crew. A new element and a new gas have been discovered: the
The great dirigible
earth is drilled for the gas.
proposed is described, and tests with the spectra
scope and electroscope reveal strange substances in
the earth of the South American cavern.
The story goer ore to tell of the radirnn eraoiations, the anacsthetiring gas, and then the getting

of recruits to ir,c Ibr:i p,: rrfu! weapon, in the ad.
v,l,n r.: in the ,oh .n. The slur; of the ai,s,' y in
her t,a;rls fu!lu:vs.
The Airship
1

intagine the absurd spectacle afforded
particularly offensive politician.

me in one

from whose obtuseness 1 had frequently
suffered while in the air service, had a great
deal to do with my complacence over the
scheme. To see the pompous fat -head with
his face blackened was complete solace for
all the irritation I had experienced formerly
through his fatuous ignorance.
The Chief, however, took another view.
He considered that our mission liad been degraded, and he gave Devonridge a wigging
which, while it held no trace of anger, did
not lack in point. But even the Chief was
not proof against the gay, insouciant humor
of Devonridge, and in the end I think he
forgave the culprit fully. At any rate, the
joy of the English members of the crew wa<
worth any little lowering of tone the suffered
by the exploit.
The raid on the House of Commons occupied little more time than it takes to write
of it, and after operations on the \ray and
Navy Stores we dropped down the river to
Purflect, where we replenished our depleted
store of' petrol. Once again we took to thhighest we could compass. and we drifted
slowly west to be in readiness for our descent on Berlin.

The Berlin raid was accomplished tvithottt
mishap, but it was at Paris that we were.
made fully aware of the preparations against
us. We were comfortably settled on the top
of the buildings in Rue Bailiff, and the burg-

lary party was inside the Banque. when we
heard the drone of aeroplanes. Fortunately,
Thetford was on the ship's observation top
in readiness for such an emergency, and in
spite of the machine-gun fire the little fellow pluckily manipulated the ray for upsetting the electric circuits of the plane engine.
He came out of the scrap without scathe.
and had the satisfaction of seeing both hí -i
opponents go down out of control. WC'
hastened the depositing of the gold, whicli
was designed fur creating further confusion
in the minds of those after tis, and left our
usual quantity, of radium before speedily
taking to the air again. From Paris at a
great height we bore due south until tc
-
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here over the Pyrenees, where we swung
sou'tvesterly in arched fine for the plateau.
It was now apparent to us that we had put
a very effective spoke in the wheel of the
world's business, and had stirred Europe and
America into a state of apprehension and
mystified anger.
It was plain, too, that
drastic measures would be taken to run us
to earth, now that it was definitely known
the raids were accomplished by airship. We
determined to demonstrate our powers by
day -light, and give those who chased us
every chance to meet us if they could.
Our raids on Europe took place on a
week-end in April, and our next raid, which
was by day -light un shipping along the South
Africa route from England. took place on
he first Sunday in May. We knew from
:Tic wireless messages which we picked up
;hat many aeroplanes were after us, and
later, when we had skipped back to the
plateau,
messages
emanating
from one particular plane, the
l .l/,riin, showed that we were
being pursued by the fastest air
machine ever known.
We took the trouble of recording the messages
from this .Merlin, and
the began to note that
m4 only could she get
aitottt from place to
place in incredible

time, but she seemed
capable of extremely
prolonged flights.
The
week-end
found us
raiding shipping on

following

,=

North Atlantic,
Nubile the .l /'dins we
the

"The immensity of the
caverns was awe-inspiring. With the glare of
the arcs, the shimmer of
the great airships, an effect was created
gave one the impression
of being in a dream."

that
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knew, was scouring the Canaries. News of
our North Atlantic raids-which we took
trouble to relay by wireless ourselves
brought the .Merlin to the Azores, but by the
time our most assiduous pursuer was sweeping the Atlantic for us, we were flying out
of sight above hint on our way home.
We now rested fur another- week, and it:
the late evening of the middle Saturday of
May set out for further raids on the African
shipping. \\'e reached \Iacleira in the early
hours of Sunday morning, and found a temporary mooring place on the Paul da Serra.
that barren piece of desolation to the west
of the island. There we Lay snug until the
first peep of day, when we unhitclied to fly
northwards to intercept a L'nion-Castle
liner. This time we were unaware that the
ubiquitous .1/cr/in was close behind us.

-

III

How the "Merlin" Attacked the Ark of the
Covenant

\\'c

had dropped our gals cloud and had
wept the ship with it.
\\'c had grappled
our gondola to her side. It was a raid of
terror, merely, but we broke into the strong-

room as a matter of e.ourse. We found
little, not enough to justify abstraction, but
we were helping ourselves tt the ship',
stores of food when the message canoe from
aloft, "'Ware planes!"
To recall the crew was a matter of seconds, and WC had tite gondola into the ship
and had cast off before the silver plane
dived at us. Eastwards. now, we saw the
approach
f
the British
plane -carrying
,

cruiser.
There tvi
in

s

something divinely

beautiful

swift, brave swoop of that lovely

the

-

silver shape. She came dotvtt at dizzying
speed, so that it was useless to try our ray
upon her, for she had the force of gravity
to bring her. But we opened the gas -jets
about the ship. making a cloud of anesthetic
envelop us. It seemed with the steady rise
of the shin that the plane was hound to
miss us, but we were sadly mistaken. The
pilot knew his business. Bcfure we realized
what bad happened. he had flattened in a
fashion which would have shattered the
average plane into her Component parts,
and we were opened fire upon with accurate
bursts of shell -fire bout fore and aft of the
plane as she whizzed under us.
The .Irk of the Covenant staggered a little, but answered readily when we gave
her more gas. Site rose steadily,

111
-

sit

1

1
°

1'

4

a

r

foes had to climb. We saw that the d/er/in
so we supposed our attacker to be
from her speed 'and her tine design-was
s.ontcbow immune front our gas cloud. She

-tor

swung after us into the cloud, but got off
:a
burst of shell -tire none the less.
Slid
found she could not take us at her present
angle and she spun quickly about. Her pilot
Was one in a hundred for knack. Machinegun fire from her quarter, and another burst
of shells from astern. \Ve could not afford
t t experiment any further. and the put our
r;t on her. - She slid back on her tail immediately, only to flip over into a well -controlled and peculiar hovering descent. To
uta;:e sure of her we swept a gas cloud about
her as she lay on the sea.
Itv'this time we had to turn our attention
to the cruiser, which was coming up on our
position in great style. We saw a plane
catapulated after us, and presently the
cruiser opened fire with her heavy' anti-aircraft guns. Then came a second plane. The
remainder of the encounter was as has' been
previously described, down to the messages
tth:ch passed between us and the Brilliant.
We could have cleared beyond range at
¿thy time after dealing with the .Merlin. and
our only reason for prolonging the business
was to see that the pilots were picked up.
\\ e did not want any of them to be drowned
after an extremely plucky flight. It was for
this reason that we swept the gas from about
the Merlin and told her her engines were
all right. When we saw that all was well.
we gave the airship her full lift of gas and
made eastwards out of sight, where we
turfed south for a space before swinging
we_twards and home to examine our hurts.
The damage clone to us by the Mer./in'.c
gars was not important. and we considered
it valued at the measure we had taken of
the plane's capacity against us. She had
raked the dining quarters of the crew.
wrecking them almost, and had pierced several of our ballonets, but had missed everything vital. There were no casualties to
speak of, save that Billy Ilaynes took a
machine -gout bullet in the leg, a mere graze
which did not even make him limp. But.
unimportant though the damage to Ark of
the Covenant-/ was, it was enough to put
her out of action for a space and necessitate
the commissioning of her sister ship. The
was fully equipped and had been
tried. She was in a state of complete preparation to take to the air.
(Continued on page 49)

.Irk-II
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Mission Table Lamp
shows a finished table lamp of
home construction; Fig. 2 gives a sectional view. A square base or footplate, F.
is cut from a 1 -inch board.
Bore a hole
in each corner and one in the center. The
center one is for the passage of the wire,
the corner ones for the insertion of the
little knobs, which are the feet on which
the lamp stands. For these you may use
either small wooden knobs, or the "domes
of silence" sold for use under chairs. For
the latter no holes are to be bored.
To (F) glue a smaller board (F,) of the
same wood and bore four square holes in
the corners to take the four columns. C.
The four columns are of 1/4 -inch dowel
FIG.

1

are passed through holes in the lid and bottom, or fastened to the sides by small brass
collars, as preferred.
These two wires

.-- WIRE

Making

a Geissler

Rube

By RAYMOND B. WAILES

AREALLY good Geissler tube can be
made by the experimenter without the
slightest knowledge of glass working.
Geissler tubes are made with electrodes
sealed in at each end and the air within removed by means of a vacuum pump. The
type of tube illustrated here has no internal sealed electrodes; neither is a vacuuut
pump used to create the diminished pressure
within. The body of the tube is made from
a test tube of any size.
First hold the open end of the test tube
in a Bunsen burner flame, rotating the
while, until the glass softens and tends to
collapse. At this point draw ottt the plastic
end with a pair of tweezers or forceps. The
drawn out end should now be broken off;
about an inch of it should remain on the
body of the test tube.
The tube is now evacuated by simply
heating to a temperature just below the
softening point of the glass. This is accomplished by waving a Bunsen burner fitted
with a fish tail attachment slowly back and
forth under the tube while it is held in the
jaws of a burette clamp affixed to a ring stand or laboratory support. This will ef-

GLASS TUBE

A sectional view of the lamp, making its construction still clearer than the preceding elevation, which is only part section.

44'4,,N'

cross each other and form the framework
of the shade.

BUNSEN

BURNER

Test Tube Perforating
TILE illustration explains how to make a
tiny hole in a glass tube. The test tube

A very handsome table lamp made in a style
of mission furniture; it will be seen that the
idea of members of square and rectangular sec-

tions is well carried out.

sticks and can be from 6 to 7 inches high.
On top of the column., fasten the "box" (B).
which holds the socket. The best way to
insert the socket is to let the small round
tip fit into a hole in the bottom of the box,
and to have the cover fit snugly around the
neck of the socket.
The box itself needs no description. It
should be of good quality wood, and have
a small board glued to the outside of its
bottom; to which the column tops are secured in the same way their lower ends are
to (F,). A pull -socket may be used, in which
case a hole must be bored in the "box" to
let the chain pass, or a switch can be placed
at the base, as shown in the sectional view.
The shade is made of a square frame (A)
of thin wood, oak veneer or something similar. To the inside of the four corners four
blocks of wood are glued. Into these fit two
wire "arches" or bows. bent according to
the illustration, and their free ends are
brought down and fastened to the box; they

is corked tightly, and a very sharply pointed
blowpipe flame is directed against the spot
where the hole is to be.
The blowpipe may give enough heat or a
Bunsen burner may be used in addition.
When the air inside the tube is heated
it will expand and force its way through the
melted point, and a small hole is formed with
a feeble explosion.
Both ends should be
corked if an open ended glass tube is to be

perforated.

Contributed by K. Liu, Shang/tai, China.

i

Simple and effective way of making
smal
hole in a test tube; by plugging up the hole an
other can be made by the same process, and In
this way any number of perforations can be

made in the tube.

---

--w
iilu®uuu

L

A suggestion for making a Geissler tube without any pump, using heat to produce rarefaction.

fectually drive out the air. But to seal the
tube!
This is accomplished by quickly fusing
the drawn out tip with the aid of a pointed
Bunsen flame front another burner. The
heating flame must continue its work during this sealing -off process, and subsequent
cooling, or the tip will collapse and be sucked
in when the tube cools. due to the removal
of the evacuating or heating flame. This
sealing-off process is not at all difficult.
After the end has been sealed, the sealing
off flame is removed and when the seal has
become somewhat cooler, but while the
whole tube is still hot. the evacuating flame
is slowly lowered and finally removed altogether.
Electrical connections are made with the
Geissler tube by means of a ring of tinfoil
wrapped at each end. The tube will work
very well with a half -inch spark coil, lighting tip with a blue glow.
By using different sizes of tubes, evacuated glow tubes can be made which will fit
the handles of the many so-called "violet
ray" machines on the market.
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High Voltmeter Resistance
IT

is quite expensive to possess a variety
of voltmeters. Here is a little idea that
works well.
A voltmeter having a reading of from
0 to 150 volts with external resistor was used
and a high resistance was added as shown
in Fig. 1. The high resistance was made of
Rasco grid leak paper. A sheet of the paper
3 in. x 4 in. was marked off as shown in
Fig. 2. Five strips are needed, each 1 inch
long and is -inch wide, as shown at A in
Fig. 2. In each strip two holes were made,
;y inch from the end, just large enough to
let a binding post go through fairly tight.
A binding post as shown was used
to make contact with the five strips of
resistance. It may be that five strips will
not be enough, but these were found sufficient by the writer.
The voltmeter is to have a reading of
0 to 1,000 volts. One hundred volts are used
to set the voltmeter by. With 100 volts
the voltmeter will show a reading of 10 volts
if the resistance is right. A sixth strip may
be cut as shown in Fig. 3 if needed.

The writer has used the voltmeter up to

500 volts with excellent results. It will show
a reading of 50 volts when you have 500

volts on the circuit. No higher voltage than
500 has been used ii the voltmeter will
stand a higher voltage. it will show a reading of from 0 to 1,500 volts.
Contributed by De Forest Urey.
:

Wind Storm Alarm
IN rural districts where winds of high
velocity are often disastrous. warning of
the storm's approach is highly desirable.
The obtaining of this warning is the object
of the device here described.

Placed at distant points. the alarm will
instantly sound an alarm-qtr it may be used
Locally for night signals.
Primarily the device consists of a brass
SUPPORT

BAKELITE BALL
_OO5E FITTING IN HOLE
N DISC

6RA55 ROD

e.

s

WING NUT AND
CLAMP

IC

A very convenient voltmeter multiplier can be made out of strips of Rasco grid leak paper
I shows the finished form of voltmeter resista nee. Fig. 2, the method of varying the resistance
of a strip. By cutting small pieces off the strip. its resistance, is increased.

Fig.

rod swinging on a universal joint. On the
rod is a pressure area. in this instance
formed by a sphere (it may be practically
any shape). the height of which is adjustable to conform with a given wind pressure.
the rod being deflected to different angles by
different pressures of air on the sphere, depending on the height of the sphere along
the rod. A clamp and thumb nut secures
the sphere, so as to provide adjustment.
The "universal joint" may be formed by
loosely seating a pool ball in a socket formed
by shaping a hole in the supporting disc to
the proper dimensions.
For simplicity the lower contact fixture,
touched by the rod in operation, may be a
metal ring-brass, copper, galvanized iron or
other fair to good conductor. The illustration shows the ring cut into segments which
latter are separated by insulating blocks.
This is done to provide means for sounding different alarms so that the approximate
direction of the high velocity winds is desired to be made known.
The pendulum hangs perpendicular in still
air and under stress of light breezes does
not make contact with the conducting ring.
Contributed by J. F. Bront.

Arc Light for Bromide
Enlargements

an arc light
with its carbon holders, which was de-

signed for enlarging photographs. The operation of the device is shown in the illusINSULATION

plates are the electrodes.
The holder can easily be regulated for
height and distance by thumb -screws, and
when once set requires very little adjustment.
The iron elect odes in the solution rapidly
precipitate the copper and iron replaces it,
giving iron sulphate solution as the fittal
electrolyte. Contributed by L. R. LAMBORN.

,Another Oscillograph
occurred to the writer
it is about
ITtime for another article that
on the oscillograph. This one is certainly a simple one,
and if not looked at from the standpoint of
efficiency, will do very well.
\II that is needed is a vessel of water, a
needle and some wire. \Vind the wire around

the vessel and place the needle. which has
been dipped in oil, on the surface of the
water. When an alternating current is sent
through the wire winding, the needle will
start vibrating, which will cause the water
to ripple. If a light is focussed on the water
and the film is properly placed, something
of an idea can be had of the nature of the

atrrent alternations.

THE photograph represents

TlN SPHERE

For a rheostat a five -gallon jar partly
filled with water and with copper sulphate
(blue vitrol) dissolved in it, is used. Iron

tration.
By pushing the handle inward, the carbons
arc brought together and by a sort of elbow-

The ripple will necessarily be small, but
the vessel is placed in such a way that the
light strikes the surface, they can be seen.
Contributed by Jess B. Prouty, Jr.
if

NEEDLE

r

WIRE

WATER
I

GLASS

The carbons of this handy arc light are removed by the longitudinal motion of the central rod provided with an insulating handle.
operating elbow -joint levers.

Wind acting on the suspended ball brings he
brass rod in contact with one of the segments
(A, B, C, or D), ringing one of the bells s.h ch
gives an indication of its direction.

joint action are thus regulated. The carbons
arc insulated by ordinary porcelain cleats
with notches ground in their centers.

By oiling a needle it may be made to float
upon the surface of the water owing to surface
tension. Winding a wire around a tumbler in
which such a needle floats, an alternating current will throw the needle and consequently the
water into a very delicate vibration which can
be observed by letting light fall upon the surface at the proper angle.
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Award in the

$ 50

Special Prize Contest

Experimenters
For Junior Electricians and Electrical
,__._.,_.,__,._.,__~.,__.,___,
I

First Prize,

First Prize
Renewable Fuse Plug
E dex ices used to save the price of
fuses are many and varied, but the one
here shown is, to my idea, the best both
T11

L. Russell Rohr,
449 E. Carrot St.,
Kenton, Ohio

ALMOST everyone forgets his cellar or

attic light and leaves it burning perhaps for days at a time. The step -switch
depicted here has worked perfectly for over
a year and has well paid for the outlay and
work of installing it.
The device is merely a hinged step that
operates a pull chain socket. As the step
hinged at the outside there is no danger of
tripping; because of its simplicity it will
work well for a long while and is very easy
to construct. The one point to watch is to
make sure that the hinged step moves only
enough to operate the pull chain socket. any:
then rests firmly on its base, otherwise the
weight of a person on the hinged step would
break the chain.
i

$So IN PRIZES

Two common paper clips are soldered respecively to the two terminals of a plug fuse and
by springing them so as to hold a piece of tin
foil extending across them, 'a temporary and
perfectly efficacious fuse is made.

because of its cheapness and its case of construction. The only items necessary are a
detachable plug, two paper-clips, and an
occasional strip of tinfoil, of which every
experimenter has a plentiful supply.
One can easily determine the sizes needed
to carry \arious currents, but a strip about
three -eighths of an inch wide is the correct
size for the ordinary house circuit of ten or
fifteen amperes.
After placing two of these plugs in the
fuse -box, the experimenter can experiment
to his heart's desire without continually
emptying his nearly empty pockets to buy
fuses.

Second Prize
.Automatic Switch

I

A special prize contest for Junior
Electricians and Electrical Experimenters will be held each month.
There will be three monthly prizes
as follows:
First Prize $25.00 in gold
Second Prize $15.00 in gold
Third Prize $10.00 in gold

Total

CÉLLAR

:SPRING-

be used.

Honorable Mention
Simple Galvanometer
WHILE experimenting in the laboratory
one day our gall anometer broke. Being
very anxious to finish the task in hand and
being unable to repair the broken one. we
decided to make or extemporize one. This
we did; of course, ours would not tell us
the exact amount of current passing through
but it did give us an idea that there was

This prize contest is open to everyone. All prizes will be paid upon publication. If two contestants sumbit the
same idea, both will receive the same
prize.

Address, Editor, Electrical Wrinkle
Contest, in care of this publication.
Contest closes on the 15tíí of each
month of issue.

STEEL

BLADE,

An extemporized galvanometer;

BRASS
BLADE')

'CONTACTS
SHORT
CIRCUITED

RAZOR BLADE SCREWED
ON EDGE OF DOOR
A thread holds open a spring -switch and is
carried across a door which is to be protected.
A razor blade is screwed to the door so that
when it is opened the string will be cut. The
spring switch then closes and a bell starts to

ring continuously.

a

bundle of

soft iron wires wound by a number of turns of
No. 30 insulated wire is suspended between op-

-STOP

the step is trodden on again.

(Fig. 2).
A strip of spring steel or spring -tempered
brass should be screwed to the wood so that
it will form a contact, as shown in Fig. 2.
A piece of thread is tied to the steel and is
drawn across the floor and tied to a nail,
holding the circuit open as shown in Fig. 1.
A safety razor blade is screwed to the
end of the door so that it will cut the thread
when the door is opened, causing the circuit
to be closed. Ether a bell or a buzzer can

a factory.

PULL
CHAIN
SOCKET

A step on a sta'rway hinged as shown and
its play restricted by a stop, operates a pu I
socket; its contacts are short-circuited by a
piece of wire soldered to them. The socket is
in circuit with a lamp which is lighted when
the step is trodden on, and stays lighted until

AN efficient burglar alarm can be built at
a low cost by following these details.
On a piece of wood (5"x3"x;;") screw a
stiff strip of brass bent at a right-angle

This department desires particularly
to publish new and original ideas on
how to make things electrical, new
electrical wrinkles and ideas that are
of benefit to the user of electricity, be
he a householder, business mart, or in

OR ATTIC

LAMP

__4/11.,_0_____,1_MIL

$50.00 in gold

Third Prize
liurglat Alarm
CURTAIN:
ROD

Honorable Mention
Claude H. Slaney,
59 East St.,
Walton, N. Y.

Third Prize, $10

Second Prize, $15
C. L. Hard,
1422 North 9th St.,
Quincy, Ill.

$25

Ronald T. Symms,
237 S. Helena St.,
Spokane, Wash.

posite poles of two magnets; the arrangement
is a useful testing galvanometer that can be
extemporized in a few minutes.

some, also the direction, and that was the
main thing we needed to know.
\Ve hastily took a ring stand with a clamp
and attached the clamp about a foot above
the table. Taking some No. 30 insulated
wire, we made a number of turns (about
sixty in all) around several soft iron nails.
\Ve attached this No. 30 wire to some No.
20 which we had twisted around the clamp
to hold it in position and then extended the
nds of the No. 20 wire to the battery. Now
our coil was freely suspended from the
clamp.
Taking two bar magnets, we placed them
in supports about one inch away from the
suspended bunch of nails. A magnet was
placed on each side of this suspended coil
with the unlike poles facing each other. The
No. 20 wire was then connected to the bat cry. There was quite a twist, showing us
that plenty of current was passing. We

immediately attached this simple galvanometer and completed our work.

+
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What Our Readers
`..1,1,1~1.,141=,,4.1.11r...,11,._1...,.1.~,.4.1.1,.,

Efficiency in Experimenting

These columns are reserved for YOUR
opinions. Do not hesitate to communicate your comments and suggestions regarding THE EXPERIt.IENTER.

I

To begin at the beginning. I
derive very much pleasure front experimenting.
and have been at it more or less for ttventy'ti ve
I

-EDITOR.

years.

As you will notice front our letterhead. I am a
cleaner. and while this business is now coming to
the front, for years the industry in general groped
its the darkness and ignorance of proper methods
During this time i have worked
and equipment.
out many experiments which have been decidedly
to my advantage in niv business.
However. only once hive i become so enthused
a to Ire for a patent, and then i learned that
many devices of similar principle had gone through
before.

Now i have another proposition which I have
been working on more or less for a couple of
years and have brought it to a point where i
want to find out if it has hero anticipated by
some one else. And this is where your article came
in so timely. Yesterday morning I was turning
over in my mind the method of how to proceed
without unnecessary expense is hen I thought i
tit
and there my eye
mould try the nett --t:nt
fell on THE Ext'Ettt tI rNTF.k, atol after tinting all
that Electrical Radiance shooting from that boy's
head. i said to myself: "Hello. i was ju.t tool: Inc
for you. and handed the dealer a quarter. But
the climax cante when i di -covered the article. for
now I know how to proceed.
M. E. KISErt.
I

t

Rapid City, S. D.

e.

old Electrical Experimenter procured from
former follower of science.
Hoping you will keep up the good work,. I

good
a

retain.

Respectfully yours.

Joux

Omaha.sc iii as La.

\\'ERER.

(Otte author is responsible for Ike .siig/esliau
He dons not want rot, to retried
to.
,your coils but to giro a fresh coat of .shellac or
other :arni.sh u.r.'e a war.--t'ttiTnR.I

yoa.refer

Our Many Topics
Editor, TILE

EAVES I tI t:l\ TER

am non' doing something I shoo:rl have Clone
lung ago but just been intuits' it id. To begin with
Tut.: ExPERINIENTER i. the best magazine I ever
read, no. I'll take that back. Sr/euee and Invention
is: no. Radio 5'ctcs; wwell, one is so good I can't
tell how good the "then'- are. so I'll drop the matter.
But one thing i du like is Mr. Charles Shaw's
letter in the .\ugu-t issue of THE I.ei'ERI\I ENTER.
because he said articles 1111 boine-ntade variable conI

denser: and audio

frequency transformers. etc..
foolish.
Ile wants articles on physics. mere
vapor arc. ultra violet light and phnrescenee.
and ain't a hit more interested in that apple sauce

which it train i. traveling. This article
appears on page 552 of the June issue.
From my point of vien' this method nutty be
used on some small branch line or lagging railroad,
But I think it should not be use nn the main
lines of the principal railroads of this (wintry
where high speed trains are bring operated. or on
The reason
dangerous grades in the mountains.
why this method should not be used i will now
speed at

I

explain.
Almost all of the

important railroads of this

some electric safety signal sy stem.
such as the block system. the staff system. and
Many
electric systems are operated by
others.
an electric current continually flowing through the
rails for a certain distance from one signal pole or
station to the next one.
A person not familiar with the actions nf these
systems would probably use this article published
lie was not careful he would
in your magazine.
short the current in the rails causing the safety
signal to go into action and perhaps delivering a
to a speeding train to stop or to slow up
I Restage
We will now
as the given signal may indicate.
take one of the well knnwn trains in this country.
example.
and use it as an
The San Francisco Owr-41nó Limbed front San
Francisco to Chicago is one of the longest train
runs that f know nf. Now if one of these dew ice
were placed between earl, and every signal, causing the signal to shows the stop-then proceed t11
next signal, etc.. as ordered by the safety laws of
the railroads, keep in mind that the train would
have to stop at every signal pole and then start
the tioe were to be figured for every
up again.
Fr;mriseo and Chicago the
stop het nests San
train would he traveling lite the covered wragnn.
may
o hat your npininn on this
you
i
ask
Nov
subject may be?
of Ex PER! nI EN TER readers.
one
ever
i remain as
WILLIS nl if. GLEzt NxrS.

cauitry employ

if

if

Sacramento. Calif.

llusvr'i slrrruestinn would probably. as rarout. in: o/l a so slight o bridging of the rails
There rr,lainle neser
do is, horn,.
it
would
that
will he a set of these eminertious distributed from
.l/ichinan.--EmrnR.l
to
Labe
the Pacific Ocean
(.11r.

wAI1TEU

\L articles
autumoL
mobile.,
electrical short-cuts.
handy turns for
kinks
li'l.ECTR

on

also

the car and
and
the man nIto goes camping.
There are thousands of little ideas
of use to the automobilist. tourist and
the camper. and it is such ideas that
the Editor Of MOTOR C\MPI:R AND
TOURIST requires. which are paid for
at the regular space rates.
In order to acquaint yourself with
what is wanted secure a copy of the
magazine front your news dealer. If
he cannot supply you write for free
sample copy to

Motor Camper & Tourist
53

Park Place,

New

insulating induction Coils Periodically
TER:

1925, issue of Tue EnPERISIE.NTER
wish to call your attention to the article nit "A
iit the fourth
Fruur-Inch Spark Coil." page 6111.
section it directs the maker of the coil to take the
greatest rare in instil:icing we)! every year.
What the idea is in insulating well every year
Wouldn't insulation the year the
is beyond me!
coil I. made he sufficient for years to collie?
i ant notch interested in your honored maga
zinc. especially the chemistry department. i would
suggest having more formulae and experiments in
I have a home laboratory and am
this section.
guided by Tilt: F.xtEktwtFxTER and cooly: of the

in the July

JAMES CORN.

Detroit, \lfelt.

( Ire welcome cnunneuts fa; curable or the re: crse;
the latter :,e consider sahrable as .suggestions for
our Jiiidance.
Of course tee tray not follow
threat.
I he charge in a condenser is a surface
effect and the dielectric o/erafe.c to pre:Till lire
else ears on one surface escaping to the opposite
surfo. T,
The tºctic,,, idea appears most interesting to lis:
eaoHot .saw
say horn it tocunld trnrk.
The more improbable short
are the better
it is an one sense, as it :could indiratr tats danger
to the public.
Hut oar warnings are all f/se better
if improbable situations air taken up.-En TOR, I

Appreciation from England
Editor, 'rIIE I:XPERI NI ENTER:
\lay I take the opportunity. to congratulate you
out your very tine paper.' For agony years i hare
wanted something like this magazine and when I

bought your August issue I at last found i had
got what
wanted. With .heinre and Invention,
an.i Rodin Yeses, TIIE ExPnRI \I ENTER makes ;e
combination hard to beat (for the experimenter). I
have seen things in your books about experiment in F:nglaud which had lint yet been published in
any English paper. Wishing' all kinds of success
to you in Tin,: Ex ern st ENTER
Yours truly,
C. i'osTEE.

London. England.
tOirr London correspondent's congratulations are
most acnplah/e. The English reader is apt to be
.heels triIji . but we see in to liver a pleased one
a

of our friends abroad.-EDITOR.I

a-

O. I don't know what. but ginuue .nine
than
inure ariicl rs on hmmr-roads' s;u'i;able tintl tensees.
grid leaf... crystal. novel crystal hook-ups. C.T.
sockets. motors, movie cameras and :ell sorts of
things like that. because limy pocketbook doesn't
digest such things.
Now I guess hir. Shaw sees one experimenter's
fancy- i- (tile
:utd anntbrr', is mother thing.
Congratulation- to Seis;rce and lovrntiau and
his for tier) granrlehiblrtn. and the whole Espern!nentrr Publishing t'nnipauy force and not leaving
out \\-I'NI'.
i ant. sincerely sours.
GEORGE.. N. DENTIN.

IIermitagc, Tenn.

fife fey to rsa.'h a somewhat e.rlru dal range of
.seientifie interests, and ?bite to get a pond seleefian aryl proper proportions of each di; isiva. Rat
retir point of niett is a conrfart )u Ins. .111/1 We
a',predate

your kind Tema's. -Eni TOR.1

Vacuum Insulated Condensers
Editor, 'rub

Ii PERtlIENTER:
Since you .ern, to welcome comments nn THE
i:nPFIt1\IENTEN I 'eel at liberty to intake a few .sar-

castic remarks.
For instance. the article "Vacuum as insulator."
by C. l.agerquist, ,which appeared in the September
issue. would bear some comment. i have a.waws been
of the nnininn that the charge in a condenser was
stored in the dielectric and that the greater density
per given resistance of the dielectric. tt:- greater
the resmltaut capacity. ,NOW he define- w'aetttnt as
gas at :any pressure below that of the :u suns Alters.
i believe that when he removes the air from hi.
condenser the capacity will become practically nil.
I have seen
ideas for electrocution published
under "Short Circuits." some of them prize winners. which are neither possible nor probable and I
can name them nn request.
sort have react this far f wish to think you

if

Editor- TOE F.xi'F.ki wiENTER:
A lnundshake for Ernest Carpenter, Worcester.
Mass., whose letter is in the September issue.
i
endorse all he has to say. \\'hy not put in TOE
Ex PF.RI 111;NTER another page fir the beginner: it
will show that you take an interest in the young

experimenter,
.\s for pictures,

a
good picture or diagram is
hundred words for explaining matters. I look forward to this feature. which i am
sure will satisfy all would -he experintensees.
An
"the :c;t tire which
think would he appreciated
would be a page each month for the explanation
of electrical. radio. chemical and scientific terms
used it the present elan, after the style of a dictionary. or "The Experimenter Radio Data Sheets. Perhaps you may consider this at some future
elate.
THE Exr'F.RIwlENTER is quite passable as it
is hurt there sorely is roans for a little corner for
the young blonds.
I
take this opportunity to wish THE ExPFRiwll.x'e' ;cuI its companion papers the success they
drens-c.
Hoping you will take my criticism as a
gnnd er'itnr shoultf,

better than

a

I

With

fork City

efied

Tdilnr. Tue ExPERt MIEN

that in general your

Very truly your.,

More Friendly Suggestions from England

PER MEN 11.11:

i bought my first EXPERT iENTER magazine a fete
days ago and I find myself very much interested
iu wotr wonderful magazine.
Tonight wvllen reading your magazine i came
to an article in the "Junior Experimenter" by
h::ten Jloen, his first article where he explains howl'
to use a radio rheostat to determine the rate of

and to state
good.

tcry

I

:

entry

Editor. 'I'inE I.x

so.

I

J.

are

Mr, Esten sloen and the Railroads

for doing

magazine is

Editor, TIIE ExPERI\I6.\iTER:
cannot refrain from relating how timely your
article "Efficiency its Experimenting." came to mc.
want to say that

think
i.i

hest

wishes.

Jmix ld. \'.wkt.r.v.

Lancaster, England.

(This criticiser or rather suggestion from across

the paled is token "as a mood editor should." cre
assn re you. (lime difficulty is they question of reran.
for e: eye eth inn, hot ere shall certain!, keep t"nr
.srrpnostn.n h mind for the (rune..-Fos TOR.)

Crystal Set Owners, Note
TII 1:xt'ERI tI ENTER:
t am writing to thank you for your promptness
.end'ng me a copy of the lure ESPERi uENTER.

Editor's
in

F.

which i wrote you about a short time ago.
i am saying all of the magazine«, as there a,'
many articles which i treasure very much.
I tun
more of a reader than an experimenter. but uurr.
Raps yno could ruin this in your column.
i think
set users m-otdd appreciate it.
Oar
a few crystal
evening when listening ill I found that there was
something wrong with my crystal, as it had been
getting fainter gradually for about three nr four
a'reks.
i put enough mercury in the crystal cup
sn that when I replaced the crystal ill the snare
het wwrt'n the walls of thr cup and crystal weer
tinsel.
Upon trying the crystal you can imagine ntw
sun-prise to lied that reception was louder than
when it was new and five times as efficient. there
twine loud snots :111 over the whn'e surface of the
crystal. whereas when it was new only mte'gtartrr
of the al ea could be used.
Hopine this will prove of interest to you and 1
few crystal user..
Respectfully yours.
Rwt.r t \1.sRRitTr.

Detroit. Mich.

Cllr. .:Iarriotl has

amain

roue upnu all

0111,04

feraollen kink in working tt'it/r erestal.s. The fry
Íeadueliui, of the u:rrrlry not on/w connects will:
the .surface of the c rt'.stal and cup. but the pohntidl diffe'Tneem hrlsrrrn slur /11./5/111 11/11. urelals 1:Iny
ha: e a treat deal to do with lire increase ire

It is ,suggested That e.n.
^olrnne and .selectic'itr.
perionentcr.r try small vnllaae,s r'egrrinMd by paten.
(ir'm lees, sritlr this .stunt.- FM TOR.)
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Latest Electrical Patents
Telephone Receiver With Cushion

Two -Way Radiophone

ss sr.

This is an attachment for telephone receivers
shaped in general conformity to the human ear,
and made of hard rubber with a felt pad. The
latter acts as a cushion between the receiver
body and the ears.
Patent No. 1,536,712 issued to F. K. Hehnly,
Madera, Pa.

Electric Car Brake

t,

This simple apparatus for wireless telephony

can be used for both sending and receiving at
the same time, and, it is claimed by the author,
that it supplies maximum power effect with the
least possible apparatus and at minimum cost.
An interesting feature is the utilization of the
same tubes for transmission and reception.
Patent No. 1,524,413 issued to N. W. Sterns,
New York, N. Y.

When excited by an electric current controlled by the engine driver, the electromagnet (C)
adheres to the stationary housing and causes
the brake straps to distend and grip the rotating
u heel.
Patent No. 1,546,864 issued to T. B. Patch,
Brookline, Mass.

Automatic Radio Log
Loud Speaker Horn

A. C. Vacuum Tube

The inventor claims a horn of proper shape
and design for faithful reproduction and amplification without distortion. The material of the
horn is notched at points of curvature to relieve strains which would lead to distortion of

The invention provides for a chart readily attachable to the dials of the panel as shown, on
which may be entered a log for quickly and
automatically tuning -in and recording different

stations.
Patent No. 1,546,675 issued to Lyleton E.
Renney, Stockton, Calif.

New Dry Cell

vibrations.
Patent No. 1,546,537 issued to Carl Bornmann,
Binghamton, N. Y.

Novel Loud Speaker
The inventor has provided an additional lead
connected to the center of the filament to permit
the use of alternating current for heating the

eaimm

filament.
Patent No. 1,546,696 issued
Yates, Massillon, Ohio.

e.

to James

F.

Y

=t
This new Brandes loud speaker is claimed to
have moving parts of very low mechanical inertia. It employs a floating armature eliminating friction at fulcrum points.
Patent No. 1,533,372 issued to Cecil E. Brigham, E. Orange, N. J.

Unidirectional Loop

Telephone Repeaters

The inventor claims a dry cell, free from the
effects of creeping salts and local short circuit bog.
(A) is an insulating filling material of
sand or sawdust or the like, (B) is the electrolyte paste, (C) contains the depolarizing paste,
(D) is the carbon electrode. The container
as usual is made of zinc.
Patent No. 1,546,461 issued to S. Apostoloff,
New York, N. Y.

Two-way telephone repeaters which are provided with tuned circuits so as to enable them
to be used on carrier frequency lines, on which
a number of such systems, each responding to a
different frequency, may be employed.
Patent No. 1,533,842 issued to H. Fassbender,
et al, Berlin, Germany.

The usual loop antenna is bi-directional giv ng
maximum reception in either of the two directions in its plane. The inventor claims that by a
certain combination of a fixed horizontal loop
and a rotary vertical loop, he achieves a purely
unidirectional effect.
Patent No. 1,546,731 issued to John H. Herzog,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
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idea of this department is to present to the layman the dangers of the electrical current in a :Wanner that can be understood by everyone, and that
be instructive too. There is a monthly prize of $3.00 for the best idea on "short-circuits." Look at the illustration and then send us your own particular "Short -Circuit." It is understood that the idea must be possible or probable. If it shows something that occurs as a regular thing, such an idea will
Now, let's see what
have a good chance to "in the prize. It is not necessary to make an elaborate sketch, or to write the verses, \Ve will attend to that.

THE
will

you can do!

RIZE WINNER

Damp was the death
Of poor John Van Camp,
He viewed his flooded cellar
With a trouble lamp.
-Joe MacDonald.

'Nreatlt this somber spot
Rests \\ illie Baitor

He grounded his soldering iron
On the radiator.
-E. S. Wasltburne.

Beneath this weeping willow
Lies Mrs. John Hink,
Who pen her electric iron
Into the sink.

-J.

W. Collins.

LINEMAN ELECTROCUTED
Hid\ Ten.lo., Wire WIti.

'genetic.'
I

nere Heed. Odleinle Believe.
Samuel Clegg. 52, of 5104 Cnrnegtd
:at<nua S. E., IVaa electrottite& yen

ilerd.y while working on
land Electric lllumlnetin,

Cleve.
Co. pole

'at SOM Center and Mayfield roede;
¡Euclid village.
orklnu on the con
Clegg was
¡Pero'' line east to. Goakg. County,

ignal

when the foreman geve the

[for lunch.
Sparks euddenty

stsele6 around
;Clegg, who hung limp In hie eafetll
bait. He wee lowered to the ground
,.nth
rope.
Clegg probably re
;moved hla rubber atute and (clothed

wire ckrryina

believe.
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This tells the tale
Of trackman McCrum.
In lifting a rail, he used
A third rail as fulcrum

-George Lanier.
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Peace be raid( the soul
Of Pieter Van Yew!
His key was in the H. T.
Of his C.N.

-Tcd

Farrell.

have run ever since.
In connection with our Short Circuit Contest, please note that these Short Circuits started in our November, 1921, issue and short
circuits. Every
or
Naturally, during this time, all of the simple ones have appeared, and we do not wish to duplicate suggestions of actualin happenings
previously.
Man or woman in
print
they
already
which
we
must
because
have
appeared
disregard,
suggestions,
month we receive hundreds of the following
latter touching an electric
bath tub being shocked by touching electric light fixture or electric heater. Boy flying kite, using metallic wire as a string,
line. People operating a radio outfit during a thunderstorm. Stringing an aerial, the latter falling on lighting main. Picking up a live trolley wire. Making
of this kind should
circuits
All
obvious
short
standing
floor
register,
etc.
vacuum
while
on
heating
a
cleaner
operating
Woman
third
rail.
with
a
contact
not be submitted, as they stand little chance of being published.
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THiS department is conducted for the benefit of everyone interested in electricity in all its
of all, but necessarily can only
publish such matter

as

interests the majority of readers.
each correspon dent.

I. Not more than three questions can be answered for
2. Write on only one side of the paper; all matter should
4.

Gramme Ring
writes:
Q.

Berthold Gross, Brooklyn, N. Y..

the older books on electricity a good deal about the Gramme ring
as being an important invention and step in
the development of tite dynamo. Can you
explain it to me and tell me why, it is not
used any more?
1.

1

see in

Diagram to illustrate the operation of the
Gramme ring, a historical armature.
The
dotted line suggests where connections may be
made to the commutator and the small arrows
show the neutral points where current may be
taken off were it not for armature reaction.
The large arrows show the direction of the

current.
I.

The diagram gives

a

representation

of the winding of this armature. If a coil
of iron wire such as shown in the cut was
wound around with a continuous coil of insulated wire of copper, and if the whole is then
rotated in a magnetic field as indicated, the
points opposite the poles of the magnet will
he points of ntaximunt excitation where the
most lines of force are cut in a second by
the wire. At the one pole the induction will
he the opposite of the other, so that opposite polarities. as it were. will join at points
at right angles to the line connecting the
points of maximum excitation.
If a wire is kept in contact with these
points by brushes and extends front brush
to brush. making a closed circuit, a current
will flow through the coils out at one socalled neutral point and in at the other. as
it may be expressed. As a matter of construction, leads front the coil are carried to

cylindrical commutator Upon the shalt.
Such is the Gramme ring, and it is a very
difficult one to wind, and most of the work
is done by the wires on the outside of the
core. Its high magnetic reluctance and difficulty of construction have caused its abandonment. The drum armature is the direct
evolution of this one. as it replaces the ring
core of rather high reluctance with a large
cylindrical core, filling the gap as nearly as
a

for the hene(it

t

short as possible.

possible between tite poles of the field magnet; and this with its commutator is tite

regular construction familiar to all. and it
acts like the Gramme ring. The winding
of the drum armature represents the outside
lavers of wire of the ring armature.
Referring to the diagram, the loops projecting inwards from the ring suggest points
to which the commutator should be connected.
The straight arrows at the top attd bottom
of the ring indicate the points of zero excitation, front which points the current is taken
off.

Selenium Cells

1.

We are glad to answer questions

1925

be typewritten, or else written i
ink. No attention can be paid to penciled letters.
This department does not answer questions by mail free of charge. The
Editor will, however, be glad to answer special questions at the rate of
work, intricate calculations, patent research work, etc., a special charge will be made. Correspondents

25 cents for each.
On questions entailing research
will be informed as to such charge.
Kindly oblige us by making your letter as

(541)

phases.

for November,

(542) Thomas W. Wootton, Schenectady,
N. Y., asks:
Q. I. I require the use of a cell sensitive to
light of the selenium type. I have just received quotations from two firms who manufacture these cells; one costs $50 and the
other $30, which is more than I wish to pay.
Can you give me references as to how to
manufacture a simple cell embodying the following features: a, sensitivity to daylight and
darkness: h, compactness: c. low resistance?
A. 1. \Ve have given a number of articles
on this subject and beg to refer you to the
following copies of THE. Exl'tiRI\fl:xTER and
Practical LIectrics. in which you will find
them very fully described:
The Experimenter, \larch, 1925 issue, page
328; Practical Electric.. December, 1922,
page 74: and ditto February. 1924, page 193.

D. C. Ctrans f ormer
(543)
asks:

Ernest Phillips. Alexandria, Ind.,

Gravity flattery
(545)
asks:

M. Granbert, Syracuse, N. Y.,

Q. I. What is tite principle of the gravity
battery? I refer to the one using copper
sulphate as the excitant.
ft seems to me
that as zinc sulphate makes a solution of
higher specific gravity than (loes copper sulphate. the battery will not work.
A. 1. We received from a contributor
some months ago a suggestion for making
a gravity battery in a test tube which will
give an answer to your question.
The
copper sulphate lies at the bottom and an
insulated wire connects with a coil of wire.
the latter buried in it.
1t the top there is
the zinc plate.
The battery is filled with
water to which a small amount of sodium
sulphate or zinc sulphate may be added.
As the battery works. zinc sulphate accumulates its the upper layers, while the saturated
solution of copper sulphate lies at the bottom,
but alter a while the action you predicate
in your question will take place. The zinc
sulphate solution will become of equal or
higher specific gravity than that of the copper sulphate and the two will mix, and the
battery will he put out of action.
in practice this is avoided, by removing
the zinc sulphate solution from time to time
before it has a chance to get too strong, and
replacing it with water. This may be very
conveniently done with a large glass or India
rubber syringe. Oil is sometimes placed on
top to prevent creeping. Like practically all
batteries, the gravity battery is an expedient
and is far from perfect.
One trouble is that metallic copper pre -

Q. 1. Can a person obtain a transformer to
step up and step clown a direct current?
Q. 2. ilow can a 6 volt direct current motor he changed to run on a transformer
through 110 volt A.C. house circuit?

A.

1.

\Vh:tt

former

is

known as

a

rotary trans-

is what you need. This is a machine
which has oil the saute shaft a motor turned
by direct current. and this tarns a dynamo

ZINC

which generates a direct current of any desired potential according to its winding.
A. 2. \Ve refer you to 11r. Secor's very
exhaustive article on k.C. and D.C. motors
in the

July and August

issues

SULPHATE

of TILE Ex-

PERTMENTF.R.

COPPER

PhotoElectric Cells
(544)

M. Ridged, Brooklyn. N. Y., asks:
'What is the best method of constructing a photo -electric cell? The cell is to
be used for experiments only but trust be very
sensitive.
A. 1. For a description of such a cell we
refer you to Radio .News of September. 1925,
in which you, twill find an article on that subject. if a selenium cell would answer your
purpose, volt will find several of them described in Practical Eliclric.c and Ton Exrrtttnrr.xTER of the following months: Practical Flectrics. Dec. 1922, page 74 and Feb.
1924, page 193. The Experimenter. March
Q.

1.

1925, Dace 328.

SULPHATE

A gravity battery contained in a test tube,
quite applicable for some purposes. It will give
a good voltage within a reasonable volume on
account of the smallness of the tubes, but has
the disadvantage of high resistance.

cipitates
is idle.

Ott the zinc plates if the battery
Sometimes this is avoided by keep-

ing the battery on closed circuit of high
resistance. Enough current is supposed to
pass to prevent mixture of the two solutions
and to preserve the zinc front accumulating
copper on its surface. If it does so accumulate scrapping the zinc plates is the only
remedy and this is a disagreeable operation.
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QRM-[1 am being interfered with]
(Continued from page 22)
ing causes should be considered:
2.
3.

Fan motors.
Washing machines.
Sewing machines.

4.
5.
6.

Vibrating reed battery chargers.
Mercury arc rectifiers.
Tungar rectifiers.

1

Vacuum cleaners.
Loose fuses.
Defective entrances or circuit switches.
10. Stator coil open or grounded in phase
motors.
11. Dirty or worn brushes or cut slip
rings.
12. induction type electric furnaces.
13. X-ray machines and violet ray nta7.

8.
9.

chines.

Electrically operated refrigerators.
Defective sockets.
16. High frequency apparatus.
If the interference appears to originate in
factory, besides everything mentioned
a
above, consider the following:
1. Smoke and dust precipitators.
2. Electrical flour bleachers.
Providing the interference cannot he located by taking bearings from fixed locations as previously mentioned. it would then
be necessary to load a portable set operating
on a loop into the family flivver and tour
14.

,,.,
"Aha!"

he laughs

in joyous abandon.
"It works fine, now

that the trouble

is

cleared up. Those
amateur fellers are
pretty good skates
at that."

15.

the neighborhood.
Regarding a receiver, someone is sure to
ask which type is to be preferred and will
one set work to the exclusion of all others?
My answer is emphatic in that any sensitive
I have
receiver will serve satisfactorily.
used anything from a crystal set to a six tube super -heterodyne. And on one occasion very satisfactory results were obtained
using a crystal reflex. To prove my statements, t have heard amateurs on code with
regenerative detector and two step audio
operating on a two -foot loop over a distance
of a thousand miles or better-and broadcast
stations almost as goal.
When operating any type of receiving set
in an automobile, you will find that the ignition system will generally play havoc with
reception of anything else. so it will be neces"Drive-Park
sary to institute the policy
:

-Listen" or else "Drive-Coast-Listen..\ Pord is more easily adapted to the latter

11.

method than most o her cars and people will
not think anything t nusual is happening.
Growing reminiscent. I pause to smile at
some past experiences down in Kansas. The
lord was hang used and we were looking
for faulty insulators on a high tension line
carrying hot stuff-about forty kilovolts.
Such a high voltage acts up mighty peculiar
sometimes and will spark to anything if
given the least opportunity. For that reason
it was necessary to check every pole for
trouble within the city limits. Our "modus
operandi" was to get the old bus going down
a "lead," and give her plenty of gas between
poles.
Jttst as we approached a pole we
would kill the engine and coast past listening
for all we were worth with the loop set at
right angles to the line. You can easily
picture the resemblance to a balky mule or
some ancient Ford in distress!
A little information as to what may he expected when out on interference will not he
It does not matter whether the
amiss.

1~,,,11111,13411..14.11.1,4~.~1

He removes the
phones in the ex-

pectation of locating the trouble,and
quizzically rubs his
cranium. "There is
that amateur fellow again

!r

4

.

.

.

source of the trouble is a part of art electric
line such as faulty insulators, transformers,
or some electrical device attached indirectly
to the supply line such as a vibrating battery
charger-the existing interference will lead
you a merry chase unless you are experienced
in this kind of work. Such interference has
an exasperating way of following every electrical conductor or circuit directly connected
or es en in inductive relation. For this reason
interference may be picked up on a circuit
which itself is entirely clear. On the other
hand, a loop or leg off the circuit connected
to the circuit on which is located the defective
apparatus would also carry these radio frequency currents that continually go astray.
Now that I have told you how to get started, the rest is tip to your ability as an operator and to the patience of the chauffeur. Proceed as outlined in a preceding paragraph using the method of triangulation-obtaining as
many different bearings as possible and at
the same time noting the intensity of the signal.
On a difficult case it is often possible to
solicit the cooperation of the local light company and have them kill supply circuits or
arc circuits in the neighborhood affected, and
then by trial and error the faulty circuit is
easily discovered. By referring to the contputty's circuit drawings, this defective circuit
can be traced from its source to its end including all its loops and taps.
These little side -lights are interesting and
often of much assistance. With this in mind,
i offer another. It is easily possible that the
interference you are experiencing can be
caused by some defective wiring or defective apparatus in your own home. In order
to determine whether such is the case it is
only necessary for someone to open the main
switch located at the meter while you listen in. If the interference disappears entirely, it
is practically certain that the trouble exists
very near at hand. If the interference is considerably reduced but does not disappear, it
would seem as though the trouble was on your
supply line but not in your house wiring or
attachments.

of two articles dealing with
of interference. Mr. Turner,
rito is well fitted for the task of uniting on
the subject, as he is in constant touch with
the situation. will Continue with the other
sources of trouble in the nest issue.-Editor.
This is part

I

the problem

1
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cChe Luludyne
(Continued front page 15)
Both set to work ant prescribed a certain
date upon which they were to compare their
craftntanship-on that date, the virtues and
outstanding qualities of their work would be
revealed.
With a diligence and persistence that is
part of his complex anatomy, Frank carefully
rounded his receiver into shape, and then
when he finally exhausted everybody's patience. appeared on the scene at the last moment and with his well -pronounced ego, acclaimed himself conqueror of conquerors.
And he had SOME set with him! Knobs
and dials galore; switches and meters and
bezels; pilot lights, petite clock and panel
lamp-all decorating the panel and giving it
resplendent air.
Fred had already surmised what Frank
was going to create-a veritable bunch of
junk-an expensive array of entirely and
wholly unnecessary apparatus which, although improving the appearance of the
radio set, did not in any way improve íts
operation, its simplicity of control, or its
distance -getting ability and quality of reproduction. Frank's set was a 5 -tube tuned radio
frequency affair, which, after a brief test,
,was no mettle to Fred's, for Fred had produced a set which was also some set!
With a unanimity that was spontaneous,
the glofy of -the occasion went to Fred, who
named his receiver "The Luludyne." Even
Frank bowed in acquiescence. He had been
beaten and Fred's masterpiece, The Luhddyne,
entered the- Valhalla of Fame.
It certainly does "produce the goods," and
if you could see Lulu twirl the dials in exuberant delight! She has finally found a
diversion of which I am glad to say she will
never tire. At least she told me so. And as
for Fred, he is more than content to build
Luludynes for his appreciative and thankful
friends and neighbors. He'll build one for
you, too.
Constructional Details of the Luludyne
The Luludyne, as can be seen in the accompanying photos and diagrams, consists
of a low -loss regenerative tuning arrangement to which audio frequency amplification
of the highest quality is added. One stage
of transformer -coupled and three stages of
resistance-coupled amplification comprise the
faultless amplifier which gives such splendid
reproduction.
It is surprising to note with what regularity and clarity distant stations can be
brought in. And the other great features
of the set are that, first, it is primarily a
single control set, in which the added optional controls of antenna coupling and tickler

feedback adjustment, for the reception of
local stations, are incorporated. It thus becomes a simple matter to accurately "log"

stations.
Alongside a five -tube radio frequency circuit, straight, neutralized, reversed feed -back
or other modification, the Luludyne can
easily run rings around it. To be convinced,
you need but build one for yourself and see
the vast superiority 'it has over the "freak"
sets now on the market.
To begin with the following necessary
parts 'will have to be procured:

,

<>
1

1

I

7" X 24" panel.
6" X 22" baseboard.
Lopez low loss coupler.
General Instrument low loss .0005
mfd. condenser.
Standard sockets.
20 -ohm Yaxley rheostat.
fi -ohm Yaxley rheostat.
Federal double circuit jack.
Federal single circuit jack.
Cutler -Hammer key type filament
switch.
4 -inch dials.
.00025 mfd. grid condenser.

2-meg. grid leak.

Dubilier

I
I
I

1

3% to
mer.

1

.006 fixed condensers.
ratio Erla audio transfor-

2 Rasco binding post strips.
7 Binding posts.

\ eby grid leaks, 1,000,000. 500.000,
250,000 ohms.
3 Veby
resistor couplers, 100,000
ohms each.
3

1

Cabinet.

It is the conviction of the author that the
three -circuit tuner and the very excellent
audio frequency amplifier as described, added
to it. make it the very best radio receiver
that has as yet ever been built.
The tuning unit will be described first.
The primary and tickler coils are both
wound on a rotor form, 3 inches in diameter. Twelve turns of No. 16 D.C.C. constitute the primary winding. The tickler coil
has twenty turns of No. 22 D.C.C. For the
secondary, which is wound in the well-known
low loss method, forty-four turns of No. 12
D.C.C. comprise the coil formed by thirteen
pins placed in a 41/2 -inch diameter circle.
The coupling of both the primary and the
tickler coils can be varied by means of a

shaft attached to the rotor form of each.
The tuning is resolved into a purely single
control, the .0005 tuning condenser providing ample accuracy and ease of tuning. Note
from the photo that the tuning coupler is
placed away from any other apparatus. This
in itself prevents any undesirable feed -back
and allows perfect control of regeneration.
Proceeding from the detector tube, the
next device is the audio transformer. This
must necessarily be of a low ratio, one in
the order of 3 to 1, serving the purpose very
nicely. If a higher ratio is used, slightly
better amplification may result, but the control of regeneration becomes hampered and
the quality of the music may be affected.
It will be found best to employ no more
than twenty volts or so as plate voltage for
the detector tube. Remember, a small overload or slight distortion in the detector tube
circuit becomes greatly amplified in the amplifier circuit. It is, therefore, better to
satisfy one's self with lesser volume and
greater clarity will then ensue.
The resistance coupled amplifier has long
been known for its superior reproducing
qualities. The three stages incorporated into
the Luludyne have proved no exception to
the rule and do their work to perfection.
Nothing more need be said concerning the
amplifier except that as little deviation as
possible from the given values be allowed.
One 20 -ohm rheostat is used for the detector tube and affords an extremely fine control of filament current. For the amplifier
tubes, a 6 -ohm rheostat furnishes sufficient
degree of control.
Note the slight length of the wire leads
from the grid leak and grid condenser to
the grid terminal and tuning condenser, respectively. In fact, the word length cannot
be properly used, for the connections
are
direct to the terminals themselves, no wire
being used. This is a salient feature that
goes a long way in keeping the efficiency
of
the set at its highest.
From all outside appearances the Luludy ue
looks exactly like a neutrodyne, but as a
matter of fact it is by far superior, both in
performance, looks and all-around efficiency.
It is one set which its owner can truthfully
acclaim as the best.
All the parts of the very best materials
can be procured for less than thirty-five dollars. and this incentive of low cost for such
an exceptional receiver should prove a determinant factor in persuading you to duplicate
it.
The Luludyne is here. Long live the
1uludyne!

Sound and Audio Frequency Amplification
(Continued from page
17)

this amplifier the fact was stressed and used
as a recommendation that the resistance
coupled amplifier modulates down-meaning
that when a milliammeter is placed in the
plate lead it indicates a decreased current as
soon as signals are being received. Now it
happens that one of the best and most reliable ways of discovering if an amplifier is
distorting is just this procedure, and if the
meter indication is not steady, proof is had
that the amplifier distorts. A non -distorting
amplifier will show an absolutely steady
plate current, because the meter is a direct
current meter, which does not show an alternating current of pure alternating current
characteristics, as the signal should be.
We can now readily realize how such an
amplifier should be built in practice, for
almost ideal results-a diagram is given in
Fig. 5.
The only points that should be brought

out appear to be the following ones. the
diagram represents a detector tube with
four stages of resistance coupled amplification. On all of the tubes amperites are used
as filament controls, first because these assure the operation of the filament at the
right temperature, and prevent so-called volume control by means of the filament current, as is done on only too many commercial
receivers. As explained in the preceding
article, the duty of the detector is the separation of the audio frequency component
from the carrier wave frequency, and for
this reason the plate circuit of the detector
is provided with a by-pass condenser of
either .001 or .002 microfarad, as indicated
in the drawing.
To enable the user to control the volume
obtained in the loud talker it will be seen
that the grid leak of the last tube is indicated as a variable one:
This resistance

should preferably have

range of from
a greater control of volume is still desired, the scheme
shown in the previous article, a stage control switch, can be employed, in which case
it is recommended to have a variable resistance of from 10,000 to 100,000 ohms
across the loud talker.
Of course. there is one drawback-and a
fairly serious one-to this type of amplifier : the fact that a very high resistance is
used in series with the plates of the tubes.
so that in order to obtain sufficient actual
plate voltage it is necessary to employ unduly high "B" battery voltages. This prompted experimenters to seek and find means
which overcome this drawback completely:
the use of choke coils in the plate circuit
instead of resistances. We will consider
these amplifiers in more detail in the fol50,000 to 500,000 ohms.

lowing issue.

a
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Building and Taking Care
of if our Home
HOME OWNER'S HANDBOOK. By A.
ix. 494 pages with index.
Scientific American Publishing Company,

C. Lescaboura.

$2.50.

1924.

._'

',,.

The author's name is familiar to many of our
readers. It is fair to say that many people have
a laudable ambition to own their own house, and
especially is this the case with those of limited
In nearly five hundred pages Mr. Lesmeans.
carboura covers what may be fairly called the
entire field of home construction. He has followed
what must he conceited to be an excellent plan.
going to such authorities as the Bureau of Standards, the great Weyerhaeuser Forest Products
Organization, Brick Manufacturers Associations. the
Portland Cement Association and many others.
Art allusion is made to these in the preface and
as the leaves of the book are turned over the
illustrations will be found credited to their sources.
largely to technical concerns.
One of the movements of the day is the issuing
of high grade literature by commercial supply
houses; so the use of such sources gives this book
As a typical section, we might
a particular value.
refer to the rather too short description of heating
with oil, hut short as it is it covers the ground
quite satisfactorily and two authorities are here
referred to, so that anybody who wishes to cope
with the numerous coal strikes can address the
firms cited under the illustrations and get the last
word on the subject of oil in the home furnace.
would exceed our space to tell all that is in
the book, but we feel that we can recommend it

It

warmly.

notes on Dynamos
FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF
GENERATORS AND MOTORS: EXAMPLES. By Professor F. E. Austin.
vl, 108 pages, including index.

Lancaster

Press, Inc.

This look whose author treats his subject largely
from a mathematical standpoint, which is preemi-

I

nently the right way to do, using calculus as required. does not !end itself to review. All we can
say is this: that the general aspect of the work is
such as to make us feel that it is worthy of warm
commendation, and within its 108 pages the reader
will find an immense amount of practical informa
tion concentrated. Unless he is willing to regard
each page as possibly
he will fail to get the

involving some hours of work,
right conception of it.

Elementary Chemistry
of the Day
SMITH'S
TRY.

Index.

ELEMENTARY

CHEMIS-

James Kendall. xvi, 423.
The Century Co., 1924.
By

Professor James Kendall of Columbia with the
collaboration of five instructors in five different
states of the Union has revised and edited this
book originally. by Professor Alexander Smith
which is specifically a school or college text
book. The writer of this review has always found
that the lucid treatment of the elements of a subject makes most agreeable reading and to write a
book for the student is like writing a story for
children. It requires the exercise of the greatest
ingenuity.
The mathematician and logician of
Oxford University made his reputation by two
fairy books as they may be termed, and while we
do not know whether the Professor Alexander
Smith who originally wrote this book, could write
fairy stories, he has produced what is a very in
teresting treatise on the subject of such absorbing
interest at the present day, and which is brought
so well upto date that we heartily commend it to
our readers. An instance of its advanced text
and treatment is given by a few words on fused
quartz, which seems only a few days old in its last
developments, yet it is described and illustrated
here.
Organic chemistry, radium and atomic
chemistry are given in brief. Eleven pages of index are given, its itself a good example of book
making.
The editors of THE EXPERIMENTER were far
from sure how its section on E.rperinccntat Chen,
istry would be received by its readers. Numerous
letters have shown us that our readers are greatly
interested in the science, and we are glad to have
the opportunity of reviewing some elementary
treatises on the subject.

j1

Electrified Butterfly Lives
LTwenty.Five nears
(Continued front page 34)

larger the surface and the smaller number
of sharp edges presented the more efficient
will the apparatus be. The prominence and
good metallic connection of the flowers (FE)
with the wires (AA) must be considered
carefully so that nothing may resist the passage of the slight electric current.
A butterfly (H) is suspended by two
fragile fibres of cocoon silk to the top of
the glass shade so that when it rests it
hangs centrally between the flowers (F and
G), which latter form the ends of the connections (A and A'). To be bifilarly suspended by a fibre thread may seem impossible, but a reference to Fig. 5, showing the
two fibres joining to form one suspensory
fibre is a sufficient explanation of the terra.
The butterfly may be a dried specimen or
one made of thin paper: in bath cases the
lower part of the thorax under the head
should be coated with bronze or other metallic paint. The length of the fibre should
be adjusted to allow the insect to touch
both flowers in its swinging, and when this
is satisfactory the glass shade may be
finally fixed in position. and before the
chenille border ring is placed on, the glass
should be well warmed and the edges scaled
with glue. or other compound, so as to preserve a dry atmosphere within it.
This done, the only remaining thing is to
cant the stand sharply, so as to set the butterfly in oscillation; and if every part of
the construction is carried out as itere described, the indefatigable insect will hover
from flower to flower without ceasing for
at least 20 years, and under exceptionally
favorable circumstances, 25 years.

CThe .Ark of the Covenant.

IlonlAqueous Voltaic Cells
(Continued from page 35)
in the electromotive series, but are in general of the order of one and a half or two

volts. In the case where an acid is the
electrolyte, such as hydrochloric acid (HCI)
or sulphuric acid (H,SO.), the one metal
goes into solution as the salt of the acid
and hydrogen is given off at the electrode
of the other metal or carbon. Thus in the
case of zinc and copper in hydrochloric
acid, the zinc goes into solution as zinc
chloride and liberates hydrogen, and the
current flows from the copper (positive)
electrode to the negative zinc electrode
along a wire connecting the two outside the
solution.
The same kind of thing is reproducible
by taking solutions of organic substances
in dry ether. If a platinum electrode is
inserted as the positive anode, and a magnesium electrode as the negative cathode, in
a solution of one part of ethyl bromide
(C,H,Br) containing a trace of crystalline
iodine in 20 parts of dry ether, a current
will flow from the platinum to the magnesium along a wire connecting the two
outside the solution. This cell has a voltage
of about 1.5 volts. The reaction in this cell
is a little different from that in the aqueous
solution, the magnesium going into solution
as follows:
Mg -}- C,H,Br = C,H,MgBr
magnesium
ethyl
ethyl
bromide magnesium bromide
As the cell has a rather high internal resistance, it furnishes very little current,
although it has a voltage equal to that of
the corresponding aqueous cell. If other
metals are used instead of magnesium, voltages are obtained as follows:
.

(Continued front page 39)
CHAPTER

Electrodes
Voltage range
Platinum and Aluminum (Al) ... 71 - .89
" Cadium (Cd)
72 - .93
Zinc (Zn)
Nickel (Ni)
" Chromium (Cr)
" l.ead (Pb)
"

1

...

02 -1.08
027- .098
09 - .142
40 - .607
40 - .45
13 - .20

Mercury (IIg) ....
iron (Fe)
Magnesium (Mg) .. 80 -1.6
In the above measurements butyl bromide
(C,H,Br) was used in place of the ethyl
bromide because it is less volatile. For
those cells made up with ethyl bromide,
however, the same values were obtained as
for corresponding cells using butyl bromide.
In making the cells mentioned above, it is
absolutely necessary that the ether he as dry
as possible, or the reaction will not take
place, and the voltages will, of coarse, not
he produced. The ether may he dried as
follows: Put the portion of the ether to
be dried in a flask with a tight fitting stopper and shake up with ten or twenty grams
of dry calcium chloride (CaCI,) and let it
set for a few days to make sure that all
the water and alcohol have been taken up.
The calcium chloride may then be removed
by filtration.
A small piece of metallic
sodium is then put in the flask to react
with any alcohol or water that still remains.
The Grignard reagent (i. e., the ethyl magnesium bromide) is decomposed by any
water that may be present and prevents the
reacting of the magnesium, so this precaution is necessary.
The great similarity of galvanic cells in
which ether is the solvent, to those in which
water is the solvent, is at once perceived.

1

Prisoners in the Great Cavern
Tian Lamont and tnyself were neatly trapped.
We found ourselves looking down the muzzles
of three rifles and a pistol, the latter held by
Shalt() Seton.
it would have been useless to give way- to my
I
first impulse, which was to pull my gun.
calculated the chances of shooting, but it was
certain that the men facing us were putting up
no bluff.
Surprise and anger robbed us of
spe"ch, and for a moment or two Dan and I
faced the threatening muzzles without a word, our
hands in the air. Seton stepped aside and quickly
deprived us of our weapons. I found my tongue
then.
"So," I said hotly, "you are the leader of the
damned pirates, after all!"
"If you like to put it that way," Seton replied
quietly, "yes. You may put your hands down

now."
I thought of the kindness that Seton had received from Kirsteen Torrance and Lord Abilene,
of the friendly reception of him at the White
House by the President, and I choked with rage.
i took a look at Dan, and from the whiteness
of his face I could see that he was sharing my
feeling.
But we said nothing further.
It looked as if our capture had been fully exThe movement on
pected by the other side.
the part of Scton's met was just about automatic.
They closed in on us, and our eyes were quickly

We were ordered to march.
For a yard or two we were directed through
scrub, then we found ourselves descending some
rough steps. From the air and from the sound
of our feet as they crunched on the rock under
us, it was evident that we were in some sort of
tunnel. The crude steps gave place to a rambling
downward incline, and the air blew cool about
us with a snsell of ozone.
Our guards were
silent, but the touches by which they guided us along
this winding subterranean path were kind enough.
Once, on a piece of rocky going, I stumbled, and
the fingers on my arm tightened to a grip that
saved me from falling.
But no word was spoken.
There was a steady descent of ahout half a
kilometre which brought us into a wider passage,
it seemed, and the sound of falling water came
to our ears. There was the hum, too, of machinery, and a distant clang of hammers. %Ve
began to go down some steep steps, some scores
of them, and it felt as if we were descending into
bandaged.
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great hall or cavern of vast proportions. There
Somewhere a man was

was the sound of voices.

singing a sort of coon song with a most haunting
lilt, but as we with per captors came down the
seeps, the voices fell silent, and we did not need
our eyes to tell us that men were looking at us
with curiosity all about. The rushing sound of
falling water was louder now, and the hum of
machinery in good bearings more insistent.
\Ve reached level ground, and threaded our
way among machines-we could smell the lubricant-then our feet rattled hollow on a wooden
bridge.
Solid ground again, and another flight
of wooden steps, a rocky path, and then we were
halted with a touch, and the bandages were
whipped from our eyes.
Dan and I were blinking at each other in a
biggish cave whose rock walls were cream colour.
Well -scrubbed tables stood in regular pattern on
the roughly levelled floor, with crudely -made
benches about them. In one corner of the chamber, shelves of lumber held a number of books,
cheap editions of novels mostly, and on the walls
were targets for dart games, and boards for wall quoits. Here and there on the cave walls were
pasted coloured and half -tone illustrations from
American and English magazines, reprints of
drawings by Kirchner and Fontain that made one
think of dugouts on the Western Front years ago.
A big hewn opening in one of the cave walls gave
light and ventilation and through it was a view
of what I took to be the cup -shaped basin to the
north of the plateau. I would have crossed to
the opening to look out on the scene, but one of
our guards, pointed his rifle.
"No, don't do that, Mr. Boon," he said, and
he added whimsically, after a pause: "Sit down
and make yourself miserable for a bit."
The Americans Appear on the Scene: the Prisoners
Get Synthetic Lemonade

Ile

was an American, a lean and

lanky indivi-

dual with a twinkle in his eyes. The other, for
now there were only two, was a stout man with
that irradicable air of the sea about him which
always tells the British seaman.
"Give me your word that you'll make no fuss,"
the American went on, "and I'll slack this guard
on you a morsel.
It would do you no good.
anyhow, to try and escape.
You're corralled."
I was desperately anxious about Milliken and
the Merlin, but it was plain that to attempt
dropping from that high opening or to rush the
door, would be the height of folly, so after a
look at Dan I nodded.
"That's fine." said the guard, "and now you
ran have a drink. It is only synthetic lemonade,
but you'll find it good and cold. What say?"
'Sounds like home to me," I replied. "What
about you. Dan?"
"I'm with you," said Dan.
The stout seaman waddled out, and by and by

returned with tuvo long glasses full of an iced
bubbling liquid. After our adventures on the
plateau top. it was delicious.
"You look after yourselves here, then?" I
suggested to the guard.
"Sure.
\\ e don't have

much."
"Ice, too?"
"As you see."

to

deny

ourselves

Oucstions seemingly were barred. In silence,
then. Dan and I seated ourselves in two camp
chairs, and fell to our drinks. As may be judged,
we were both a bit dazed. and feeling dead foolish
at having walked so neatly into the trap that
tras closed on us so firmly. I had a faint hope
that Milliken liad seen our capture from the
bluff, and that he had had the sense to get off
with the Merlin immediately. If he had, it was
only a question of time until armed hordes were
swooping down on the pirates' lair.
But as I
considered the idea, I began to see that it was
next to impossible. At the time of the hold -tip,
Dan an
I had been deep enough in the trees
round the sinter cones to be screened effectually
from view from the bluff.
With that hope in the discard, T began to
formulate another. which uvas that my mechanic
would have the time to get off a broadcast message of our whereabouts if the plateau party
tried to hold hint up. But even as f uvasturning
over in my mind that and other schemes for
Milliken, my calculations were pulled up by a
1

the half -kilo guns into play.
The steady
was shattering the air about
the plateau. From the attackers no sound came,
except twice-two deliberately separate shots from
a rifle.
There was a -last drum of tire, despairing
in sound somehow, froth one of Milliken's lighter
guns, and then-dead quiet.
The silence held through an hour and a half
of suspense. Had Milliken managed to get away?
I
saw difficulty in this, even supposing lie had
so effectually disposed of his attackers as to let
hint get out of the Merlin's cabin.
Before he
could make off, he would have to turn her nose
away from land, and then there would' be the
difficulty of starting without some one to Clip
over the propeller. There was just a chance that
he had managed this, though the operation was
difficult and dangerous, but I cursed myself that
I had not thought of arranging a self-starter for
the plane.
Dan and I discussed the probabilities in low
tones. \Ve knew the determination and resource
of our comrade by a hundred experiences.
We
pinned our hope to those stout qualities of Milliken, and began to think that we had a chance
of rescue. But us hen ninety minutes had passed, we
found our hope was vain.
The curtain over the cave entrance was thrown
aside, and Seton entered, leading our mechanic
of

"crack-crack!".of it

blindfolded.

"Herds your man, Boon," said Seton. "Ile put
up a jolly good light, but the dice were against
him. Cheer up, Milliken-no man could have
done better."

"I

don't want any certificates front you."
Milliken said grimly, the bandages off his eyes.
"That's just about the last thing I'll stand for."
"('once, come, Milliken," said Seton gently. "You
can't bear all that ill -will."
"You sink the Merlin and capture me-well,
I can face that!" said Milliken thickly.
"But
you dope women-a girl like Miss Torrancewho's given you her hand

into your eyes!

"I

see,"

111

Seton

-will!

said

ablaze.

The Sound of Battle: Milliken at the Gun
"Oh,
you, Milliken!" yelled Danny.
"Atta hoy. ,,.

\Ve.both knew the mechanic's deadly skill with
the machine gun, and the likelihood that his attackers would he wiped out if they were anywhere in his reach. \Ve shook hands on it.
"I sympathize with your feelings, Mr. BoonMr. Lamont." the cool drawl of our guard came
to bring us back to reality. "But don't you let
them feelings take you an inch nearer the window

for instance."
Ills rifle was in the crook of his arm, and he
was smiling at us grimly. It uvas galling to have
to stand there and listen to the noise of our comrade's lone fight. Now Milliken had brought one

l"

"Well-perhaps

you're right, Milliken!"
Ile turned on his heel and left us with the
guards.

Milliken faced Dan and myself then.

"I

did toy best." he said miserably.
of that, old Milliken," said I.
you'd only fired a shot or something-to

I

'

hand-"
"It

was the

only thing to do, Milliken," I said.

"They'd have starved you out, or riddled the boat.
Don't you think so, Dan?"
"Sure," said Dan. "We'll work better three

together, anyhow-now we're here."
At this moment Seton came into the cave
again, with two or three men-not the least bit
piratical, any of them.
"Sorry to disturb you," he said, "and that 1
must blindfold you once more. You are wanted
elsewhere."
There uvas nothing for it but to submit. and
presently we were led along a short passage into
another cave.
The bandages were taken from us, and we
found ourselves looking into the strangest pair
of mild blue eyes _ever seen.

''I'm certain

"If

give me warning-"
thought with shame that I might have risked
a wound to draw the fire of our autbushers, and
I
felt pretty sick, I can tell you. But I only
I

nodded to him to go on.

"I

Milliken's Story After His Capture

was cleaning up, before turning her to be
ready for making off," Milliken said. "when I
heard somebody call. 'Olt, you, Milliken!'
It
sounded like you, Mr. Boon, but I thought it
was mighty queer that you should call at all.
Opening the front screen, I answered the hail.
'Olt, you, Milliken.' the voice sings out again,

'come here

a minute!'
"Thinks I to myself, that's mighty queer-and
I catch sight of somebody dodging among
trees-and Ile was wearing clothes of a dif-

then
the

ferent shade to yours or Mr. I.amont's. 1 get
seise to the fake. and not knowing what
would
cone of the fight that was due
the Merlin's

-

II

The Chief of the League of the Covenant;
A Remarkable Character
The Chief of the League of the Covenant, who
stood facing us, was the merest wisp of a ratan,
physically. Seton would have made four of him.
and myself probably three.
He was smaller than
Dan Lamont. But if the man's physique was insignificant, there was nothing small about his
personality.
A pale -faced, one-armed little fellow.
with a biggish head ornamented with thin brouvu
hair and a silky beard, some keen force jumped
out of him that uvas like a bright blade. The
eyes that at first you took to be so extraordinarily
mild had depths in them that were blue flame.
Tlie eyes held you, mastered you, and in the still
placidity of that gentle face you read of a soul
that uvas above pain, sorrow, joy-everything that
influences the thought and actions of the ordinary
human. It held a sense of bravery, too, relentless
courage that made you shiver to think of. for behind it lay a will and a pourer that nothing human

(Continued on page 54)

To Our Readers

.

.

IHE publishers of THE EXPERIMENTER have decided to put the contents of this magazine
to a popular vote by its readers.
This
is published and edited solely for. our
traders;, and we are more than anxious to givemagazine
them exactly what they desire. For that reason,
we thought it best to put the matter to a popular vote, and
the majority decide. You will
readily understand that it makes no difference to the editors andletpublishers
what matter is printed
as we can have no preferences in the matter. The readers
must he satisfied first!
\Ve hope every reader will we it as his duty to fill in the adjoining toting
blank, and send
it to the editor. The blank can be cut out and pasted on the back of a
you do not uvish to mutilate the magazine, just copy the blank on a postal postal card:. In case
card
The editors pledge themselves to abide by the result, uvltich will be publishedand mail.
as soon as a
sufficient number of votes are in.-EDITOR.

Voting Blank

u

distant noise.
Two rifle shots in the distance. a pause-and
then the unmistakable "rat -tat -tat! rat -tat -tat!"
of a machine-gun.
Milliken was fighting for it!
My heart leaped at the sound. and I felt myself quiver with excitement. \Ve jumped to our
feet, Danny and I, and my friend's eyes were

to shake and looked

Hell
quietly.

being hard up against the trees-I start
lowering the aerial of the radio to send off a
quick message. There wasn't much chalice of
it being picked up, what with us being on the
water, and with the trees and stuff around, but
thought it was the first move in the game-"
"Good fur you, Milliken," said Dan.
"But I'd no sooner louvered the wire than from
the bushes near two' shots rang out-mighty
good shooting, too, for the aerial. snapped and
the loose end came coiling up into the cabin.
That finished the first trick. I made a jump for
one of the machine guns.
It wasn't much use.
Front the position of the boat, 1 couldn't get the
arc of fire I wanted. So I tried the forra'd gun.
That wasn't any use. 1 couldn't get the depression. But I loosed off at a big tree trunk, hoping
the shell fragments coming back might do a
bit of damage. I brought the 'tree douvn.
"An this time the others hadn't answered. But
another tuvo shots go bang, and from the noise
1
judge they've punctured the floats.
That is
right. The old lady begins to settle, swinging
sidewise, then I have a go with the other mitrailleuse.
But she's settling by tite head, and
by and by her propellor is buried in the mud.
1
thought of having some gun play with my
automatic, but they'd got me corralled for sure,
with no chance of relief coming, so when the
blasted pirates wiggled a white flag and I saw
who it uvas I uvas up against, I chocked in my
nose

My vote

to the contents of Tun EXPERIMENTER
in this ballot. f have placed a
cross in the blank spaces showing either my preference appears
for or dislike of the various subjects
enumerated.
as

Name
Address
More
More
More

More
More
More
More
More
More
More

Less
Less
Less
Less
Less
Less
Less
Less
I.ess
Leas

Q
Q

I would like to see additional departments as

Experimental Radio
Experimental Chemistry
Experimental Electrics
Junior Experimenter
\\-hat Our Readers Think
Latest Electrical Patents
Short Circuits
llouv and Why?
Stories
Experimenter's Patent Service

follows:
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EXPERIMENTER'S

7 REASONS WHY

you will want to examine these five
great books on electrical maintenance and repair for ten days free:
tuve books

in this library discuss actual

The
repair jobs anti show you step by step
what to do when anything goes wrong.
2. They show you how to locate and remedy
motor and generator troubles.
3. They show you how to reconnect motors
to meet any condition of voltage, phase,
frequency and speed.
4. They give you suggestions for preventing
electrical machinery troubles.
5. They cover fully rewinding of motors.
6. They present information that will help
you get better service out of electrical
equipment.
They give you tables, data, kinks
7.
and diagrams that you will
of priceless value every day on
every job.
McGraw -H111
See the books FREE
Book Co., Inn.,
1.

a

:PATENT SERVICE

EDITED BY JOSEPH H. KRAUS
ON this page every month we will give our readers the benefit of our experience on

patents and questions pertaining to patent law. Years of our treatment of the subject
of patented, patentable (and many unpatentable) devices has proved satisfactory to
hundreds of thousands of experimenters. The writer, who has handled the Patent Advice
columns of SCIENCE AND INVENTION MAGAZINE for the past seven years, will
answer questions pertaining to the experimental side of Patents in this publication. If you
have an idea, the solution of which is puzzling you, send it to this department for advice.
Questions should be limited to Electrical, Radio and Chemical subjects. Another of our
publications, SCIENCE AND INVENTION, handles patent advice in other branches. Address
"Experimenter's Patent Service," c/o The Experimenter, 53 Park Place, New York City.
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PATENTS
for free
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Write

book

MUNN & CO.

Auvriated since 1846 with the &ientife American
City
607 Woolworth Building,

~York

526 Scientific American Bldg., Washington, D. C.
415 Tower Building, Chicago, 11/.
368 Hobart Building. San Francisco, Cal.
223 Van Nuys Building, Los Angela, Cal.

tiC3lrFR EE
C

BOOKL4T FO

INVGNTORti

it Is patentable. send
your sketch. Inventions developed, patented. Trade
marks and copyrights obtained in the P. R. and Foreign
countries.
70 Wall St.. New York
Z. H. POLACHEK
Reg. Patent Attorney
Professional Engineer
If your Invention

Is new and useful

me

Insure your copy reaching you each month
Subscribe to The Experimenter-$2.50 a year
Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park Place
N. Y. C.

(21) Leo Watson, San Francisco, Calif.,
asks whether we advise him to apply for
a patent on a heating coil operated by electricity from the storage battery of an automobile, which is to be inserted into the radiator of the automobile. The circuit to the
same is closed by means of a thermostat
whenever the water in the radiator reaches
the freezing point. In this way he hopes
to avoid cracked radiator or cylinders.
A. Although your system of heating the
water in a radiator, so that it will not freeze,
is of some value, it is not by any means as
effective as you believe it to he. The amount
of heat developed by a small resistance coil
operated from the storage battery of a car
is not great -enough (over a period of twentyfour hours) to heat the water in the radiator
without seriously running down the charge
in the battery. If a heating coil developing
a great amount of heat is employed, then
that heating coil consumes a large amount
of current. If the coil gives only a little
heat, the current consumed is not so great
and the battery is kept in a better condition.
It is just as difficult to start a car with
a run down battery as it is to start a car
when cold. The starter itself will often fail
to operate when the battery is low.
One can easily heat the gases in the intake
manifold for starting cold engines by inserting a small resistance coil at this point.
Of course, such a system would not prevent
freezing but administering a small quantity
of alcohol to the water or substituting kerosene for the water will lower the freezing
point of the fluid in the radiator.

PATENTS,

TRADE-MARKS

OPYZGNTS

Before disclosing an invention, the inventor should write
for our blank form "RECORD OF INVENTION". This should be
signed and witnessed and returned to us together with model or
sketch and description of the invention for INSPECTION and INSTRUCTIONS FREE. Electrical cases a specialty.
Our illustrated Guide Book, "HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT,"
Reasonable Tern's
Prompt Attention
sent Free on request. Highest References

VICTOR J. EVANS & CO., Patent Attorneys
Chicago Offices:
1114 Tacoma Bldg.

Nome

for November, 1925

Son Francisco Offices:
Philadelphia Offices:
Pittsburgh Offices:
1010 Hobart Bldg.
518-519 Liberty Bldg.
514 Empire Bldg.
Woolworth
Bldg.
New York Offices: 1001
MAiN OFFICES: 930 NiNTH, WASHINGTON, D. C.
Address ._

It is true that water containing alcohol
boils at a much lower temperature than
ordinary water, and on warm days this water
containing the alcohol would not be as efficient for cooling the engine as unadulterated
water. On cold days this same theory cannot be held. Often stater containing alcohol
in a radiator will cool the engine as efficiently
as straight water.
Even assuming that an electrical heating
coil is to be placed in the water through
the radiator cap, the possibility is that the
water in the radiator would freeze. The
reason is simple. The position of the heating coil in the top of the radiator does not
provide for a convection of the water currents. The water in the immediate vicinity
of the heating coil is heated. \\'arm water
remains at the surface, whereas the' colder
water sinks to the bottom. This is true until
the temperature of 4 degrees Centigrade has
been reached, when the cold water no longer
goes to the bottom of the container. The
possibility is that the water remaining in
the engine water jacket would not get the
benefit of the heat produced by the coil and
would freeze. A better system would he to
place the heating coil at the bottom of the
radiator. The difficulty of installing such
a device there is readily apparent.
We doubt if applying for a patent on
this latter suggestion would be advisable.
Taking the system all in all, it presents a
sort of gambling venture, and we do not
advise anyone to undertake the manufacturing and selling of a device in which the
possibility of sale is so limited and the
chances of loss are so great.

mercury Vapor Lamps
(22) H. W. Phillips, of New York City.
requests patent advice on a mercury vapor
lamp embodying a chain fastened at the top
to an iron core, which core slides up and down
in a solenoid surrounding the lamp.
The
chain makes contact with the mercury.
A. The met cury arc which you have devised is not as practical as those mercury arcs
now in use. The arc which your particular
device would throw is so small as to make
the system impractical. The arc in a mercury lamp rarely breaks down. Consequently
the application of a solenoid and a chain is
not particularly advisable. There are, however, a great many automatic lamps on the
market which start their arcs very simply.
quickly and easily, and which do not have to
depend on a dangling chain for the making or
breaking of the arc. An oxide coating on
this chain would undoubtedly soon form and
make the chain a non-conchictot. We would
not suggest that you apply for a patent on the
idea.
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At the left is a view
of my drafting and
specification offices where
a large staff of experienced
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employ. All drawings and specifications are pre.
pared under my personal supervision.
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PROTECT YOUR IDEAS
Take the First Step Today -ACTION

COUNTS

I

If you have a useful, practical, novel idea for any new article or for an improvement on an old one, you
should communicate with a competent Registered Patent Attorney AT ONCE. Every year thousands of
applications for patents are filed in the U. S. Patent Office. Frequently two or more applications are made
for the same or substantially the same idea (even though the inventors may live in different sections of the
country and be entirely unknown to one another). In such a case, the burden of proof rests upon the last
application filed. Delays of even a few days in filing the application sometimes mean the loss cf a patent.
So lose no time. Get in touch with me at once by mailing the coupon below

No Charge

for Information

on How to Proceed

The books shown here contain valuable information relating to
patent procedure that every inventor should have. And with
them I will also send you my "Record of Invention" form, on
which you can sketch your idea and establish its date before a
witness. Such evidence may later prove valuable to you. Simply
mail the coupon and I will send you the books, and the "Record
of Invention" form, together with detailed information on how to
proceed and the costs involved. Do this NOW. No need to lose
a minute's time. The coupon will bring you complete information entirely without charge or obligation.

Prompt-Careful
Efficient Service

This large, experienced organization devotes its entire time
and attention to patent and trademark cases. Our offices
are directly across the street from the U. S. Patent Office.
We understand the technicalities of patent law. We knew
the rules and requirements of the Patent Office. We can
proceed in the quickest, safest and best ways in preparing
an application for a patent covering your idea. Our success
has been built on the strength of careful, efficient, satisfactory service to inventors and trademark owners located
in every state in the Union.

A. Attorney
O'Brien
Clarence Patent
Registered

Member of Bar of: Supreme Court of the United
States; Court of Appeals, District "f Columbiat
SupremeCourt, District of Columbia;
United States Court of Claims

Practice confined exclusively to Patents, Trademarks
and Copyrights

Strict Secrecy Preserved
Write Me ín Confidence
All communications, sketches, drawings. etc..

are held in strictest confidence in strong, steel.
fireproof files, which are accessible only to
authorized members of my staff. Feel free to
write me fully and f_ankly. Your case will
have my personal attention. It is probable
that I can help you. Highest references.
But FIRST-clip the coupon and get my
free books. Do THAT right now.

Mail this Coupon NOW
CLARENCE A. O'BRIEN,
Registered Patent Atrorney,
237G Security Savings & Commercial Bank Bldg.,
Washington, D. C.

Please send me your free books. "How to Obtain a Patent."
and "Invention and Industry," together with your "Record of
Invention" form without any cost or obligation on my part.

Name
Address

(Important: Write or Print name clearly)
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The .Ark of the Covenant
(Contiued from page 50)

Choose as Your Profession

Electrical

Engineering
Electricity offers a brilliant future to the young
man who is about to choose his career. Never before has there been such wonderful opportunity in
this great field. Big paying positions in electrical

B. S. Degree
in 3 Years

work the world over are open
to trained men-men who
possess specialized, practical
knowledge.
Come to the
School of Engineering of

Milwaukee-the largest and best equipped electrical

could thwart, Here was a man one could not
bluff, for the mind that looked out of him was
analytical of your faintest motile.
I'm afraid that I put down very badly my
own impressions at hrst meeting the Chief of
the League. Many a time since I have asked
Dan Lamont to turn his uncommon power of
analysis on the subject, nut even he fails in describing the sensation he felt when he first looked
into those extraordinary 'eyes. Tile' nearevt we
can both get to it is simply contained in one
word-power-power to the cult degree.
He took us all in, one by one, then he bent
his gaze on me.
"Mr. Boon, 1 take it?"
I bowed.
"You have pursued us long, Mr. Boot.." lie
said, "and tenaciously. It was inevitable that we
should meet. I am afraid that, now you have
found us, we must detain you."
Milliken was the next in order.
"I (tear, Mr. Milliken, that you are a doughty
fighter and that you gave your captors sume
trouble. If your guns had had position, you
probably would have created some carnage. We
shall know each other better by and by. Mean
time, the must keep you also. Remains then Mr.

Lamont-"

Ile turned to Danny, and one would have said
his still look changed slightly as lie gazed at my
friend. As for Danny, his eyes were alight with
a queer excitement-for round the room, or cave,
were disposed instrument upon instrument. of all
queer shapes-the very stuff that Dan keeps his
.

school in America. Here you are trained in both
theory and practice by a faculty of experts. You
learn in large, finely equipped laboratories. If you
have 14 high school credits or equivalent, you can
become an Electrical Engineer with a Bachelor of
Science degree in 3 years. If you lack these
credits, they can be made up at the School of Engi
veering in a short, intensive course.

A

One of the great drawbacks with
phonographs is lack of volume when a
number of people are to be entertained.
This has been overcome in the newly
devised instrument that is fully and
:ompletely described.

Practical Electrical
Education

Earn While You Learn
Classes Now

Orchestra.

Organizing

Fraternities.

Write for Free Catalog
lilu.-'
LECTURES ON

ELECTRICITY
Given weekly from

WSOE

Radiocast Station.
Ask for Free Scholar.
ship Contest Informa-

tion.

Write today for free.
rated catalog lust off the
Press. Bead about this wonderful Institution end the
great opportunities that Ile
Find out` about
before you.
our .pectallzed method of
training and the details -of our
"Cam While You Learn" plan.
t

.

CJCHnDIof iENGItNEERING
Dept. Ex1125, 415 Marshall Street. Milwaukee. Wisconsin
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING OF MILWAUKEE,
Dept. Ex.1125, 415 Marshall St., Milwaukee, WIs.
on sour
Please send me your free Illustrated catalog
course end give me details of your "Kant
While you Learn" plan. (lie sure to glue your age and edu-

cation).
Nome

Address

State

Town
Are

-

Ed :ra'fan

ings. Lay the foundation

i

fora

h
rl

)
J. Matheson Bell
Pres., Ozarka Inc.

permanent, profitable
business of your own. Give it
all your time when you've
proven the big opportunities
tt bolds for you. Sell what
the public wants-

Sell Radio In
Spare Time!

Demonstrate the Ozarka in
your own home or in your
prospect'shome.Salesexperience not necessary- we teach
you! Ozarka instruments
priced right, with sales helps.
national and local advertising, make your selling easy.

12 Selling Lessons FREE!

The Ozarka plan of selling radio is entirely different. Most practical-easier to explain. Sales are
made quicker and easier. Knowledge of radio not

necessary-we teach you every detail without chargel Car
success with 5,100 men proves the merit of our terching.

3,100 Men Are Doing It!

The Ozarks organization today consists <4 3.100 men. In territory not now covered the right man is wanted. $100 weekly
in spare time is not unusual. Many Ozarka men are making

far more -some have been with us for three years.

FREE Book
Tells Howtell me about yourself, and I'll see

Write me personally

that my 64 page book, Ozarka Plan No. 100, is sent you without cost. Please mention the name of your county. To be
sure of my personal attention, attach coupon below, to
your letter.
J. Matheson Bell, Pres.

aZAii

%`'

a116-

120 Austin Avenue

D,

INCORPORASED

a2aqt{A

Chic.gotlllinob _

Gentlemen:

11.115-120D

am greatly interested In the FREE BOOR "The
Ozarka Plan" whereby I can sell your radio instruments
1

Name
City

Address

L

State

County

SCIENCE AND INVENTION
Chemical Tricks

By Dr. Ernest Bade

Lamp Chimney Experimental Apparatus.
By Raymond B. \\'ailes
A Continuous Time and News Broadcast
Service
By C. A. Oldroyd
A Novel Six -in -One Receiver
By I,. Ringer
Five Tubes With Simple Tuning Control
By A. P. Peck

1

By our special system you may earn while learning. Our
employment department will secure you a position to which
you may devote part of each day, spending the remainder
at the school. This plan both solves the student'. financial
problems and provides splendid experience at the same
time. Low tuition fees. Board
and room reasonable. Deily
Broadcasting WSOE. School

VOU can do it in your
1. spare time-even-

Other Interesting Articles To
Appear in November Issue of

Learn by the thorough, approved scientific methods which our twenty years of specializing enable
us to give you. In addition to Electrical Engineering, the following complete courses are given:
D.C. and A.C. Motors and Generators, Armature
Winding, 3 mos. ; Electric Light, Heat and Power
Wiring, 3 mos.; Practical Electricity, 6 mos. ;
Automotive Electricity, 3 mos. ; Radio Sales,
Service and Radiocasting, 3 mos. ; Junior Electrical
Engineering, 12 to 30 mos. Electrotechnics. yr.;
Commercial Electrical Engineering, 1 yr.
;

1~1.u1~1.u4~1,n..eu.11.1.o1.u.ee.sn.1.o4~.u41~1.o11~1..M

Orchestra Vol'.
ume from
Phonograph

Complete

$100 WeeklyI Will Show You How!

Make
I

ie..,.e.n, .,,
tee

aamot

nose amongst normally in his laboratory in New
York.
"Mr. Lamont, said the Chief of the League.
"I do not know what feelings you have about this
capture, but I hope I may be able to dissipate
your resentment by showing you some interesting
sidelights on your own vein of research. 1 have
read your interesting little book on pleochroic
halos, together with other of your works. I have
long had a bone to pick with you on the subject

disintegration. Forgive me. then, if
welcome the ,happy accident that brings you.
"You're very good. sir, said Dan, red-faced
as always by any reference to his work.
'\Vhy, that's well," said the little man. "I do
not despair of making friends with you-with you
all. Now, gentlemen, it is obvious that I cannot
release you until the task of our League is finished. We cannot afford to have our secret laid
bare. I do not wish to keep you in close captivity, and you will, therefore. give me your word
that you will not attempt to escape?"
Danny and Milliken boils looked at me in inquiry. It was obvious that the man in front of
us had charmed them as much as he charmed
me, but the question of giving parole was one
that could not be decided at a flash. The Chief
picked up the thought.
"Naturally, you will need time to consider the
question. To sit down quietly in the present
situation might savor of cowardice. Let me put
it to you, however. If I do not' have your word,
gentlemen, you will be closely confined, except
Your'
for brief periods when you may exercise.
machine will be dismantled where she lies and
means
so
that
that
place,
other
brought to. some
The country round
of escape will he cut off.
about us is nearly -impassable without bearers and
of thorium
I

You've heard

your neighbor praise th
old reliable Pathfinder. the

wonderful national weekly bow
rwo,K
magazine that 3 million people read. You
can try this unbiased digest of domestic end world affairs for tel
Ile. The Pathfinder is inn elnse by itself-nothing else to equal It
time-tested. wholesome. Chuck full of the choicest reading -tit
cream of everything. Science. politics, travel, fun, question box
health. radio etc. :real stories. pictures-instruction. entertainmen
for ell. Send I5c (coin oretamps) for this big paper on trialla weeks.
or Ilex full year (52issues). Pathfinder, Washington, D. C.

Typewriter_
OWN aBargain!
.a
s,
Big Typewriter
_ :.,.

Own your own Underwood
Model SI \Vhytakelrssw'lenour
rebuilt plan brings this ace of alt
writing machines at a Inc saving
and on easy monthly terms!

and its yours

$

a~writ.'

-

a',-!"4..
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+é
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rr-..
o

'4.

.

tom

-_
V..w.. s'"

'"Wilt

nM
Don't bay
til after afee. /riot of thin
We aloe you a quick course I
cBel
onch writlne. Send today. here an
for our special otter ,_we'll s. -o rata.
lw.
og and new. valuable 'rypewritin Manual

I
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}t1t,
ddddd/j,
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.
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et.a.Address3ntrra- Wa.DMro.rÁ85.i88htpmenBldg.. CAteaoe

WADE BENCH LATHE

Can: 4" di.. a 12"
length. Slide:est has
travel entire length of
bed. Leadserew inside
bed. Hollow spindle..

s Turning. faring. bor

inc. drilling, wind-'
Inc. thread -rutting.
Price $28 F. O. B. New York. Free Catalog.
THE GEROLD COMPANY
New Yorki
Dent. E-2. 120 Liberty Street

125

By

MAIL

WUESTIOIVS

.e9INSwEes,
Eleetrielans' Examination.
Diagrams. symbol., tables,

notes and formulas for peeve ration for license. New book
-House Wiring and Bell
Work, 12.00.
Read Pub.Co.. 296 Broadway, N.Y.C.
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"Build Your Own"- Special Inducement

To get you started dealing with us, we offer special prices on these most popular two kits. But
your order will have to be sent by October 31 when our regular catalog prices will again be in effect.
Your chance to get the best kit at a big saving! Take it!
of our Kits contain complete parts for receiver, including drilled and engraved Bakelite -Dilecto panel, finest, roomy mahogany
finish cabinet, simple new -style blueprint and instructions, everything-nothing more to buy. All parts highest grade-advertised, wellknown, reliable, dependable-fully guaranteed by manufacturers and ourselves. Look at these brands. You cannot get better kits!

All

Our New Method of Wiring-Perfectly Simple-No Radio Knowledge Needed
No solder-No bare wires-No poor connections-No dissatisfaction.
No tools needed except

yr teiY

Y.:üt:.w:

common screw-driver and common pliers.

a
s

I

`11i

:

:11::1.:-e:ri.

_ii.{-gags-

.

i,ti

connections are made by the use of our flexible, insulated eyeletted connecting dire in place of bus bar or wire, and solder. And in a'
fraction of the time usually required when using the old fashioned way. And when the job is done it is neat and your connections are tight.
Combines principles of Reties, Neutralization, Tuned Radio Frequency, Regeneration (without blooping), and rush -Pull Ampliticatit -working --easily tuned-non-howling-nun-squealing
tiou. S
Postpaid
Superior to most other
absolutely to give entire satisfaction.
Kit KR, 9215 -non-rerudiative. Guaranteed
sets REG%ROLLS'S OF
See what Doubleday, Page & Co., through Mr. Arthur II.
NUMBER OF TUBES!
Range 3500 Miles
Lynch, Editor of Ingle magazine. "Radio Broadcast," say

All

]'r

4 -Tube Roberts Knock-Out

$43

about the Radio Broadcast's sensational 4 -Tube Knock -Out
Set developed by Walter Van B. Roberts:
"Tube for tube, dollar for dollar, result (or result. we
will stack It up against any receiver fur home construction
ever described by any radio publication and gamble that it
conies out st Inner."
MR. LYNCH ADDS-READ 171
have seen and
"It Is the best we have ever seen-and 'seduring
the put
operated almost every type made and used
twelve sears. It has pulled In forty-six stations on a loud
Its sigspeaker with two tubes, using an indoor antenna.
nals haca been heard through the an more than a quarter
mile. It is not merdv the best lourtube receiver. but the
best by a very good margin."

CUSTOMERS PRAISE IT!
I

Schenectady. New York City.
Chicago, Roston, etc., It
nerd not be mentioned, are
perfect. even on occasions
when I have used neither
aerial nor around.
I ant
sure It was a lucky day
when thha set came to my
attention." L. L. Clifford.

Receives Calif.
from N. Y. on

Two Tubes!

"I

have followed the deof the Roberts

velopment

circuit with results far be-

See What You Get-Best Quality
s

Fine 7x.4x5 mahogany finish cabinet, drilled and engraved
Bakelite -Dilecto panel, extra good, non -warping baseboard,
Sickles' Roberts' coils. 2 Ilammarlund low loss variable condensers, 3 E-E Toon vernier dials, Thordarson transformer, pair
Modern push-pull transformers. 3 I'acent rheostats. 4 Bell Bakelite low loss sockets, Improved single -circuit jack, Improved
double -circuit Jack. Cutler -hammer inductance switch ~Dear
filament switch, I'acent grid leak, Itllco grid condenser and
mounting, 2 Ililco fixed condensers, Anaplex grid -denser. 7
Aristocrat binding posts, binding post strip, complete set "NoSod-er" connecting wires, hardware, blueprint and instruction
sheet. You can assemble in only three hours or so.
List price, $114.401; our regular catalog price, $48.56 Special

6

Special Features
Great colonic.
Utmost clearness.

Sweetness of tone.
Highly selective.
('heap to build.
Easy to operate.
Receives great distance.

radiate or cause
not
squealing in your neighbors' receivers.
Lose cost of upkeep.
It offers a better combination
Does

of
and

Lobs

Explorer--Spl.
'

By one of the editors of
-_
"Radio News"
.11JZ
42- 65 N. Y. City

-

WEAF
-tVFBH

w'FANI
w'QAO

WEItH
Wily
EDNA
w'TAS
WGI1S
WHIN

WJAC 1881

WIT
KYW

Philadelphia. Pa.

83I

Davenport, Iowa

dandy!
,,,.,. ...,,..

This is

a

be

Fort worth.

"Last week I constructed
the four -tube Roberti Knock I am more than
Out set
pleased by Its operation, its
selectivity being better than
my eight -tube super -heterodyne. On a poor night I was
able to bring in WOS,
WON. WOO. WSA1, %VBZ,

Auburn,

and all at loud speaker in-

I,a., Hastings. and Kansas
05 stations. while just "fishing."

tensity."

City. In all about

NliW JERSEY.

É

.IN
AMERICA

Jeffrey.

Hoboken.

on00

sN
v

7118z8

mahogany

finish

cabinet.

Gen -Win
low loss coupler, Hammariund Iras no's variable condenser, 2 Bell Bakelite dials, 2 Raseo

verniers,

Order It

F. transformers.
2 Patent A.
Pacent rheostats. 3 Bell Bakelite low loss
sockets, Improved single circuit jack. 2 Im
circuit
jacks,
double
Smilear A batproved
tery filament switch. Hilo, fixed grid condenser and mounting, Parent grid leak. 7
Aristocrat moulded binding posts, binding
post -strip, complete set "No-Sod-er" connecting wires, hardware. blueprint and instruction sheet. You can assemble in only
a
maple of hours.
List price far parts
Our catalog price, 330.25. Special
$37.84.
Price to November 30, only $26.51.
,......
...................,,..

You cannot get better Kits anywhere!
..,,,w......,....m.woe..,...uwu_.o.,a,,,..,.a..,,........n,m..........,..... 0,,

,.......

-

-

É

Lois IL

SI Netsark Street.

Locals. sack as Pittsburgh.

AD-ON APPROVAL-NO MONEY IN ADVANCE
OLDEST RADIO ' ORDER DIRECT FROM THIS
WE PAY
SHIPPED SUBJECT TO EXAMINATION WHEN REQUESTED
MAIL ORDER TRANSPORTATION -24 -HOUR SHIPMENT-SATISFACTION OR MONEY BACK
FIRM

Street, Fulton,

Selectivity Better
than Eight tube
Heterodyne

times. On One of these occasions I received it nit my
Dlrtogrand loud speaker.
I
using only two tubes)
hare consistently received
long distance. such as Dallas.

Second

NEW YORK.

as

was

extra' good, non -warping baseboard.

Cleveland

77 183
71

I

drilled and engraved BakeliteDilecta panel.

78 193 (3ticago

WOO

190

EXACTLY as effidescribed. although
skeptical as to the
unusual operation that It
was said to nano accomplished. I no longer hare
any doubts, for In the last
seek of August and to date
In September. I have received KOO at least four
cient

51 Postpaid-KitKR6996
Miles
Loud
Range iOSpeaker

Fine

77 N. Y.

4R

construction ever produced.

It to

We Give You High -Class Parts

City
65 21 N. Y. City
55118 St. Cloud. Minn.
City
40
Y.
751
N.
75I 43 ('hlrago
72 152 N. Y. City
70 32 E. Pittsburgh, Pa.
87
25 Elgin, Ill.
87
30 N. Y. City
72
39 N. 1. City
86

we have ever known.
4 -Tube set for home

Positively a -hummer!" We have nests
tested an outfit at anywhere near an' price
more suitable for long distance broadcast
reception.
Contains a low loss 3 -circuit
tuner, a low loss condenser. low loss sockets.
etc. Special Features: Sensiiire---Selecth'eClear reception-Simple to ronsinuct-Simple
to operate-Dependable-Low loss designRemises long distances-Great volume.

Stations Logged in 2
hours at New York City
All on Loud Speaker

selectivity

The best

price to November 30, only $43.51.

3 -Tube

sensitivity.

quality for the total
root titan any other circuit

yond all expectations. I find

(Foreign customers will please remit with order and include enough for transportation

Send

for

and insurance which we do not pay.)

BIG CATALOG --- 36 pages, FREE

Filled with big bargains in Kits, Parts and Accessories.

-RADIO SPECIALTY CO., Kit

Send today

!

WE SHIP
24

IN
HOURS

Satisfaction
Guaranteed

Div 633Y, 245-0, Gr nwich St., N.Y.
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ELECTRICA
JOB and
ab RA/ E
"

you are now
earning less
than $40a week

t

Chief Engineer DUNLAP

-if you want to be an ELECTRICAL EXPERT
-if you ttant to step quickly into the class of

men earning from $60 to $250 a week-write me
at once! This million dollar school offers ambitious fellows their big opportunity to learn every
branch of Electricity at home in spare time by a
new, practical JOB -METHOD.

Go
into ELECTRICITY!
-the Business of a Million
Opportunities

Electrical Expert. Co into the one great industry
where it's easy to get to the top, to make money, to
make a real euccess. Ynu don't need money in the bank
or "pull" to get ahead in Electricity-all you need is
training, honest, complete training, such as I guarantee.
Learn Electricity
r
Training Built
Quick by Dunlap
by 23 Noted
"Job -Method" .
Engineers
This is not a oneRapid progress is
I
man,
one -idea
made by my stuschool. 22 famdents because 1
Re an

-e

,,

stores. I may tell you that-I who have tried it,
and I have an accurate knowledge of the dangers
and difficulties that beset the traveler through the
dense Atnazon jungle.
If you are ignorant of
them, these dangers will not daunt you.
Tltey
daunt me. But take your time to consider the
matter, by all means. Let me hear from you
when you decide."
He turned back to his work at one of the isstruments, and the guards blindfolded us once
more.
This time we had a cave to ourselves, a little
cave. well enough lighted and ventilated by a
winding crack in the outer stall. through which,
however, it would have been impossible to make
any exit.
Three beds were disposed about this
cave, and a rough stool or tsvo. We found all
our clothes and staff, brought down front the
Merlin, but they had not left us even a pocketknife by way of a weapon, or evert a watch by
way of a compass.
Food was brought to us by the stout seaman
who had been guarding us in the bigger cavefragrant tea in enamelled mugs. with excellent
white bread and jam the first time, anti later a
savory stew of venison of some sort with vege
tables. The stout seaman was most unloquacious.
Ile waddled in and out without a word, hardly
ever looking at its, but staring glassily its front
of him or beyond us.
He was, see found out
later, one Snuthers, formerly a warrant officer
in the British navy. Only once did this strange
attendant speak to us. Apropos of nothing, he
suddenly fixed the trio of its with a comprehensive
and basilisk glare. A hoarse rumble mounted
apparently front his feet to his short throat.
Does any o' you gen'lemen know anythin

ard -stn tools and

materials witch

I

ous Engineers

from Wetting.
house Western

1

1

Technology, and
many other great
corporations and
universities helped one make this
m y training t s
course complete.
Applied ElectricFree Job -Service
complete
ity
course In itself.
power plants. It for Students and
Graduates
In the_second half
is shipped knockI give you Elecdown so you get
We have supplied
trical Engineer actual practice in thousands of jobs
I
1 n g subjects.
armature wind- Free both to Stugive you Elecing and assemb- dents and gradutrical Drafting,
ling. Runs on D.
ates. This Job Radio, AutomoC. or A. C. curService keeps in
t I e e Electricity,
rent or 32v farm touch with great
a n d many other
electric system.
employelectrical
valuable .ubieets
era in America.
all for one small
The AMERICAN SCHOOL
price
on easy terms.
is chartered under the laws
Get My PAY -DOUBLING
of Massachusetts, as an edOFFER
Before you put your time ucational institution not for
aid money Into home-train- profit. Est. 20 years. Over
Ing, you want to know if It 200 Executives, Engineer,
will lead to a better job and and Educators have pre arbigger pay. I'll answer that ed the texts used in t ese
in plain English. (iCt my wonderful American School
catalog, my wonderful new home-studycourses in ElecotTers-quick.
Itricity.
CHIEF ENGINEER DUNLAP, Electrical Division
E-869Dexel Ave.
AMERICAN SCHOOL &Dept.
58th St,, CHICAGO
supply them with -

nut extra charge.
Tile first half of

-a

-

Mall coupon to

Chief Engineer Dunlap
Dept. E-869Chicago
I want to be an Electrical Expert. Please rush
¢uarantee.joh-gervice facto, complete information.

money -saving otters.
Name

s

Address

Will $20.00 Help You?
can
YOU
month by

easily

earn

$20.00

extra

this

selling us your spare time.
Thousands of busy mien and women are increasing their income by taking subscription
orders for our four popular magazinesThe Experimenter, Science and Invention,
Radio News, and Motor Camper & Tourist.
You can do the saute.
All particulars and instructions will be
mailed immediately on request.
No obligation. Simply fill in your name and address
below and
MAIL TO -DAY

EXPERIMENTER

PUBLISHING CO.
Box E-11, 53 Park Place, New York City
Nance

Street

City

State ...._.._.._..____

Here is a real battery quality,
guaranteed to you at prices
that will astound the entire battery -buying public. Order DIrect From Factory- Put the
Dealer's Profit in your own pockm et.
You actually save much more
moo'° than half, and so that you can be
convinced of true quality and performance we give a Written 2 -Year Guarantee. 'Here is your protection! No need to
take a chance. Our battery is right -and
the price is lowest ever made. Convince
yourself. Read the prices!
Radio Batteries
Auto Batteries
6Voit.11 Plate,$9.50 6Vuit,100 Amp.$9.50
liVolt,ta Plate, 11.50 6Voit,120 Amp. 111.50
i2Volt. 7Plate,13.00

6VoIt.140Amp13.00

Buy Direct-Send No Money

We ask no deposit. Simply tend name and addressd ,tale wanted. Battery will be h' pad
dd> we receiveyour order Express C.S.D.
tosubjectyour

examination

our guarantee

,n

Jl bat%
Wn.o
e allow r
for rash fa run with or-

/

der You cannot lose!
Send your order today
-NOW!.
ARROW BATTERY CO.
OWDept. 14.
1215 So.

-_
-

, r.

r.

ATTERy.

I

Radio

Recent experiments in California
tied .up the voice of the actors and
their motions on the screen. This was
predicted six years ago by Radio
News's. Read the complete story in the
November issue.

I

!

i
i

i
I

I

Amaze Your Friends W1ith
Chemical Tricks

movies and
Are !low Linked

Massa.
Chusetts Inst. of

570 MOTOR
used in 4 outfits
which I give to
every student. A
big, man-size motor, same type as
used in the great

To Consumers Only

: ; i,,

-

EleetrÍo,
1-

Battery Prices

SMASHED!

about toucans?" lie rumbled.
The inappropriateness of the question beat us
into surprised silence. \Ve simply gazed at him.
"I thought not," he said complacently. "Well

e.;

train them on act u a I Electrical
jobs, with stand-

ARROW
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imagination brought us up with a round turn.
Milliken and I reconstructed a map on the floor
of the cave, and came to the conclusion that we
on

the

\enezuelaand Brazil. hundreds of kilometers
away from any reasonable civilization. \1 ithout
food or any weapons for providing it, with no
sense of otir direction once we left the plateau
and began to traverse the sunless forest or follow
equally sunless rivers, escape seemed impossible.
South of us lay league upon league of dense forest and swamp, north and west high barriers of
mountains, and to the east a ramified veinwork
of rivers, apparently tributary to the Amazon.
I did not feel competent to lead my companions
through any of these ways, granting that we
escaped from the plateau. My paths are in the
air.
I have no skill in woodcraft and jungle
work. I felt lost.
This sense of being lost was shared not only
by Dan Lamont. but even by the resourceful
liad I been competent to lead, he
Milliken.

Write secret letters with invisible ink:
pour blue, brown and black liquid from a
glass of water; make a magic pitcher of
bluing; make your own magic writing
paper, your own ink and dyes. It's all
easy if you have Chemcraft Junior-the
pocket Chemical outfit. Get yours now.
Order right away and get a FREE l'opy
of The Roy's Handbook of Chemistry;
150 pages of experiments, formulae, intereáting chemical Information, moneymaking

EMCRAFT

JUNIOR

I

Escape Through the Wilderness Impossible
The three of us thrashed out every possible
scheme of escape, but everything rte tried in

somewhere

Prioe15Cenis

i

you soon will!" And with a portentous nod to
the company in general, this strange fellow heaved
himself from the cave.
Canes of sorts were
\1'e were well treated.
offered to us, and we had the use of powerful
electric lights when night came, but we were
strictly left to ourselves. No guard was left in
our cave, but a peep around the curtain over
the entrance showed a fellow with a rifle sitting
It was a trifle
a little along a well -lit passage.
disconcerting to peep out and find ourselves
winked at serenely by a perfectly wide-awake
and obviously competent sentinel.

were

Hand Book

of Chemistry

I

i

RADIO NEWS
Radio With the Rice Expedition
By T. S. McCaleb
Radio -Controlled Automobile
By Ilonndon Green
Hot Cathode Metal Vapor Tubes
By Dr. Bazzoni
New Ideas in Radio Receivers
By ll. C. B. Rowe
New Two -Range Receiver
By Sylvan Harris

S
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HEMICAL OUTFI
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sugget-

BOTH

gestlons and eatatog of supplies.
Porter Chemical
Company
107 Washington
Hagerstown. Md. rosTpAID

RADIO MAILING
LISTS
Radio Dealers, per M
Radio Dealers in Mexico, per list
Radio Jobbers, per list
Radio Mfrs per list
Radio Mfrs., complete sets
128 Radio Battery Mfrs.
125 Radio Cabinet Mts.
25,000 Radio Amateurs, per M
325 Phonograph and Music Radio Dealers
Guaranteed 98% correct. Ask for General
List showing 4,000 other lists.
18,119
970
2,324
1,808
597

$7.50
10.00
20.00
15.00
5.00
2.50
2.50
7.50
5.00

Price

A. F. Williams, Mgr
Adams St.
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Pioneer Bulkier* of Sono
480 -A E. ath SL, Cincinnati, Ohlo
'

Win AGE
PITS
~Al
WANTED
5 Tube Demonstrator FREE!

Earn $25 to $100 a week. part or full time Everyone
Complete line standard sets and
sories, $5 to $90. Write today for Illustrated accescatalog
and exclusive selling plan for live
dealers and community agents.
20TH CENTURY RADIO CO..
1261 Coca Cola Bldg.
Kansas City, Mo,
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RAGEMCO
Radio Headquarters for the Finest and BEST Radio Tools

RADIO
HANDITOOL

RADIO
TOOL SET

le

MM.

HEIT.4.01~Z~Gil

This is the handiest
set of tools ever made
for Radio Work by

makers of the
famous "YANKEE"
Tools. It contains the
following: 1 Rachel
Screw -driver. 6'4 In.

Bends Bus Bar or
wire strips and
scrapes w 1 r e
bores and reams
Tool
boles, etc.
consists of 4 In.

the

o
long

holding all

attachments; I
Blade 254x54

Blade, 554 x 3.16;

1

Countersink; 2 SockReamer In enlarge holes
in panel front 5,4 s 54: 1 Wrench. one end 5-16" square
or hen. for Jack. other 54" hex., etc.
53.00
PRICE per set-No. 701
Itlade, 354

x

54;

et Wrenches for

1

all small nuts;

; 1

1

black apanned hand . to which is attached wire bending
device. with nickeled ferrule and 3 in. long two sided
reamer

PR10E-No.

50c

702

TOOL CHEST

HAND DRILL

$

4o

T

h o

hardwood

handle is hollow
to atore drills.
Iron frame. nickelyd parts, ball
centering accuand
bearing three c jawed chuck holding
rately round shank drills from 0 to 3.16. Length of
-

The Simplest Practical
Radio Set Made

V -t'ice.:
-.- fi
-.5.":",-.:11=

Jill).

12

'

inches.

PRICE-No,

00
d,5,

52.25

30tí

.'`

P<

For

making

eyes,

PRICE-No.

heavy steel.

PRICE-No.

Holds

with

loops,

Full directions in box.

RADIOGEM

No

-

llllllll
twcra.re.to-o-tr

Especially designed for the Radio
Constructor. Blade of the finest
material and equipped with the
highest grade high steel cutting
bits. It does three things at once.
It drills Ito son pilot, cuts oat
plug and outs bead or scrod
around the hole in one operation.
ruts holes ?¿ to fn. in dbtm.

QafVIIi1tT

Radiogem - - - $1.00
Aerial Outfit - - - - .50
Radiogem and Aerial
Outfit - - - - 1.50

slot

it easy

RADIO
DRILL SET
Composed of 10 straight shank

twist drills.

sitting all h.no

and breast drills. The selection of these drills has been

PRICE-No.

o
,

Drills

305

$1.25

1

PRICE-No.

53.dd
Same tool Mn smaller and
401.
not fitted with bead or scroll In
402

one operation.

PRICE-No.

52.00

401

ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRON
perfect tool for Radio Work. Operates either on 110 Tell At'. or D.C.
The heat element is of Nicltrome.
which prevents overheating and assures the desired even
temperature.
Size of iron, IOth in. long. A 4 -ft. cord
anti
rnished,
y s
$2.00
PRICEplo-NI o.fu800
A

,51

l

'

HAND DRILL
Especially designed for Radio Work by the makers of the
A beautiful balanced, small,
famous "Yankee' Tools.
Speiaosyerful drill with 4 to I ratio of gears for speed.
cial chuck 9-32" rapacity, to take largest drill, mostly
furnished with drill or tool sets. Length over all, 914 in.

Weight

154

PRICE-No.

lbs.

52.75

302

I

Complete aerial outfit for
the RADIOGEM, consisting
of 100 ft. of standard copper aerial wire and two
special porcelain insulators.
50c.
Price

firm grip, makes

ronstruetnrs and consists of
5-61, 3-32. 7-6.1, %. 9.81.
are mounted on while
Holland Linen with sizes clearly ma, ked.
especially made for Rod
the following sizes: I -I
5-32, 11.64, 3-16, 17-6I

book,

AERIAL OUTFIT

any screw by its

of

$1.00

CIRCLE CUTTER

The simplest radio outfit madeyet as practical as the most expensive. A crystal receiving set that
you can operate and enjoy even
though you know absolutely nothing about radio. You receive the
RADIOGEM unassembled, together
with a clearly written instruction
which shows you how to
quickly and easily construct the
set, using only your hands and a
scissors. The outfit comprises all
the necessary wire, contact points,
detector mineral, tube on which to
wind the coil, etc., etc. The instruction book explains simply and
completely the principles of radio
and its graphic illustrations make
the assembling of the RADIOGEM
real fun.

Slade

203

a

to place and start screws in din:cult places.
Just the tool for the Radio Constructor. All
parts heavily nickeled and polished.
PRICE-No. 304
51.00

Radio Constructor ran
wire his set to compare favEasier to use and more

blued and finished.

51.85

703

SCREW STARTER
and DRIVER

any

emirate than pliers.

"LOC K"-

chisel. small serewurtrer. Each tool of tine steel. drop
forged tempered. hardened, and nicely finished. Set comes
In leatherold boa with tray.

Berri, and offsets on Bm
Isar wlra kith this device

orably- with any factory made set.

of

blamcksItteurhhde.ns-

ish with steel chuck, nickel
plated. buffed and with the following 9 tools: Sow. bradawl. large screwdriver. tile. scratch awl. gimlet. reamer.

WIRE BENDING
TOOL

.-.)
-

Set consists
GIn

Three -in -One Nut Wrench. Consists of herdic with hollow stem 6 Inches In length and three interchangeable
sockets fitting popular sizes of nuts. The hexagon sockets
grip the nut :nlldiy.
65e
PRICE per set-No. 301

Side Cutting Nipper. Lap Joint. For rutting all kinds of
Natural steel
wire. lows hardened and oil tempered.
finish with pollise,' laws. Length 6 inches.

PRICE-No.

75c

201

!

Combination Nice, Wire Cutter, Wire Former and Wrench.
Drop forced. slender but exceptionally strong. 6 In. long.

PRICE-No.

202

75e

Luna Sharp Nose, Side Cutting Pliers. .lust the pliers
for the radio constructor. Bends and cuts all kinds of
soft oleo- Nose 1tz inches long. black body, polished
'Iw-. Lt ngttl 512 Inches,

PRICE-No.

200

750

Order all tools by order number. All goods are shipped fret of transportation charges to all parts of
the United States and possessions the same day as the order is received.

MONEY REFUND GUARANTEE

/f

you are not sati.cfi-d money

will

be

refunded on return of goods.

The RADIOGEM CORP., 66-E W. Broadway, New

York
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5 -TUBE

and you can build the
finest Radio Receivers

3,

©

COCKADAY

.

THE REFLEX

Quickly and Easily
It takes but one or two evenings, using only the simplest tools to construct, at
home, any one of the big, popular receivers shown on this page.
All you need is the well known CONSRAD Pattern that covers this particular
receiver. CONSRAD Patterns are marvelously simple. You don't have to
measure the spacing on the panel board or the placing of the parts. It is all
drawn for you on the Blueprints the same as indications are given on a lady's
dress pattern.
And you don't have to use 100 different tools to complete the job-just six or
seven ordinary tools found in every household. A screwdriver, a pen -knife, a
pair of pliers, etc., and you are ready to go ahead.
Visit your nearest Radio Dealer, ask him to let you look at some CONSRAD
Patterns, select the one you want. Pay the Dealer 50c and you have complete
instructions and blueprints for the construction of the Receiver.
IF YOUR DEALER CANNOT SUPPLY YOU, WRITE DIRECT, MENTIONING
THE RECEIVER YOU WISH TO BUILD AND ENCLOSING FULL PRICE.
REMEMBER: CONSRAD Patterns-only 50c-give complete full sized blueprints and instruction booklet. Everything ready to build.

The CONSRAD COMPANY

o

L

233

Fulton St., New York

a

EVERYTHING IN RADIO BOOKS, PATTERNS AND DIAGRAMS

rqr.
0111.
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THE PORTABLE
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have folloseed, but taking the lead him
be out of the question.
it must
remembered that in our approach to the
hundreds
and
plateau, the Merlin had covered
hundreds of kilometres in wide circles without
bringing into our view the slightest trace of
human occupation. \Ve had to discard the idea
of escaping by land entirely.
We had a vague notion of one of us stowing
away in the airship and escaping from her on
.some raid, but consideration of the plan soon
showed us that it was impossible. There remained
We did not discuss
the :breaking of our parole.
that.
At length we decided to give our word
not to attempt to escape.
To this moment, when I look back and wonder
a little that we did not make a bid for freedom,
I hold the belief that the dominant and persuasive
personality of the Chief of the League had much
For
to do with our acceptance of the situation.
myself, I became avid to see the ship and the
weapons which had fooled me so completely on
my Merlin, and Dan Lamont was in a fever to
be nosing out the scientific facts that gave the
In the laboratory of the
raiders such power.
Chief lie had seen much in the way of instruments and plant that was unfamiliar even to his
skilled eye, and he considered that his object in
joining oir party was gained in having reacher,
the workshop of the man who had planned the
raids. \lilliken saw no means of escape. Ile was
downcast about it, but he accepted the situation,
and shared the desire to look closely at the airship-though in a slighter degree than myself.
since lie hart a rooted contempt fur so-called
lighter -than -air machines.
When morning came we all three desired an
interview with the Chief, which was immediately
grants d.
"Yost have acted wisely, gentlemen," he said.
"Escape was impossible. Even if you had eluded
pursuit, the chances were all against you ever
Let me explain to you,
reaching civilization.
would

elf he felt to

be

MUSSEL3E
TBETIFI

GUIIvt CUP ENCtps(p

5VA
,PAT.
PAT:

is sold with its pedigree, in the form of a characteristic curve chart, packed right with
the tube. This chart gives the exact operating data for that particular tube, as read from delicate electrical instruments at the factory.
Regardless of whose tube it is, there is no other way to tell what kind
of a tube you are getting. Only MUSSELMAN Certified Radio Tubes
offer you this absolute protection against disappointment in buying tubes
for your set. If your dealer cannot supply you, order direct.

List price:

'

.

The Parole
The Chief gently replaced the head in its cover
and turned to. us.
"I do not insult you by suggesting that, having
given your word, you would.endeavor to escape,
and that is not why I have shown ,you this
curious relic of one who attempted it. You will
be free to 'explore round the plateau as you like.
and to exathiue all our caves. But I warn you
not to stray too far. It is dangerous to be -bushed
in the Amazon forests, and to fail victim to the
curious pickling- art of the Mandaruen is perhaps
the least painful of the fates; that might overtake
you.
I warn- you solemnlyJto take care how
you gº."
e'
'Thank- you, sir," I said.
"One other thing I must request of you" he
went on: "L',-ou'are granted the freedom 'to go
outside the eaves on the obvious condition; that.
in
event of. aircraft flying over the plateau
as your Merlin dirt, you will not, make any signal
or reveal your presence in any way. If you sight
aircraTt- while in the open and out of fair ,reach
of cover, you Will stand quite still at once -nod
not look up. - As. an airman. Mr. Boou..y'ou. will
appreciate my reasons for that request?"
"Yes, sir. Quite."
'

tli

$3.00.

Sales Offiry

Manufacturer

MUSSELMAN
Machinery Hall, Chicago

THE VAN HORNE CO.

A. J.
651

A. J. HIUSSEL\IAN
651 Machinery Hall, Chicago.

549

---- --

Washington Blvd., Chicago

for which send me
\lusselman Certified Tubes. It is .my
I inclose $
understanding that if they do not prove all you claim for then,. you will replace then[ or refund
my money.

Name

Address

"It

"I have heard of -the process, sir," Dan Lamont
put lino VTltey tgki out tire' bone structure, and
slf with hot pebbles-?
shrink the,
"That' is `ittile' process. I believe. The lips are
sewn together to prevent the - victim cursing his
captor. The preservation of the lineaments is
quite remarkable."

3

EVERY MUSSELNIAN Certified Radio Tube

tion."

traitor's. head?"
"That., M r. Boon," said the Chief, "is just
what this; object i.'.' It is .the head of our traitor.
shrunk to this little. measure by the art of the

ti

[Fri
These perfect tubes carry their
pedigrees with them

cupboard, and brought out
a linen bag containing something roughly round
in shape, little bigger than an orange.
''Of all the melt who have joined the League
of the Covenant," he said quietly-"and there
are close on to fifty men here, some of whom
have been in these caves for three years-only
one fell short of absolute loyal and devoted
One man-a traitor. We do not say
service.
his name, nor do we mention his nationality.
He is forgotten as if lie never existed. This man
forgot his allegiance. The world pulled at him,
his desire for the fleshpots-he deserted the company and tried to make his way back to civilizaa

\\'ith a solitary hand the Chief was undoing
the strings of the linen bag with a singular
deftness.
"On his journey out-it was two days before
we started in pursuit, for lie had been huntinghe fell in with a tribe of Indians, the Mandaruen,
who have one curious art. The story we heard
afterwards was that this, traitor insulted one of
the native women-lie was that sort of man-and
he was -taken and killed.. Months later. two of
our t hunters carte upon the same tribe. In one
of the huts they found this."
The Head of a Traitor-Mummied and Shrunk by
the Indians
Ifs let the sides of the bag fall away, and lie
This was longish
pulled out a miniature head.
haired, highly varnished, -and the lips had been
sewn together with brightly colored threads which
hung down in long strands far below the severed neck.
isn't the
"Good-tinul, sir!" I exclaimed.

PENDING

-CP

partly-"

Ile went over to

PENDING
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DRAFTING Lessons
actually sent FREE!

MEN TO MANUFACTURE
METAL TOYS AND
41

to prove you can learn AT HOME
In your spare time!
I pare made Drafting so simple to learn.

OUTFIT

NOVELTIES

that any fellow with common schooling can
none master it quickly and easily at home
in spare time! I will send you 3 interesting lessons Fire to show you that you can
become an Expert Draftsman. At the
same time I will tell you all about the
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Good chance to start your own well -paying business
producing such big sellers as Toys, Novelties. Ash
Trays, Book -blocks, Souvenirs. Advertising Specialties, Paper Weights, etc. \\'e furnish forms with
complete outfit for speedy production. Absolutely
no experience or tools necessary; no special place
needed. Small investment puts you on road to success. Demand exceeds supply and we assist you and
co-operate with our manufacturers in selling their
products. We put you in touch with the buyers
and assure an outlet for your goods.
Strictly a
business proposition and thorough investigation invited. A splendid opportunity for an enormous and
profitable business for ambitious men. No others
need apply.
Catalog and information mailed
on request

METAL CAST PRODUCTS CO
1696

Boston Road, New York

wonderful opportunities and big salaries
open to Draftsmen. There's a big demand
for men wno know Drafting front beginning to end, at S75 to $125 a week,
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RADIO - SCIENCE - EXPERIMENTING
MOTOR TOURING

:--TMEXPERIMENTER

_

Here's an easy, pleasant
way to keep informedOn latest develpments in: Radio-Electricity, Chemistry-Motoring, Camping, Touring-Science, Inventions, Astronomy, Physics, Mechanics, Patents, etc.
Simply subscribe to one or more of these national
magazines-all of which arethe acknowledged leaders
in their respective fields.

Earn These Valuable Premiums
With every subscription to any one of our magazines we are giving free, your choice of a beautiful "Ekko
Stamp Album," the new radio craze for keeping stamps of various stations logged, or a copy of the "Radio News Amateurs Handibook, a compact, illustrated Radio Instruction Book containing over 200
pages of radio data and information.
RADIO NEWS
Radio News has been radio's
greatest and biggest magazine
since the very beginning of radio
broadcasting. It is the outstanding authority in the radio industry carrying more new developments, more detailed drawings
and more news than any other
Some of the
radio periodical.
regular features are liberal prize
offers, an attractive roto -gravure
section, articles by Hugo Gernsback and other foremost writers,
departments giving Standard
Hook-ups, Radio Patents, etc. In
short. Radio News covers everything worth while in the radio
field.

SCIENCE AND INVENTION
Science and Invention thoroughly covers every important
and interesting event of the
scientific or inventive world
that occurs from day to day.
All of the latest developments
in Electrics, Patents, Chemis-

try. Mechanics, Magic and
Psychic Phenomena, Automotive Subjects, etc., are written
up and illustrated. This fascinating magazine also makes a
big hit with the radio beginner.
In every issue the sound prat

tical fundamentals of radio are
carefully and completely ex
plained and simplified.

THE EXPERIMENTER
The Experimenter authoritatively treats of the three great
branches of modern researchElectricity. Radio and Chemistry
-and the advances that are
made from day to day. Every
page tells of something new and

interesting in experiments, appa
ratus and ideas frcm laboratories. large and small, throughout
the world. In every issue there
are seventytwo pages of experi
ments and drawings, a timely
editorial by Hugo Gernsback; a
unique radio section of twelve
pages of radio experimental articles by the foremost radio au
thorities: etc.

USE THIS COUPON

guide, a complete equipment
and an entertaining story ma
gazine attractively printed in
colored rotogravure. In every
issue there are special depart
ments giving latest information
on Routes, Maps. Where to
Camp or Stop, Vehicle Laws,
Motor Camping Cars and Accessories, Kits and Packs. Motor Modes, Care of the Motor,
Camp Cookery, Roadside Repairs, etc.

--

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inc.,
53 Park Place, New York, N. Y.

SUBSCRIPTION OFFERS

to:-

One Years Subscription
RADIO NEWS
SCIENCE & INVENTION

$2.50
2.50

2.50
THE EXPERIMENTER
3.50
MOTOR CAMPER & TOURIST
Combination Subscription
Any two magazines, One year each
$4.25
Or any one magazine for Two years.
_(Except Motor Camper & Tourist)

Combination Subscription
Any magazine with Motor Camper
Tourist, One Year

MOTOR CAMPER & TOURIST
Motor Camper & Tourist is
the only national magazine
edited for every person that
owns, travels in, or has the use
of a car. It is an indispensable

&

$5.00

Gentlemen:

,

ter

, .

for One Years Subscription (Twelve
desired) Radio News
The ExperimenScience and Invention
Motor Camper & Tourist

am enclosing $
Issues) to (Check Magazines

I

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

Premium Desired

,

STATE

The

iperinicnfer. for Ñovelnbe.r, 1925
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"I put it briefly. In the event of anything
happening hostile to the purpose of the League
of the Covenent, you will act as if you were
members of the League, short of joining in any
retaliatory measures we titay take against our
eaemies. Do I make myself clear?"

'} 4 c

"Yes, sir," we said.
"And I have your promises?"
\Ve all assented.
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Solid Rubs., Cue Radio Dater..
6 -volt. 100 Ampere
.
6 -volt, 120 Ampere. .
6 -volt, 140 Ampere.
.

$11.25
13.25
. 10.00
Solid Rabb., C... auto flatteries
6 -volt, I1 -Plate . . . . $11.25
6-volt, 19.Plot
.
.
. .
13.25
12 -volt" 7 -Plate . .
. .
16.00
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SEND NO MONEY
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full WORLD BATTERY COMPANY
order.
Dept. 15
Buy am and 1219 so. Wabash Ave.. Chicago, M.
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o

tery at 60
Per cent e-

vinr to you.

"That is well. 1 ou are free to move about as
you please. If you wish to go hunting, guns
will be provided you. I advise you, however, to
join with either Lord Devonridge or Mr. Haynes
to begin with. Or perhaps Mr. Greensleeve or
Mr. Whittaker might guide you. These are our
most skilled shikori.f. You must not allow yourselves to be without anything necessary for your
We are your hosts."
comfort.
\\'e were amazed at such reliance on our simple
word, and we could see how it was that the little
leader had gained the unswerving loyalty of his
band. \Ve thanked him.
"Not at all," was the reply. "We want you all
to have a real idea of us, to see that we are
honest men banded for a great purpose.
To
subject accidental prisoners to close captivity is
no part of our scheme. And now, toy good Boon,
you are no doubt anxious about your beautiful
seaplane. Commander Seton will supply you and
Milliken with all the tackle and the men necessary for raising her. IN hen she is reconditioned.
bring her down to the north basin and into the
cavern. We shall find a place for berthing her
in safety."
He turned to Dan.
"Mr..Latnont," he said, "I have much to show
you, but you may go with your friends if you

desire-"
"I'll

stay

aflame.

with you, sir," said Dan, his face
III

A Great Machine Shop in the Depths of the Mountain, and the Repairs to the "Merlin"
I must not say much about the interior of the
great system of caves tinder the plateau.
Seton
has given a lull description.
But the amazement
of 'Milliken and myself, and later of Dan Lamont,
on seeing the marvelous equipment of the League,

Joni state battery wanted and we alit Midday order
is received. by Express. C. O. D.. subject to your
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good electrical articles
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the splendidly organized machine shops and power
It seemed instations, may easily be guessed.
credible that a mere handful of men had so secretly
collected that mass of material and had created
such an efficient depot for the erection and docking of the two marvelous airships.
The immensity of the caverns was awe-inspiring. With the glow of a furnace here, the hum
of the dynamos there, the rush of water to the
big hydraulic mains of the turbines and the splash
of the excess to the basin of the cavern, the glare
of the arcs, the shimmer of the great airships,
an effect was created that gave one the impression of being in a dream. 'truly, it was difficult
to persuade oneself that one was awake.
As Seton conducted Milliken and myself about
the caves, showing us everything that was to be
seen, we met many members of the League. There
was not a man among them who could not look
you squarely in the eye, or who had not every
appearance of sterling honesty. In Milliken and
myself, as the pilots of the Merlin-the only air
machine to get within real fighting distance of the
Ark of the Covenant-the men in the caves showed
We had to fight the battle off
a keen interest.
Nlogador over and over again with new groups
as they collected round us in the various departEven Milliken began to lose his resentments.
ment. To harbor ill -feeling among so many spehere
cimens of decent citizens was impossible.
were clean -limbed, keen -faced young Americans
and Englishmen, and older men, graver of mien
than the younger fellows, but all clearly good
A crew less pirtypes of intellgent humanity.
atical could not have been imagined.
That every man among them was imbued with
a sense of high purpose was not obviously apparent, but that it was there could not be denied.
The eager questions that were shot at us about
the effects of the raids were a clear indication
of the keen interest that was taken in the object
of the League.
I will say that Seton had a splendid way with
the men under his command. He knew just the
right thing to say, and tite right way to say it,
to get the best out of each man.
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The gang he picked to help in the refloating
of the Merlin could not have been bettered. They
seemed to be sailors mostly, and among them was
that stout and silent mariner of the question about
toucans, specially called out of the commissariat
for the job. The gang collected material for 'the
purpose, and with Milliken, myself and Seton, set
out for the fop of the plateau.
We climbed by a high staircase to a tunnel
entrance, and began to ascend that passage by

which Dan and myself had been brough blindfold into the cavern. This passage was a natural
one, the track, we were told, of an ancient underground stream. It was lit up at intervals along
its length by electric globes, and emergence to the
top of the plateau was gained by an opening
which was concealed among dense undergrowth.
Near here stood the sinter cones that Dan and
I had been examining when we were captured.
The raising of theMerlin was done in very
seamanlike fashion. A tree was felled dose to:the
plane, and was lopped and trimmed into the arm
of a rough derrick, and this was hoisted by means
of cables reeved to standing timber, firmly stayed.
till its upper end hung over the Merlin. From
this point was depended a tackle of two double
blocks, the lower of which was hooked to the
ring -bolt on the Merlin's cabin -top. When all
was set, the gang "ran away" with the cable,
navy fashion, and the hull of the seaplane came
out of the water. Pumping out the water front
the floats and patching the bullet -holes took very
little time, and at last the Merlin floated on the
lake, very much herself again, except for a muddy
nose and a scratch or two.
Her engine, in spite of the ducking, was in
such a condition that only half an hour's work
was needed to put it in order, and when Seton
had given instructions to the gang to remove all
traces of our operations before returning, Ile joined
Milliken and myself aboard the plane. Presently
we had taken off front the lake and were circling
above the plateau.
1
don't think I need tell of the feelings that
held me when I found myself in the air with
the old bus again, or of the temptations that
possessed Milliken and myself. I . think Seton
gauged the turmoil in our hearts with fair accuracy, for he smiled whimsically at my mechanic
and myself with a nice air of sympathy.
"Let her out for a bit, Boon," he said. "I'd
like to see how she goes. No hurry to return

yet."
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I took him at his word and swung the plane
into a northerly course, stunting to show her
paces.
In the interest shown by Seton in the
bus, we went further north than we intended.
and I was just about to let him take the controls
to try her when, dead ahead of us, the speck of
another plane came into sight!
Seton saw the approach of the other machine
as soon as I did.
"Keep to your course, Boon," lie said gttietly.

"Attd answer her signals."
You forget that our radio aerial's shot away,"
I replied.
Haven't you a spare?"
"Rig the spare aerial, Milliken." I told the
mechanic, whose hands were working convulsively
and whose face was white.
Milliken silently snipped the cords binding the
coil of wire and quickly attached the spare
weight, which he lowered through the aperture.
He then connected the slack to the drum.

"I'll do the lying that's necessary," said Seton,
and went to the keyboard of the radio.
On came the machine, heading for us, and we
heard a voice in the open phone.
"Hullo, ,Merlin! Anything doing this way?"
"Use the key," Seton tapped. "Phone attachment dis."
"Anything doing this way?" the question came
in Morse.
"Not a thing," Seton buzzed back. "We've
been wastng time here."
"Where are you heading for?"
"Don't know-Caracas way, likely. Beets on a
false scent. Try eastwards."
"Thanks, Merlin. Good hunting?"
And with that the stranger swung east, while
we kept to our course.
All this time Milliken had been standing behind
Seton, settle plenty of loose tackle about that
would have made a weapon for attack.
One
blow with a spanner, for example, on the back
of the big man's defenceless head would have
given him his quietus and u. our freedom. When
at last Seton turned, my mechanic was staring
out of a porthole on the opposite side, pale of
face and his lips working.
"Thank you, Milliken," Seton said quietly.
"But I beg your pardon. f had no right to expose you to that temptation."
"Mr. Lamont was left in the cave," the
mechanic said hoarsely. still looking out of the
porthole.
"I don't think it was that, Milliken," Seton
said, and he thrust his hand past the mechanic,
so that he could not help seeing it.
Milliken
turned with a fierce gesture.
"Hell!" he almost snarled. Then with something of

a

gulp:

"You gave me the back of your head. Setonand me with a spanner handy-!"
He snatched at the extended hand. Seton
wrung the other hard, and turned to nee.
"May I have that chance to handle her,
Boon?' he asked, "when we turn south again?"
(To be continued)
(Copyright by Harper Bros., New York.)
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Agents Wanted
Agents-Write for free samples. Sell Madison
"Better -Made" shirts for large manufacturer direct
wearer.
No capital or experience required.
Madison
Many earn $100 weekly and bonus.
Mfrs., 511 Broadway, New York.

to

Mirrors Re -silvered at Home-Costs less
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Easy Money Applying Gold Initials, Monograms
automobiles. Anyone can do it. Simply trans
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ter red from paper; takes 5 minutes.
cost 5c. Samples free. "Ralco," I039A Washing-

ton. Boston, Mass.

Exceptionally useHandycap Company,

Agents-Good steady income.

ful household article.
Newark, N. J.

The

Wonder fluid charges batteries instantly. Chance
to make fortune selling to garages and dealers.
Gallon free to agents. F & M Sales Co., 2069
Eastern Ave., Cincinnati.

"Easy" Lessons In Hypnotism by Prof. L.

P. E.
Young. A complete course only 25c.
Collins Co., 197 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

E.

Business Opportunities
Start little Mail Order
Free Book.
Pier, 996 Cortland Street, N. Y.
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Miscellaneous
Formulas, everything.
Syrups, extracts, flavors, etc.
Other processes.
Free information. The Formula Co., Dept. E, 122
West Howe St., Seattle, Wash.

Build a long distance single -tube set for less
than six dollars, with Mimax coil.
Coil, circuit
particulars post paid $1.00.
Address Specialty
Sales Co., Greeley St., Milwaukee, Wis.
Radio and Electrical Experimenters Guaranteed
Electric Soldering Iron $1.19 postpaid. Send for
free price list.
Robert E. Bedford, Johnstown.
N. Y.
Gummed Labels, Name and Address, 500, 2 lines
3 lines 50c.
Catalogue. Eastern Label Co.,

30c,

1, Clintonville, Conn.
Laboratory Supplies-All kinds of glass ware for
chemistry. A few hooks on chemistry left. Order
quick. Guaranteed. Money refunded if not satisfied.
Write for prices, send stamp. Ray Laboratories.
517 Millard, Chicago, Ill.
Experimenters: Send dollar bill for minerals and
complete instructions for perforating experiments.
Write for prices on minerals, chemicals, apparatus
and all kinds of supplies for experimenters. L. R.

Salesmen Wanted
Make $100 Weekly in spare time. Sell what the
public wants-long distance radio receiving sets.
Two sales weekly pays $100 profit. No big investment, no canvassing.
Snarpe of Colorado made
$955 in one month.
Representatives wanted at
once. This plan is sweeping the country-write
today before your county is gone.
Ozarka, Inc.,
126J \Vest Austin Ave., Chicago.
A Salesman Wanted in every town or city within 25 miles of a broadcasting station to sell Radio gem, the complete radio receiving set that retails
for $2.50. With Radiogem there is nothing else
to buy-the outfit includes the Radiogem receiving apparatus, 1,000 -ohm phone, and aerial outfit.
Tae cheapest radio outfit on the market-yet as
practical as the most expensive. Big money to
tire right men.
Send $2.00 for sample outfit.
Die Radiogem Corp.. 66-R West Broadway,
New York City.

Stories, Manuscripts Wanted

Raymond, Chemist, 318 Pine St., Wallace, Idaho.

Stories, poems, descriptive articles, plays, etc..
are wanted for publication. Submit Mss or write
Literary Bureau, 550, Hannibal. Mo.

Old Money Wanted

Stamps and Coins

to $500 each paid for hundreds of Old or
Odd Coins. Keep all old money, it may be very
valuable.
Send 10c for New Illustrated Coin
Value Book, 4x6. Guaranteed prices. Get posted.
We pay Cash. Clarke Coin Company, 14 Street,
LeRoy, N. Y.
$2

Business.

Responsible manufacturers wants competent men
to manage office and salesmen. $300 to $1500 necessary; will allow expenses to Trenton if you qualify.
Address Manager, 536 Forst Richey Bldg.,
Trenton, N. J.
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Patent Attorneys
Patente-Send for form, "Evidence of Conception" to be signed and witnessed. Form, fee ached.
ale, information free. Lancaster & Allwine, Registered Patent Attorneys in United States and
Canada, 288 Ouray Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Patents-Trademarks.
Write for free Guide
and "Record of Invention Blank" before

Attention Stamp Collectors: 102 stamps four
cents to applicants for our 50% approvals.
Bok
Stamp Co., 642 Meredith St.. Dayton, Ohio.
Attention Stamp Collectors: 102 stamps four
cents to applicants for our 50Ve approvals. Bok
Stamp Co., 642 Meredith St.. Dayton, Ohio.

YOU CAN GET
THIS TUNEFUL

Books

disclosing inventions.

Chemistry
Learn Chemistry at Home-Dr. T. O'Conor
Sloane, noted educator and scientific authority,
will teach you. Our home study correspondence
on can learn in half
course is a real short cut.
the usual time. Gives you the same education as
you would get at a college or university. See our
ad on page 8 of this issue for special 30 -day
Chemical Institute of New York, 66 W.
offer.

\

Broadway, New York City.

Chemistry Apparatus. Chemicals. Radio SupList 4c. Chemical
For experimenters.
Apparatus Co., Dept. D, 4402 \Vest End Ave.,
Chicago.
plies.

Send model or sketch cf
your invention for our Examination and Instructions Free. Electrical cases a specialty.
Terms
reasonable.
Victor J. Evans & Co., 913 Ninth,
Washington, D. C.

Patent-Sense.-As one of the oldest patent firms
in America we give inventors, at lowest consistent
charge, a service noted for results, evidenced by
many well-known Patents of extraordinary value.
Book. Patent -Sense. free. Lacey & Lacey, 683 F
St.. Washington, D. C. Estab. 1869.

Patents.-My-

fee in

advice. Frank T.

installments. Free personal
Fuller, Washington, D. C.

Printing Outfits and Supplies
Print your own

Farms and Orchards
Pecan -Orange-Fig Groves "On the Gulf." GuarMonthly payments. Big quick reanteed care.
turns. Suburban Orchards, Dept. E, Biloxi, Miss.

cards, stationery, circulars,
Complete outfits $8.85; Job Presses
paper, etc
$12, $35; Rotary, $150.
Print for others, big
profit. All easy, rules sent. Write for cat"log
presses, type, paper, etc. Press Company, A-14,
Meriden. Conn.

Radio

Help Wanted

Ivory

EilperiBe a Detective-Work home or travel.
ence unnecessary.
Particulars free. Write. George
former
Wagner,
Broadway, N. Y.

Government

Detective,

1968

Incorporations
Charters; Fees Small;
Delaware Incorporator.
Chas. G. Guyer, 901 Orange St., Wilforms.
mington, Del.

1

As a reader of The EXPERIMENTER it will pay you to read
these ads. Each issue contains offerings made by reliable firms
who are desirous of your patronage.

Radio Panel-Grained white Ivorylite
makes most beautiful set of all. 3/16 inches thick.
Shipped anywhere prepaid or C.O.D. 3c square
inch. Free Sample.
Ivorylite Radio Pastel Co.,
3222 Ave. F, Dept. E, Fort Worth, Texas.
New Crosley Sets.
plete list for stamp.
Sandusky, Ohio.

Latest Kits and Parts. CornRay Radio Supply, Box 317,

Tubes-Dynetron type-201A price $1.25 ppd.
Three circuit tuners bakelite $1.50 ppd. All kinds
of Radio parts by mail. J. S. Radio Co., 86 E.
4th St., Ness York City.
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FIl'E MINUTE
INSTRUCTION ROOK
HERE'S a Banjo -Like that you
will be proud to own. Pine
workmanship and high grade material have given it rich tone, a neat
looking appearance and it will
stand plenty of rough usage.
.\ complete Instruction Book is
packed with every Uke. Its five
minutes the simple lessons in this
book can teach you how to play
many of the latest song and dance
hits. A few weeks later and you
may be known as an expert, welcome at parties, dances, church.
lodge and school socials. etc.
\\re will award hundreds of these
Banjo-Ukes. You can easily earn
one in your spare time. Full particulars mailed immediately on request. No obligation. Write today.
E. J. FOLEY,
Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park PI., New York
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of the Latest
Radio Hookups

Digest

Don't miss the November number,
which contains many important
features
The Newest Thing in Radio Literature

`-.
-

A complete 100 page illustrated magazine
containing hookups and constructional Radio
articles, gleaned from the entire radio press
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the world over.

Large magazine size 9 x 12 inches, printed
on tine paper and profusely illustrated.

IN EVERY ISSUE A 16 PAGE SUPPLEMENT OF ONE INSTALLMENT OF
S. GERNSBACK'S
RADIO ENCYCLOPEDIA
This real Encyclopedia of Radio explains

every word used in Radio, by means of photographs, drawings, charts or tables. (Some
sample pages are shown in this advertisement).
This supplement is arranged in
loose-leaf form.

all Newsstands
and Radio Stores

35c the copy on

Subscription price $3.50 for 12 issues.
Published by
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THE CONSRAD CO., Inc.
233 Fulton
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HAWKINS ELECTRICAL GUIDES
VOLUME
$1 A
$1 A

4700 PICTURES
I

MONTH

Know the facts in Electricity. They mean more money and betti'r
position for you. Hawkins Guides tell you all you need to kttov
about Electricity. Every important electrical subject coverer( ::o
you can understand it. Easy to study and apply. A complete.
practical working course, in 10 volumes. Books arc pocket size;
flexible covers. Order a set today to look over.
LEARN ALL ABOUT
Magnetism-Induction
Experiments
Dynamos
Electric Machinery-Motors-Armature:-Armature \Windings-Installing of
Dynamos-Electrical Instrument Testing-Practical Management
of Dynamos and Motors-Distribution Systems-Wiring-\Wiri'ig
Diagrams-Sign Flashers-Storage Batteries
Principles of Alternating
Currents and Alternators-Alternating Current Motors
Transforme -s

-

-

-

-

--

-Stations-InstSling

Comverters-Rectifiers-Alternating Current Systems
Circuit Breake-s
Measuring Instruments-Switchboards-\,'(ring-Power
-Telephone-Telegraph-\Virele.+-Bells-Lighting-Railways. Aho many
\lodern Practical \pplications of Clectrcity and Ready Reference Index
of the ten numbers.
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IN TEN

VOLUMES

SEND NO MONEY-SEND ONLY THiS COUPON
THEO. AUDEL & CO.
63 West 23rd Street, New York City
Please submit me for free examination. HAWKINS
ELECTRICAL GUIDE (Price Si a number). Ship at

once prepaid, the 10 numbers. If satisfactory, I agree
to send you SI within seven days and to further mail
you SI each month until paid.

Name

()munition
ErtlAlll,yed by

SHIPPED FREE
Not

a cent to pay until you see the books.
No obligation to buy link -s
you are satisfied.
Send Cotnunl now-today-and get this great help
I:brary and see if it is not word, $100 to you-you pay $1.011 a month far
ten months or return it.

I

T.

nt, Address

Reference

1\otember

VeLy Lif Should IIae
Drudgery without
direction means

Vests?
What will You be

C

DOING and EARNING

5,10 or 15 years
from now?

MORE DRUDGERY
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BIG REWARDS

Day After Day, Week After
Week, Year After Year!

It Stands
to Reasan:
THERE 1S NO
SUBSTITUTE
FOR PERSONAL

3

UN
-

TRAINING, IN

i

GET your share of life's harvests! Reap some big stacks of dollars in return
for your time and energy. Don't continue to drudge along through the years,
merely hoping that things will break right for you. Make certain of your future
before you get into a rut that will hold you fast in misery and despair.
Electricity is the Field of Wonderful Opportunities today. It offers BIG PAY,
clean, fascinating work and steady employment-anywhere, any time COYNETRAINED MEN are in demand because the Electrical Industry appreciates the
care and thoroughness which I and my great staff of EXPERT INSTRUCTORS
devote to students. Spend a few happy weeks at COYNE, working in big shops
on great Electrical apparatus, and inspecting
great power houses and industrial organizations.
!

GREAT SHOPS.
ON COMPLETE
ELECTRICAL
APPARATUS

E.24:1

ir

COMPLETE
ELECTRICAL
TRAINING
Happy Weeks at COYNE

HUNDREDS
OF COYNETRAINED
MEN EARN

In 12

$200

of instruction in
Electricity is the
result of 27 years of

experience, solving
the needs of young

men and of the

Electrical

Field.
Remember.COYNE
has been teaching

A WEEK
ill

WE ARE SPECIALISTS
ELECTRICITY

a

PRACTICAL way

COYNE teaches only ONE thing-ELECTRICITY. We are SPECIALsince 1899.
ISTS. Our intere3ts are not
nor is Electricity a eideline or merely
My course is abso- H. C, LEWIS. President an additional' subject with divided,
us. Furthermore, we have been SPECIALlutely thorough, COYNE Electrical 501,001 IZING in the teaching of ELECTRICITY
for more than a quarter of a
easy to master.
century. Bear that in mind, for the sake of your future happiness and
covers every single phase and factor of prosperity! Men who never before had the slightest knowledge of ELECthe subject and fits men for BIG Electri- TRICITY have become REAL ELECTRICAL EXPERTS and stepped incal jobs.HIGHSALARIED,thrillingjobs.
to BIG PAY JOBS because of our advanced, simple, practical methods of training.

You Don't NeedAdvanced
Education or Experience

Don't worry if you lack advanced education. knowledge of higher mathematics,
or experience. My course is not something that you merely study from books
and letters. Riga practical, LEARN -BYDOING Course. Every COYNE student
receives INDIVIDUAL and PERSONAL
Instruction. on COMPLETE electrical
apparatus, under EXPERT INSTRUC-

TORS, in the COYNE Shops at Chicago.

the Electrical Center of the World.

ABSOLUTELY FREE

$60 to

My newly -enlarged
and unusual course

Electricity in
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EARN WHILE YOU LEARN
My wonderfully organized EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT helps you to fret a job to
earn part or all of your expenses while training at COYNE. and assists you to a good
job on graduation. Furthermore, it stands br you THROUGH LIFE, without a penny
of extra cost to you! If you act promptly I'll include, without extra cost, my Special
Courses in Radio Electricity and Auto, Truck and Tractor Electricity.

H. C. LEWIS
President

COYN E

Established
1899

ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
Chicago, Ill.

1300-10 West Harrison St., Dept.

1578,

s

t

cap

This Surprisingly Large
Handsome and Complete
Electrical Book Given To You
Without Cost ev Obligation
I

l

handsome, tamcolor
I
electrical honk hrs
to acrid
Is in 12015 in sire andcont.me 151'irty
Photos of electrical armies and operations. Tells
bout dynamos, radian. lutoa
Imes farm
l
power
s
Nathln. Ike It. 'You'll
boammazu ed. ABSOLUTELY h'EEt:. REMEMBER.

eaand

SEND.000PON NOW
H. C. LEWIS. President
COYNE ELiCTRICAL SCHOOL
1300.10 W. Harrison St.
Dept 1578, Chicago. Illinois
Dear H. C.-You can just bet I want one of
those big, handsome FREE 12x16 books, with
161 actual photographs printed ir. two colors.
Send it quick, before the supply is exhausted.
Be sure and tell me all about Special Courses

without extra cost.
Name
Ad¿ re

